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Abstract  

The mismatching risk of the newsvendor due to demand uncertainty is a 

fundamental issue in inventory research. Risk pooling is a potent strategy to 

reduce the underlying demand uncertainty through aggregation. However, 

past research has been confined to investigating risk pooling among parties 

within a single supply chain network. We argue that the risk can be pooled 

and shared among different supply chains, and it can also be transferred to 

the public via financial derivatives, provided that suppliers have short 

lead-time capacities that allow retailers to replenish stocks within the season. 

We treat such reserved capacity (super capacity) as a commodity that can be 

traded as futures to retailers and speculators.  

Consider a sub-industry of a certain family of short life-cycle products in 

which a group of suppliers have comparable production capabilities to 

produce goods for their “newsvendor-type” of retailers, who sell 

non-identical products in the market. Under the framework of a two-stage 

inventory model, the retailers buy physical goods and super capacity futures 

as inventory portfolios in the first stage. After demand realization in the 

second stage, the retailers make replenishment decisions, which are limited to 

the capacity futures on hand. However, the retailers are allowed to form 

coalitions to transfer the residual capacity futures among themselves. 

Therefore, the retailers can make bidirectional adjustments to their inventory 

positions. This mechanism also helps improve supply flexibility and 

increases the utilization of suppliers’ reserved capacity. 

The dissertation consists of three parts. First, we examine a case involving 

only two supply chains that are engaged in a co-opetition game. We compare 

the two scenarios in which super capacity futures can and cannot be 
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exchanged between the two supply chains in stage two, and  prove that 

Pareto improvement can be obtained.  

Second, we extend the model to a group of n  retailers and m  suppliers 

to form a sub-industry. We employ a biform game to analyze the risks and 

payoffs to the retailers as players in both the non-cooperative (first) and 

cooperative (second) stages. Our findings reveal that the retailers can 

improve their payoffs by sharing risk among different supply chains. 

Third, we allow the game of trading of super capacity to include 

speculators from both the sub-industry and the public. We argue that to hedge 

against risk, the retailers can further share and transfer their risks to the 

speculators by means of trading super capacity as futures or as options in 

futures. Our results show that the whole sub-industry is better off with super 

capacity trading even with the presence of outside speculators. 

In this thesis we also develop a time-based, value-adding capacity 

measurement model, which is an output-orientated input measure for super 

capacity trading among different supply chains involving various products.  

Our study establishes that trading super capacity futures is an efficient 

mechanism for individual newsvendors to improve their performance in 

matching demand with supply by combining operational and financial 

hedging strategies to reduce and share the mismatching risk that is caused by 

demand uncertainty within a sub-industry and with the public.  
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Preface 

This dissertation denotes a very important milestone to me. It makes my 

three-decade dream come true. In fact, it does not only accomplish my 

personal dream of pursuing a doctoral degree, but it might also shed light on 

a very challenging industrial problem that I have been struggling with for 

over thirty years in my career. 

I joined the textile and garment industry in the late 1970’s and attained 

some important results dealing with different problems in operations 

management and logistics, locally as well as globally. Nevertheless, matching 

supply with demand was always a problem that I could not solve. 

The industry has experienced great pressure due to demand-supply 

matching problems since the late 1990’s, especially after the 911 terrorist 

attack in the U.S.A that has caused a serious sales drop in that early winter. 

Over the next several years, the giant retailers believed that the problem 

could be solved if lead-time was shortened. As one who had played an active 

and assiduous role with hundreds of suppliers in Asia, I spent a great deal of 

effort in the early and mid 2000’s working with teams to motivate and help 

selected firms in various supply chains to reduce lead-times that were short 

enough for retailers. Surprisingly, after successfully implementing the new 

operations in a few months to a year, the suppliers declined to provide such 

short lead-time delivery no matter how good the achievements were. They 

could not give a precise reason, but merely knew their benefits would be 

affected if they were continuously offering shortened lead-time delivery. 

Besides, due to the demand uncertainty, the industry did not know how to 

arrive at a formula to compensate suppliers for the short lead-time 

performance. Therefore, when I was applying my doctorate in 2006, I 
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decided to seek an academic solution for the mismatching problem.  

I am glad that the literature offers abundant and flourishing knowledge 

enabling me to thoroughly research such a genuine mystery. The abstract and 

sophisticated thoughts of many scholars have provided me with a fresh view, 

and also various advanced methodologies to detect the problem. Indeed, the 

strategies argued in this thesis contain several vital ingredients from my 

working experience. My exposure to the manifold activities of a huge group 

of retailers and suppliers in different regions has provided me with a good 

foundation to structure a sub-industry co-opetition game. My personal 

involvement in solving numerous dilemmas while developing short lead-time 

delivery in different organizations has allowed me to appreciate the value of 

managing short lead-time capacity. My industrial experience in the quota 

business in Hong Kong has given me a blueprint of capacity trading. The 

time-based quotation that I learned in Mexico while setting up a factory there 

stimulated me to conceive a capacity trading unit. Consequently, the thesis 

might be a synthesis of industry practice and academic theory. 

I hope this dissertation may contribute to the community, no matter how 

small.  

 

Yick-Hin HUNG 
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1  Introduction 

The management of inventory and supply risks of newsvendors due to 

demand uncertainty is a fundamental issue in inventory literature. Since it 

was first addressed by Arrow, Harris, and Marschak (Arrow et al. 1951), 

optimal inventory policy for uncertainty has been studied and extended by a 

great many researchers. Among such research, a study of interest to us is that 

of Jain and Silver (1995) who propose a postponement strategy to use a 

reserved capacity option to allow “newsvendor-type” retailers to replenish 

short life-cycle inventory during the selling season. This single-period 

two-stage model provides an opportunity for a retailer to correct its inventory 

position according to updated forecast, and therefore, the problem of 

supply-demand mismatching can be alleviated if the option of placing 

additional orders is available. This strategy is favourable for the retailer in 

terms of adjusting inventory level during the selling season to match demand 

closely. However, it might spoil the supplier’s benefit because part of the 

mismatching risk is shifted along a single supply chain from downstream to 

upstream (Burnetas and Ritchken 2005; Donohue 2000; Wu 2005). But could 

the demand uncertainty be mitigated by pooling the risk among different 

supply chains within a sub-industry in a manner of co-opetition, and even 

transfer the mismatching risk to the public in order to protect the benefits of 

both retailer and supplier? 

 

1.1   Background 

The key characteristic of the newsvendor problem is how to determine the 

quantity of a single order before observing demand that will maximize profit 
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for the entire selling period. For a two-stage problem with replenishment, the 

order quantity at the beginning of stage 1 and the additional order quantity at 

the beginning of stage 2 that maximizes expected profit is the primary 

problem in the literature (Lau and Lau 1999a). The problem is particularly 

important for items with significant demand uncertainty and large inventory 

and lost sales costs, such as fashions, seasonal products and new electronic 

devices. Frazier (1986) estimated the inventory carrying cost, shortage, and 

excess supply for the U. S. apparel industry was 25% of annual retail sales. In 

fact, for fashions items, the lost sales can only be as high as 18 – 20% of the 

total inventory (Hunter et al. 1996; Mattila et al. 2002). Therefore, it is 

worthwhile to seek a better strategy for the industry to minimize the 

mismatching costs that arise from demand uncertainty. 

 

1.1.1 Mismatching cost 

Mismatching losses engendered by demand uncertainty can be expressed in a 

profit function.  Let q  be the inventory quantity ordered before demand is 

realized, p  denotes the price and ω  the cost; therefore the profit is given 

by qqDp ω−),min( , where 0≥D  is the single-period random demand 

with mean ][DE=µ . Newsvendor faces its own demand function with a 

probability density function )(yf  and a cumulative distribution function 

)(yF , such that the expected profit is 

      ]),[min()( qqDEq ωπ −= . 

By using the fact that +−−= )(),min( qDDqD  and )0,max()( zz =+ , 

assuming leftover inventory has salvage value v  per unit and the cost of lost 

sales is g  per unit, we can rewrite the expected profit as 

      )()()( qLpq −−= µωπ       (1.1) 

where 0)()()()()( ≥−−+−−+= ++ DqEvqDEgpqL ωω  is the expected 

loss function of the mismatching cost which is caused by the demand 

uncertainty. )(qL  is also called the expected single-period holding and 

shortage cost function (Porteus 2002). It is the sum of the underage cost that 
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is incurred for each unit of lost sales and the overage cost that is incurred for 

each unit of leftover inventory. In the context of the newsvendor model, the 

mismatch risk is the sum of the lost profit due to lost sales (supply risk) and 

the total loss on leftover inventory (inventory risk). The mismatching cost of 

the newsvendor problem is therefore defined as the sum of loss due to excess 

inventory and excess demand. If we minimize )(qL , then we might obtain 

the maximized profit in (1.1) since its first term is a constant. 

The traditional approach to minimize )(qL  is to find the optimal order 

quantity by the first order conditions since )(qL  is a convex function. We 

can obtain the classic newsvendor critical fractile solution by this approach to 

identify an optimal inventory level, 

      
vgp

gp
qF

−+
−+

=
ω

*)( .          (1.2) 

However, the optimum is achieved by trading off inventory leftover and 

lost-sales costs. It neither reduces nor avoids the risks. 

 

1.1.2 Value of reserved capacity 

As a matter of fact, )(qL  can be further minimized by closing the gap 

between D  and q  before finding the optimal inventory quantity. The 

two-stage model allows forecast update in the early season providing an 

opportunity for a retailer to select an adjusting inventory position by 

replenishment. In the apparel industry, the implementation of Quick 

Response (QR) is a strategy that shortens the production period to allow 

replenishment to happen in the season. QR is a concept first developed in 

1986 by Kurt Salmon Associates, a consultancy firm in the U.S.A. to respond 

to competition from overseas suppliers, especially from Asia, to shorten the 

lead-time of supply in the apparel industry (Lowson et al. 1999; Hines 2004). 

Hunter (1990) defines QR as an operational philosophy and a set of 

procedures aimed at maximizing the profitability of the apparel pipeline. Wu 

(2005) defines QR as a response to the risk of delays in the supply chain’s 

commitment to quantity and to the need for a shorter production lead-time. It 
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is common now to use the term QR to describe a short lead-time production. 

The literature has confirmed that QR is an effective strategy to save 

significant operation costs and improve the service level. Hunter et al. (1996) 

compare the performance of traditional and QR procedures for seasonal and 

fashion apparel. They have found that a 20-week life-cycle product can drop 

the lost sales from 18.3% to 4% and the leftover inventory reduces to 1.2% 

from 7.4% if more frequency replenishment is allowed during the selling 

season. Mattila et al. (2002) also have similar results in studying the retail 

performance for seasonal fashion in Finland. They have found that the lost 

sales are 20% for a traditional company but only 3% for QR supply chain. 

The sell-through rate before marking down is 65.6% in a traditional company 

and 91.7% with replenishment sourcing. Fisher and Raman (1996) develop 

an optimal production commitment model for a fashion skiwear company to 

respond to the early sales by QR replenishment that increases 60% in the 

profit. Therefore, QR suppliers can ask for a higher price than traditional 

suppliers because they allow the customer to reorder based on observed 

demand to improve service levels and inventory turns (Pinnow and King 

1997). In fact, saving of in-season replenishment may justify paying from 

30-50% more to a QR supplier (Gilreath et al. 1995). However, there is a 

lack of mechanism to allow efficiently splitting the extra profit between 

supplier and retailer that is merited by the replenishment strategy.  

In the two-stage newsvendor problem, the supplier’s reserved capacity for 

order replenishment is normally treated as a commitment made exclusively 

between the supplier and a particular retailer. If any reserved capacity is not 

used, it is wasted. This capacity is seldom decoupled from its product and 

treated as a commodity, which can be traded independently in the market. 

Nevertheless, capacity is the maximum quantity of output per unit in a given 

amount of time that the stock of a plant and equipment of the supplier is 

capable of completing (De Leeuw 1962). From a business perspective, a type 

of capacity that needs a shorter lead-time has a higher value than another type 

of capacity that requires a much longer lead-time if both types of capacity 

produce similar products of the same quality. This is particularly true for the 

case of short life-cycle products with stochastic demand. There are two main 
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root causes for the single-period inventory problem; namely (i) it is very 

difficult to forecast stochastic demand accurately before the selling season, 

and (ii) the supplier does not respond to demand immediately. If either of 

these root causes can be eliminated, it will be much easier for the supplier to 

cope with the stochastic demand.   

Unfortunately it is hard to obtain an accurate forecast of demand before 

the start of the selling season. Hunter and Valentino (1995) comment that the 

demand for fashion products is almost, by definition, impossible to forecast. 

Fisher and Rajaram (2000) find that forecasts in fashion retailing have an 

average error rate of 50% or more. However, an early season observation as 

small as 20% of sales can provide a much better forecast for the demand 

distribution over the whole season (Fisher and Raman 1996). In fact, in a 

multi-stage forecast, as the forecast horizon shortens, the forecast variance 

decreases and forecast precision increases (Sethi et al. 2005). Therefore, 

production capacity has its own value if its lead-time is short enough to allow 

the replenishment of goods in the post-early season after early sales 

information has been obtained.  

On the other hand, the supplier faces several issues in offering short 

lead-time capacity to retailers. First, the supplier may need stronger 

management skills in general to overcome lead-time problems. Second, 

retailers may inflate their demand forecasts. Third, the supplier bears the risk 

that production capacity may not be fully utilized in the selling season since 

the impact of demand uncertainty is shifted from retailers to the supplier. If 

these issues are to be addressed, an incentive scheme needs to be devised to 

compensate the supplier for its investment, and a mechanism put in place to 

help the supplier to manage its risks. We argue and advocate that capacity is 

a product in itself, which has its own market value if its special 

characteristics are able to satisfy customer needs (Kotler et al. 2007). Thus, it 

may be possible to reduce the demand variability inherent in different supply 

chains by pooling the reserved capacity of the chains concerned by market 

force.  
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1.1.3 Risk pooling 

It is well known that risk pooling is one of the most powerful tools available 

to address variability in the supply chain and is most effective when demands 

are negatively correlated (Simchi-Levi et al. 2008). Risk pooling suggests 

that demand variability is reduced if demand is aggregated across locations. 

Capacity is one of the risks that can be pooled, and this can benefit the supply 

chain (Aviv and Federgruen 1999). However, past research has been confined 

to investigating risk pooling among parties within a single supply chain 

network. We consider that the common super capacity in a sub-industry 

becomes a commodity in itself among a group of retailers. The retailer then 

uses short lead-time capacity as an alternative inventory instead of physical 

products.  

Motivated by the need to address these issues, particularly in fashion items, 

we propose a new strategy based on the concepts of risk pooling and 

postponement to tackle the single-period inventory problem. We aim to help 

match supply with demand more effectively. Our research does not in itself 

investigate the allocation of inventory risk, capacity risk, and lost sales 

among different players in a single supply chain. Instead, we focus on the 

development of a mechanism to mitigate such risks and redistribute them 

among a group of supply chains as well as the public in both non-cooperative 

and cooperative ways.  

It is a common practice that one manufacturer supplies different products 

to various retailers and retailers buy goods from different suppliers. Under 

such circumstances, production capacity becomes a commodity in itself 

among a group of retailers and, accordingly, a sub-industry of those using the 

same capacity is formed. It is the same as if a supplier has a number of 

customers, and can reduce its overall risk by pooling the capacity for all its 

customers (Jin and Wu 2007). A sub-industry is therefore defined as a group 

of retailers and suppliers who sell products that are produced by similar 

facilities and capabilities within the cluster. It is distinguished from the 

supply chain network, which is defined as ‘an interconnection of 

organizations which relate to each other through upstream and downstream 
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linkages between the different processes and activities that produce value in 

the form of products and services to the ultimate consumer’(Christopher 

2005). In a sub-industry, different supply chains could run their own 

businesses independently without any direct interaction.  

 

1.1.4 Trading capacity as commodity 

We, therefore propose that capacity with a short lead-time is a commodity 

that can be sold independently as futures before it expires. Whenever this 

capacity is traded separately from physical inventory, we call it “super 

capacity”. In other words, the source of replenishment of a retailer can also 

come from the capacity residual of other retailers by trading super capacity 

during the season to play a co-opetition game. Players in a co-opetition game 

will both compete and cooperate with each other in different points along the 

horizon. In the traditional view, cooperation and competition among retailers 

are opposed and mutually exclusive activities. However, it appears that 

companies can compete and cooperate with each other simultaneously in 

practice. In academic studies, co-opetition is not new and has been examined 

for more than two decades (Walley 2007). Brandenburger & Nalebuff (1996) 

explain that business is a cooperation when it comes to creating a pie and a 

competition when it comes to dividing it up because business is a game, but 

unlike sport, poker or chess, which must result in a single winner and losers. 

Business nature does not require others to fail in order to allow only one 

participant’s success; it allows for multiple winners. 

Some scholars use different names to describe the reserved capacity for 

responding to demand after early sales have been observed. For example, 

Cachon and Terwiesch (2009) and Cattani et al. (2008) adopt ‘reactive 

capacity’ to describe the capacity in which reacting to the demand is known 

with more certainty in the selling season. However, the capacity they 

describe is only assigned to the contracted retailer, while super capacity can 

be transferred freely as a commodity in a sub-industry. This is the main 

distinction between other definitions and our own. 
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Super capacity might bring many advantages if it is traded as futures. Both 

the supplier and the retailer can hedge against their risks by trading capacity 

futures before the selling season. The retailer can determine how much of the 

super capacity on hand should be converted into products at a very late stage, 

after reviewing early season or post-early season sales. This means that 

mismatching between supply and demand can be dramatically reduced 

because the late forecast, which takes into account more information about 

variations in demand, is more accurate (Fisher and Raman 1996). Thus a 

higher return on operating assets can be achieved by adding capacity and 

lowering physical inventories (Bradley and Arntzen 1999). However, studies 

examining the issues concerning the trading of reserved capacity among 

supply chains are very limited in the literature. 

In this thesis we argue that mismatching risk can be pooled and shared 

among different supply chains and can also be transferred to public 

speculators via financial instruments, provided that suppliers’ short lead-time 

capacities allow retailers to replenish in the season. Retailers can form a 

coalition to exchange the super capacity residual after realization of the 

demand is observed in the selling season. Thus the imbalance between 

aggregate demand and aggregate supply of the sub-industry is improved, and 

the mismatching cost of the sub-industry is also mitigated. Furthermore, the 

financial instruments also allow players to hedge and avoid capacity quantity 

and price risks by trading super capacity futures. Obviously, the commodity 

futures market depends not only on the existence of uncertainty about the 

future, but also on the existence of different preferences regarding risk and 

return or different utility functions that support transaction to take place 

between players (Gollier 2001). 

The purposes of the present research are to study whether a unique best 

response strategy exists for the game players to pool, hedge and transfer 

mismatching risk to a sub-industry, and whether the whole sub-industry is 

better off even with outside speculators participating in the game. This study 

tries to partially fill the gap by examining the coordination among supply 

chains and the involvement of speculators in the super capacity futures game. 

Moreover, there should be a capacity unit that is common to the mix of 
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products encountered in different supply chains to allow super capacity 

trading to be processed. In addition, we also develop a time-based, 

value-adding capacity measurement model, which is an output-orientated 

input measure for super capacity trading among different supply chains 

involving various products. 

 

1.2   Research Methodologies 

We consider a group of 1≥m  suppliers and 2≥n  retailers to form a 

sub-industry with n  supply chains. Each supply chain sells a different short 

life-cycle product to the market that has only one retailer but one or more 

suppliers. The m  suppliers have the same facilities and similar capabilities to 

produce different goods for some of the n  retailers with a very short 

lead-time. The retailers place orders and receive goods before the selling 

season (stage 1). We assume that all suppliers do not keep an inventory and 

will deliver the amounts that are requested by any retailers in the game under 

forced compliance (Cachon and Lariviere 2001), and that a minimum order is 

not requested by suppliers. Since the lead-time is short, the retailer can order 

additional goods after demand is realized in the beginning of the selling season 

(stage 2) if they have reserved super capacity on hand. Super capacity is 

trading before the season as futures. Players of the super capacity futures game 

are basically formed by three types of investors: namely the supplier i , 

mi ,...,1= ; the retailer i , nmmi ++= ,...,1 ; and the speculator i , 

η++++= nmnmi ,...,1 . We define all retailers and suppliers as hedgers. 

Hedgers intend to make or take delivery of the futures market position, unless 

they suffer from inaccurate forecasting that the residual part of the future 

position will be liquidated at some time prior to expiration. Speculators merely 

offset their positions at some point before the date set for the futures delivery. 

If a retailer or a supplier plays both roles, as hedger and speculator 

simultaneously, it is treated as two players in the game. However, if a player 

changes role between a hedger and a speculator along the way, in our analysis 

we still treat this investor as only one player at one point in this game. In case 
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a retailer and a supplier have a common decision maker and the supplier does 

not offer any products to other retailers in stage 1, the condition for them to 

participate in the game is whether they are willing to exchange capacity 

residual in stage 2. We assume that all the investors do not have cash flow 

pressure to liquidate the capacity futures at any time. Moreover, there are zero 

transaction costs and no institutional restrictions on trades. 

The mechanism developed in this thesis combines operational and financial 

hedging strategies. We use only futures but not forwards in this study because 

a futures contract is a standardized agreement that is much easier to trade and 

transfer in the market at any time until it matures. A forward contract should be 

held until the end of the contract term, since it is non-standardized and is 

developed by the two parties involved in the deal. The same volume of super 

capacity, however, may be traded several times before and during the selling 

season in order to adjust the retailer’s inventory position and maximize its 

profit. The price paid for super capacity may in fact be a more accurate 

indication of a retailer’s true situation and can thus provide a better basis for 

decisions by the sub-industry. Therefore, the mechanism suggested would 

discourage retailers from inflating their orders in an effort to gain a better 

allotment of inventory, since a retailer would face some risk if the volume of 

super capacity held is too great.  

This study is divided into three phases that have different set up for the 

models. In Phase one, only one supplier and two retailers are considered. We 

have a group of 1≥m  suppliers and 2≥n  retailers but no speculators in 

Phase two. For Phase three, in addition to 1≥m  suppliers and 2≥n  retailers, 

1≥η  speculators are involved in the study. 

 

1.2.1  Phase one – 1=m , 2=n  and 0=η  

It is common in the literature to study the decentralized system of a 

single-period problem by comparing the centralized system as a benchmark 

to argue any improvement in the new strategy. In Phase one, we compare two 

scenarios, namely one in which super capacity is allowed to be exchanged, 
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and the other where it is not allowed to be exchanged between two supply 

chains. We examine whether Pareto-improvement can be attained and the 

impact of the price of super capacity on both retailers and suppliers through 

this new mechanism of super capacity trading. 

 

1.2.2  Phase two – 1≥m , 2≥n  and 0=η  

In Phase two, the super capacity futures can be traded at any time before the 

order delivery date among the players in the sub-industry to regulate their 

inventory positions. We use a biform game to analyze the mechanism for n  

competitive retailers and identify the Nash equilibrium in the first stage and 

the core of the game in the second stage.  

A biform game is a hybrid non-cooperative/cooperative game model 

designed to model business interactions as first proposed by Brandenburger 

and Stuart (2007). They study the players making strategic investments in the 

first stage and then playing a cooperative game determined by their 

investments in the second stage to favourably shape the competitive 

environment. There are only limited studies adopting this methodology in 

operations management; for example, Stuart (2005), Plambeck and Taylor 

(2005, 2007). 

To define a biform game, consider a set of players (retailers) 

},...,1{ nmmN ++=  and a finite set iQ  of strategies, nmmi ++= ,...,1 , for 

each player i . We also have a subset of N , denoted by S  and called a 

coalition. In the first stage, players make decisions among their strategies; 

this game can be analyzed like any other non-cooperative games. In the 

second stage, various coalitions S  are formed to reach a common objective 

with the players who are in the same coalition. Competition is then modelled 

by a cooperative game in which the characteristic value function depends on 

the chosen actions. Let nmm QQQ ++ ××= ...1 , with typical element q , and let 

v  be a map from Q  to the set of maps from N2 to ℜ  , where 0))(( =φqv  

for every Qq∈ . For each player i , let iε  be si′  confidence index and it 
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is a number in [0, 1]. An N-newsvendor biform game is then a collection 

).,...,;;,...,( 11 nmmnmm vQQ ++++ εε  

We determine that in the first stage the game has a unique Nash 

equilibrium by using the contraction mapping principle, in which the best 

response mapping is contracted globally to a fixed point on the whole 

strategy space. The contraction mapping argument is the most frequently 

used argument in the literature (Cachon and Netessine 2003).  

Next we show that the core of the game ),( vN  is non-empty in the 

second stage by using the result of Shapley (1967) that the balanced set 

{ }kmm SS ++ ,...,1  of coalitions of N  with balancing weights kmm ++ κκ ,...,1  

will give ( ) ( ) ( )NvNSv
km

mj
jj =≤∑

+

+=

πκ
1

. 

 

1.2.3  Phase three – 1≥m , 2≥n  and 1≥η  

In this phase, anyone can join the game of trading super capacity as futures and 

options on futures. We adopt options on futures as one of the financial 

instruments because the investor has an opportunity in stage 2 to decide 

whether or not to exercise the right after the capacity futures spot price at 

maturity has been observed. Hence, retailers and suppliers may hedge both 

quantity and price risks of the super capacity. 

We consider both risk-neutral and risk-averse speculators in our study. In the 

model, risk-averse hedgers need to give up some of their payoffs in terms of 

risk premium to speculators who should earn a risk premium for bearing the 

commodity demand and price volatilities. The trade-off is between risk and 

expected return. The individual players’ attitudes towards risk will affect the 

sharing of risk among themselves. For the risk-neutral speculators, we use the 

expected utility model to identify a certainty equivalent and use an auxiliary 

function, benefit function that is derived from a utility function to measure how 

much benefit an individual player would be willing to relinquish in order to 

reach a certain utility level. Therefore, we investigate how the capacity risk of 
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retailers and suppliers can be transferred fully to other risk-neutral speculators. 

By following this set up, we add a mean variance preference function for 

the risk-averse players in the game to work out an optimal risk-sharing rule 

that will maximize all players’ payoff from the investment. We further use 

comparative statics to analyze behaviour of any influence by different 

degrees of risk aversion of individual players in the game.  

 

1.2.4 Capacity unit 

 
First of all we establish a proposal that a piecewise polynomial value-added 

production function contains only positive/negative value-added processes 

and non-value-added processes, but not waste. Then we use this proposition 

to investigate capacity deployment. We prove that the value-added capacity is 

fully efficient and shows no difference between different production lines to 

develop a time-based, value-added capacity measurement model that is an 

output orientated input measure to satisfy the need. 

The above methodologies have been employed in our research to help us to 

answer the research questions in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 

 

1.3   Results of the Study 

We propose a co-opetition game in which retailers can reduce and hedge 

against uncertainty by buying super capacity as futures as an alternative 

inventory to establish inventory portfolio with physical stock for 

single-period products. This novel mechanism allows retailers to make 

bidirectional adjustment to their inventory positions by exchanging their 

super capacity holdings as a commodity with their competitors in a 

sub-industry. In contrast, suppliers can share part of the benefit from reducing 

mismatching cost as well as increase capacity utilization by the mechanism. 

It also helps create a more stable production environment during the selling 

season. The following are summaries of our findings in the study. 
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1.3.1 Phase one  

In Phase one, we study two supply chains in trading super capacity futures 

and show that Pareto-improvement can be attained under this mechanism. 

The condition to induce a supplier to build super capacity is identified. We 

also find that the price of super capacity has a strong effect on retailers in 

modifying their physical inventory levels in period 1. Retailers will hold less 

inventory if the price of super capacity is low compared with their profit 

margins.  

 

1.3.2 Phase two 

Our findings in Phase two present the situation in which the trading of super 

capacity as a commodity in the futures market can provide an effective 

mechanism to reduce demand variability for the supply chains, and shift both 

capacity and inventory risks from a certain supply chain to a sub-industry. We 

find that the game is efficient in both the non-cooperative and cooperative 

stages, as all the players will reach a unique equilibrium point in each stage. 

We also show that the inventory and capacity risks in newsvendor supply 

chains can be mitigated among different supply chains selling different 

products. Different supply chains can regulate their inventory positions by 

using a new tool that more accurately matches demand with supply. 

Moreover, the sub-industry will increase their aggregate payoff as a result of 

trading super capacity futures. 

 

1.3.3 Phase three 

In Phase three, the existence of the unique Nash equilibrium demonstrates 

that this new mechanism is an efficient means to let a single supply chain risk 

be shared with, or be transferred to, the other supply chains and even to the 

public who are in the game. Our results indicate that this new market-based 

risk transfer mechanism combines operational and financial hedging 
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strategies that offer industry a new way of meeting demand more efficiently 

to improve profit. We also determine an optimal risk-sharing rule for the 

risk-averse players to share their payoff, and we find that the higher the risk 

aversion of a player, the lower the profit share is for that player, but the 

shares to other players are unaffected.  

 

1.3.4 Capacity unit 

A time-based, ‘value-added capacity’ measurement model for super capacity 

trading is established by showing the value-added capacity is fully efficient 

and there is no difference between different production lines. It can be easily 

inferred to output quantity of the retailer’s order if the requested value-added 

input of the product is known. 

This model is an innovative and apt measurement for the capacity planning 

of a process that produces a wide product mix and a new unit for super 

capacity trading that can be applied across different production facilities.  

The results of this study show that the operational hedging strategies 

proposed in this study are valid. They therefore have satisfied the aim and the 

purposes and also respond to the research questions in this dissertation.  

 

1.4   Organization of the Dissertation 

The chapters of the dissertation are organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 Introduction: the current chapter. 

Chapter 2  Literature Review: we present a literature review on inventory 

policies and strategies, risk pooling and financial instrument for hedging. We 

look from the three different sources of additional inventory in stage 2, 

including supplier coordination, retailer cooperation and consumer 

compulsion to understand how earlier research has obtained knowledge in 

alleviating the mismatching problem in a single-period, two-stage 

environment. Then we identify research gaps for our study.  
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Chapter 3 Trading super capacity between two supply chains: we 

construct a model of two supply chains with two retailers and only one 

supplier to analyze two scenarios: one where super capacity exchange is not 

allowed, and the other where super capacity exchange is allowed, in order to 

determine whether Pareto-improvement can be attained through super 

capacity trading. We also study how retailers and suppliers make their 

decisions on capacity trading. Numerical results are demonstrated to 

illustrate the relationships among some important variables and parameters 

of the model.  

Chapter 4  Trading capacity future among n-newsvendor: in this chapter 

we argue that the suppliers are induced to offer their super capacity to 

retailers and we also identify the characteristics of the retailers who will 

become players in the game. The biform analysis is adopted to study the 

Nash equilibrium in the non-cooperative stage and the core of players in the 

cooperative stage. Then we provide two numerical examples to elucidate the 

analysis.  

Chapter 5 Transfer mismatching risk to the public: the optimal policy of 

the super capacity trading game is examined in this chapter. We also 

investigate how risk is transferred from hedgers to risk-natural speculators 

and risk-averse speculators, respectively. From there, the optimal payoff rule 

for players in the game is identified. We show that the whole sub-industry 

will gain extra profit – even speculators are in the game. We use numerical 

examples to explain how mismatching risks are transferred to the players in 

the game under different situations.  

Chapter 6 Capacity unit for trading: we start from the literature review 

of capacity measurement that is divided into three streams, namely (a) 

engineering approach, (b) cost accounting approach, and (c) economic 

approach. Next we study the components of a process that consists of only 

value-added and non-value-added work. We also propose a new concept on 

waste in the production process. Then we discuss fully efficient value-added 

input, and define a capacity deployment according to the results in this 

chapter. We therefore explain how a new super capacity trading unit is 

innovated. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions: we summarize our major findings in the 

beginning of this chapter. From that point, we discuss how our postulation 

fits the operational hedging strategies and we talk about the concern of the 

existence of short lead-time capacity. An example of capacity trading in 

textile and clothing that was used by some countries between the 1960s and 

2004 was quoted for reference. Besides, we suggest some managerial 

implications in this chapter. Then the limitations of our study are indicated 

and some suggestions for future research are also proposed. At the end of this 

chapter we have concluding remarks. 

Appendix A: The mathematical proofs related to Chapters 3-6. 

Appendix B: A new look at waste and value-added work in the Toyota 

Production System: we provide a deeper discussion in the key concept for 

developing the new capacity unit in Chapter 6. We start by introducing the 

basic concept of Toyota Production System (TPS) and reviewing the 

dissemination of the concept and practice of TPS in the Western world.  

Then the notion of waste estimation and the new definitions of the different 

work components of a process are discussed to argue that waste does not 

exist in any process. We also derive the conditions under which productivity 

will improve from shortening lead-time and cycle time. A case study in which 

a Thai manufacturer adopts the ideas in Chapter 6 and this appendix to 

achieve efficiency improvement in its production process is exhibited.  

In the next chapter will examine the literature on inventory policies and 

strategies, risk pooling and financial instruments for hedging. We also 

develop research questions in the last section. 
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2  Literature Review 

The single-period two-stage inventory problem with replenishment has been 

studied and investigated in many different directions since the research of 

Bradford and Sugrue (1990), which presents a succinct model for style-goods 

inventory issue. However, we adopt the aspect of replenishment sources from 

a historical perspective to support a structural review in this field since it 

describes comprehensively different strategies for the problems that are 

related to our aim. Obviously, our literature review also covers both operation 

management and risk management, including commodity futures to provide a 

sufficient context for our study.  

 

2.1   Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of research and literature on operational and 

financial hedging to alleviate the supply-demand mismatching problem. There 

are four major sections. The next section considers the literature from 

inventory policy and strategy. We focus on the area showing how different 

strategies are formulated according to sources of replenishment to reduce 

mismatching risk. In Section 2.3, we then draw upon literature from the 

disciplines of risk pooling that relate to reduced demand variability in supply 

chains. Following this, in Section 2.4 we present the literature that studies 

financial instruments for hedging and transferring the inventory risk. In 

Section 2.5, we highlight the research gaps and research questions that are of 

particular relevance to the primary objective of this study: to mitigate 

mismatching cost by pooling and sharing the risk among different supply 

chains in a sub-industry, and even transferring it to public speculators via 

financial instruments. In the final section, we summarize the chapter. 
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2.2   Inventory Policies and Strategies 

In a single-period, two-stage problem, the retailer has different ways to 

obtain replenishment after early sales have been realized. According to the 

literature, there are three different sources from which additional orders may 

be secured to alleviate the supply-demand mismatching problem: namely, (a) 

supplier coordination, (b) retailer cooperation, and (c) consumer compulsion. 

The following is a summary of the inventory policies and strategies that are 

based on the three replenishment opportunities. 

 

2.2.1  Supplier coordination 

For short life-cycle products, a simple form of postponement permits the 

retailer to place a second order with the supplier using an option contract and 

capacity commitment design. Capacity reservation for the single-period 

inventory problem has been studied since the 1990s. Silver and Jain (1994) 

initiate research on procurement strategies for reserved capacity for single- 

and multi-period inventory problems. Jain and Silver (1995) use a reserved 

capacity option to treat the single-period problem where there are 

uncertainties in both demand and supplier capacities. The option contract is a 

commonly used arrangement that provides quantity flexibility to the retailer, 

enabling it to respond to market changes because the supplier has earmarked 

either a specified or an unlimited amount of capacity for the retailer. 

Anupindi and Bassok (1999) present a general model of supply contracts 

with options for a single short life-cycle product with stochastic demand in 

two stages. They allow buyers to purchase options from suppliers that 

include an option price, in addition to firm orders to be delivered at the 

beginning of stages one and two. In stage two, the buyer needs to pay an 

exercise price for additional units, which are reserved by an option. 

Barnes-Schuster et al. (2002) provide an in-depth study of this general model 

by showing that an option can offer flexibility to buyers, allowing them to 

better react to demand changes and benefit from channel coordination. Wang 

and Liu (2007) develop an option contract for channel coordination and risk 
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sharing in a retailer-led supply chain. They find that to be successful, the 

option price (for capacity reservation) and the exercise price (purchasing 

from the reserved capacity) have to be negatively correlated and that the 

retailer can only commit to taking a quantity that is smaller than the optimal 

production quantity in a centralized system. 

Similarly, some researchers have made efforts to find ways of developing 

capacity reservation that allow retailers to buy additional goods after early 

sales performance has been observed. Chung and Flynn (2001) extend the 

classic newsvendor model to a two-stage problem where they reduce a 

piecewise linear convex cost using multiple replenishments in the second 

stage. Li and Liu (2008) design a supply contract that allows buyers to place 

a second order under the manufacturer’s limited reserve capacity. They 

discover that their design will result in higher profits if demand has a larger 

variability. Milner and Rosenblatt (2002) suggest a two-period contract that 

offers the buyer the option to adjust the second order by paying a per unit 

order adjustment penalty. 

Each of these studies takes the buyer’s perspective in order to provide 

favourable quantity flexibility. Although the retailer may benefit from 

procuring supplies under improved conditions, the manufacturer may end up 

being worse off due to reductions in the volumes of the retailer’s purchases 

(Wu 2005). Earlier research has also found that adjusting the inventory level 

downstream based on demand forecast updates results in disturbance 

upstream (Donohue 2000). Burnetas and Ritchken (2005) find that using 

options is not a zero-sum game, since the retailer is better off if the 

uncertainty in the demand curve is low, but may be worse off if the 

uncertainty is sufficiently high.  

 

2.2.2  Retailer cooperation 

Cooperation among retailers is another source for replenishment during the 

season. Transshipment on residual inventory among retailers is a common 

strategy in the literature. Transshipment is similar to our study, but the key 
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difference is that it only concerns the transfer of physical goods. Krishnan 

and Rao (1965) open a new stream in the analysis of transshipment of a 

multi-location distribution network with a number of warehouses. For 

single-period, two-stage problems, Rudi et al. (2001) examine the chances of 

optimal inventory orders of two newsvendors if transshipment is allowed to 

transfer surplus products to another retailer who is stocked out. They find 

that the optimal order levels under transshipment will not gain the maximum 

joint profits if each retailer only tries to maximize its own profits. However, 

they suggest using a pair of transshipment prices to overcome this problem. 

Hu et al. (2007) generalize the model of Rudi et al. (2001) by considering 

uncertain production capacity. Zou et al. (2010) also investigate the impact 

of transshipment between two retailers, but in a competitive environment. 

However, Zhao and Atkins (2009) realize that competitive retailers will 

benefit from transshipment if they have stronger differentiation, or if 

competition among them is weak; otherwise they will prefer consumer 

substitution. 

Dong and Rudi (2004) study the effect of transshipment for a distribution 

system that contains a single supplier and n retailers. They find that 

transshipment makes retailers’ order quantities less sensitive to the wholesale 

price if the supplier is a price setter. Therefore, the supplier benefits from 

retailers’ transshipment by charging a higher wholesale price. The results of 

Dong and Rudi are extended by Zhang (2005), who finds that the inventory 

problem with transshipment is equivalent to a newsvendor problem with an 

adjusted demand. Anupindi et al. (2001) analyze a decentralized distribution 

system with n retailers that order inventory independently before the season 

and share excess goods to satisfy unmet demand after demand realization. 

They show that there is an equilibrium allocation mechanism in the game. 

Granot and Sosic (2003) extend Anupindi et al.’s (2001) study by 

considering that not all the residual inventories will be transshipped to other 

retailers. They find that the core allocation rules may not induce the retailers 

to share their entire residual inventory with others. Based on these two 

papers, Sosic (2006) further studies retailers that show concerns for the 

reactions of the other retailers to their actions, and identifies that grand 
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coalition is a farsighted stable outcome. Slikker et al. (2005) and Ozen et al. 

(2008) also study cooperation games played by n newsvendors to improve 

their expected joint profit by transshipping their goods after demand 

realization is known. However, Huang and Sosic (2010) find that allocation 

of the residual profit from transshipment among players is not significantly 

different, no matter the transshipment price is selected before demand is 

known or dual allocations are adopted after demand is known. 

 

2.2.3  Consumer compulsion 

A few papers investigate the random quantity of replenishment during the 

selling season by consumer compulsion in particular businesses, such as 

catalogue and Internet mail order. The high volume of returned goods in mail 

order is resalable, therefore retuned goods are also a source of replenishment 

if they come back to retailers on time without damage. Vlachos and Dekker 

(2003) investigate seasonal products sold through E-commerce or mail order 

with a high return rate. They examine the influence of returned goods on the 

initial order quantity of a single-period product by assuming that the return 

rate is fixed and the product can only be resold once. Mostard and Teunter 

(2006) consider a similar newsvendor problem with resalable returns. 

Moreover, Mostard et al. (2005) study the same model but allow the product 

to be returned and resold infinitely in the same season. They discover that 

demand variability is a key factor that affects the expected profit in their 

models.  

In the next section, we examine the demand variability moderation by risk 

pooling strategy. The review will extend beyond the single-period two-stage 

problem to a general inventory and capacity environment. 

 

2.3   Risk Pooling  

Risk pooling is an effective tool that can be used to address and reduce 

demand variability in supply chains (Simchi-Levi et al. 2008). For example, 
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the risk-pooling effect of centralizing inventory can benefit inventory systems 

by reducing the need for safety stocks and consequently lowering the costs 

associated with inventory holding and shortage penalties (Eppen 1979). In 

recent years, risk-pooling strategies have received considerable attention in the 

academic community and in practice (Cachon and Terwiesch 2009). Schwarz 

(1989) studies the use of a warehouse to pool risk arising from outside-supplier 

lead-times in order to reduce the overall variance in the retailers’ net inventory 

processes. Kumar et al. (1995) analyze static and dynamic policies for 

replenishing and allocating inventories among n  retailers located along a 

fixed delivery route. Gerchak and He (2003) study the impact of demand 

variability on the expected overall inventory costs under risk pooling.  

Thomas and Tyworth (2007) investigate pooling the lead-time risk by 

splitting orders and simultaneously offering significant opportunities to reduce 

inventory-system costs. Cachon and Harker (2002) demonstrate that 

manufacturers can benefit from capacity pooling by outsourcing. Gerchak et al. 

(1988) investigate the inventory effects of using commonality in 

assemble-to-order systems and find that it is beneficial to employ commonality 

whenever possible. Kurata et al. (2007) study how a two-stage supply chain 

system consisting of a supplier and two manufacturers can reduce order 

variability by applying a form of risk pooling and bundling. However, they 

only look at a single supply network.  

In fact, it is hard to obtain an optimal result if capacity and inventory are 

addressed separately, because this ignores the interaction between capacity and 

inventory within a manufacturing system (Bradley and Arntzen 1999). The 

substitution between capacity and inventory for short life-cycle products with 

stochastic demand has also been studied by Angelus and Porteus (2002).  

Having discussed how operations can be structured to mitigate the 

mismatching risk, we will now turn to hedge inventory risk by different 

financial instruments in the next section.  
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2.4   Hedging by Financial Instrument  

There are a few other papers considering integration of financial and 

operational risk management tools to hedge inventory risk for short life cycle 

products. Nevertheless, the studies are either only to combine risk pooling 

with financial hedging or about postponement with financial hedging. Ding et 

al. (2007) investigate the risk pooling effect of global firms that have 

production capacity in different countries to obtain a joint optimal capacity 

and financial option decision. Gaur and Seshadri (2005) use different 

underlying financial assets to hedge inventory risk. They use the price 

information of the financial asset to determine both optimal inventory level 

and hedge. Caldentey and Haugh (2006) extend their work to study the 

problem of continuous hedging of profit risk. Chod et al. (2010) examine the 

relationship between capacity flexibility and the value of financial hedging in 

the process of minimizing the risk of stochastic demand. The use of 

mean-variance and risk-aversion parameters to measure a retailer’s profit risk 

in these papers is also a common technique to be adopted in the study of 

risk-averse agents in newsvendor problems as shown by Lau (1980), Lau and 

Lau (1999b), Agrawal and Seshadri (2000), and Gan et al. (2005). The 

common finding in the literature is that the risk-averse newsvendor normally 

orders less than the risk-neutral newsvendor. However, Wu et al. (2009) show 

that a risk-averse newsvendor may order more than a risk-neutral newsvendor 

if the lost sales cost is considered with mean-variance trade-off.  

 

2.5   Research Gaps and Questions 

It seems that the literature has not yet considered shifting or reducing the 

inventory and capacity risks among a group of supply chains using futures 

trading as a pooling mechanism. In the literature, transshipment study is close 

to the concept of our exchange capacity. The joint profit can be improved by 

transshipping goods among a group of newsvendors to adjust their inventory 

positions after demand realization is known. However, most papers limited 
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their investigations to a single product, for example, Rudi et al. (2001), Dong 

and Rudi (2004), and Sosic (2006). Our study differs from their studies 

because capacity pooling can not only come across different products to 

benefit a certain sub-industry, but we can also trade capacity as a commodity 

in the futures market as an underlying asset for both suppliers and retailers in 

order to hedge the demand risk. Therefore, retailers can avoid holding too 

much inventory by sharing reserved capacity. Suppliers can also benefit from 

this mechanism by increasing the utilization of their reserved capacity. 

Moreover, there is also a gap in the literature to study how risk-averse 

players transfer their risk beyond the sub-industry. This study tries to fill the 

gap partially by also examining the involvement of speculators in the super 

capacity futures game. 

Therefore we want to study in this thesis a novel coordination strategy 

whereby the mismatch between supply and demand is mitigated, and risks of 

inventory and capacity are transferred from a single supply chain to a 

sub-industry via the trading of super capacity with competitors. Hence we 

propose the following research questions in order to address the research 

gaps: 

1. Is the pooling mechanism of trading super capacity futures driving to 

Pareto-improvement? 

2. How does the price of super capacity in stage 1 affect ordering quantity 

of physical inventory under demand uncertainty environment? 

3. Are there any entry barriers for a retailer to be a hedger in the super 

capacity trading game?  

4. Will the expected additional profit of hedgers who participate in the 

game of exchanging super capacity residual be maximized?   

5. Does a unique Nash equilibrium exist in the game, with and without 

speculators? 

6. Will risk-averse hedgers transfer their risk beyond the sub-industry? 

7. Will the benefits of the entire sub-industry deteriorate if speculators are 

allowed to involve themselves in the capacity trading? 
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Moreover, we need to develop a capacity unit that is a common 

measurement among all the products and facilities for super capacity trading to 

be processed. Our last research question, therefore, is:  

8. What is the capacity unit model that can serve super capacity trading 

among different supply chains involving various products? 

 

2.6   Conclusions  

This chapter has reviewed different strategies to alleviate the supply-demand 

mismatching problem. The option contact is a common tool to be used along a 

supply chain between players. The retailers can also cooperate amongst 

themselves by transshipping of inventory, but this policy is limited to the 

retailers who sell identical and/or substituted products. However, risk pooling 

is an effective strategy to reduce demand variability in supply chains. The 

mismatching risk can also be hedged and transferred via financial instruments. 

We have developed eight research questions to try to fill up some of the gaps 

in the study of mitigating mismatching cost by pooling and sharing the risk 

among supply chains and transferring it to the public via financial instruments. 

The next chapter will propose a model with two newsvendor-type of supply 

chains to examine a co-opetition game between them in order to reduce and 

hedge against capacity risks and inventory risks by trading “super capacity” 

futures.  
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3  Trading Super Capacity Between Two 
Supply Chains 

In this chapter we propose a novel mechanism for pooling the reserved 

capacity (super capacity) of different supply chains so that they can more 

effectively match their single-period inventory supplies with their demands. 

In the current set up, however, only two retailers buy or sell unutilized super 

capacity independently as a commodity in a sub-industry before and during 

the selling season, which helps improve supply flexibility and increases the 

utilization of suppliers’ reserved capacity.  

 

3.1  Introduction 

We consider and compare two scenarios, namely one where capacity can be 

exchanged between two supply chains, and another where this is not allowed. 

We examine the impact of the price of super capacity on both retailers and 

suppliers and whether Pareto-improvement can be achieved through this new 

mechanism of super capacity trading. Our aim is to study the effects of 

capacity pooling among different supply chains on the mitigation of 

single-period inventory and capacity risks.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in the next section we 

construct a model of two supply chains with two retailers and only one 

supplier. In Section 3.3 we analyze both super capacity exchange as it is and 

is not allowed, to determine whether Pareto-improvement can be attained. In 

Section 3.4, we also study how suppliers make their decisions on capacity 

trading. In Section 3.5 we provide numerical results to illustrate the 

relationships among some important variables and parameters of the model. 
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Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 3.6. 

 

3.2   The Model for Two Supply Chains 

We examine two supply chains in an industry that sells non-identical short 

life-cycle products. Each supply chain has one retailer with a common 

supplier, with a planning horizon of two stages and correlated demands. The 

two retailers, each facing stochastic demand, buy goods from the same 

supplier that operates two separate production lines. These two production 

lines use the same facility and are able to produce goods for either of the 

retailers. However, each line usually serves only one particular retailer before 

the selling season. Even though the supplier needs a very short lead-time to 

fill the retailers’ orders, the retailers have to place orders both before the start 

of the season (stage 1) and during the season (stage 2) since the supplier’s 

capacity is limited. However, the retailers may buy super capacity in stage 1 

for stage 2 orders. 

Let the index i  of the supplier be 1=i  and the two retailers are 3 ,2=i . 

Thus, our two retailers i  place orders based on their own forecasts for iq  

units at wholesale prices iω  per unit with the supplier before the start of the 

selling season. To supply retailers i , the supplier’s cost is ic  per unit. The 

timings of placing an order and starting production depend on the volume of 

the retailer’s forecast. The larger the volume, the earlier production should 

start to overcome the risk of capacity limitation. At the same time, each 

retailer may also buy super capacity for stage 2 at a unit price h  in stage 1. 

The supplier offers super capacity from both production lines at the same 

price because the capacity is identical. Retailers i  sell the goods to 

consumers at unit prices ir . The supplier adopts the “make-to-order” policy, 

so it need not hold any inventory. If a retailer i cannot satisfy the demand 

eventually, it will incur a goodwill penalty ig  and the supplier will also 

suffer a similar penalty S

ig  for failing to meet retailer i’s demand. Moreover, 

the supplier will bear the cost of unutilized super capacity at s  per unit. To 
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ensure meaningful analysis, we assume scr iii ≥>>ω . 

We assume that the order quantities are determined only by the retailers as 

mentioned in Section 1.2. Therefore, the retailers must each choose an order 

quantity before the start of the selling season and may also buy a certain 

amount of super capacity to reduce the risk of holding too much inventory, 

even though its demand information is uncertain at this stage. They will place 

a second order in stage 2 after early sales performance has been observed so 

as to adjust their inventory levels according to the available market 

information. To simplify the analysis, we follow the approach of Smith et al. 

(2002) by assuming that the second orders are placed at the end of the selling 

season when realization of demand has been fully observed. The second 

order can therefore be treated as a backlog order and the retailers’ lost sales 

are assumed to be due to unsatisfied demand because of insufficient 

inventory ordered in stage 1. Thus, we use α  to represent the ratio of super 

capacity to lost sales for retailer 2 and β  to represent the ratio of excess 

super capacity to lost sales for retailer 3. We consider the case where only 

one of the retailers (i.e., retailer 2) always has stage 1 inventory less than 

demand because if both retailers have surplus inventory in stage 1, then super 

capacity trading will not take place. For retailer i, the net salvage value of 

unsold inventory at the end of the season is iν , where ii c<ν . The 

production costs and the wholesale prices of the second order remain the 

same as in stage 1; i.e., ic , and iω , respectively, for retailer i. These values 

do not change in stage 2 because the supplier uses the same production lines 

and methods to make the products as in stage 1. However, retailers’ payments 

for the super capacity for stage 2 orders are non-refundable. 

Let 0≥iD  be the random demand during the selling season with mean 

][ ii DE=µ . Retailer i faces its own demand function with a probability 

density function )(yfi  and a cumulative distribution function )(yFi . Let 

)(1)( yFyF ii −= , where 0)0( =iF . We assume that all the distribution 

functions are continuous, invertible, twice differentiable, and independent of 

the wholesale price offered by the supplier. 
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3.3   Two Scenarios 

We consider two different scenarios in this chapter. In both scenarios, the 

retailers place one order and buy super capacity in stage 1. Then they 

determine the additional inventory they will need at the end of stage 2. We do 

not consider cases where both retailers have insufficient super capacity and 

where both retailers have excess super capacity on hand, because no 

exchange of super capacity will occur under such circumstances. Therefore, 

we suppose that one of the retailers, 2=i  has insufficient super capacity, 

while the other 3=i  has excess super capacity in stage 2. The super 

capacity that retailer 2 holds is equal to α  of its lost sales. The excess super 

capacity that retailer 3 holds is equal to β  of its lost sales. We assume that 

the profit functions are concave. The decision problems of retailers 2 and 3 

are )],,([max 22
02

hqE
q

απ
≥

 and )],,([max 33
03

hqE
q

βπ
≥

, respectively. 

 

3.3.1  Scenario 1 - Super capacity exchange is not allowed   

In the first scenario, we consider the case where super capacity cannot be 

exchanged between the two supply chains. We first consider retailer 2, which 

has insufficient super capacity. The expected profit for it is 
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The first term in Eq. (3.1) is the cost of goods bought from the supplier 

before the season. The second term is the sales revenue from selling the 

product in the inventory built up before the season. The third term is the 

profit at the end of stage 2 from the quantity sold by exercising super 

capacity on hand. The last term is the cost of lost sales. The problem for 

retailer 2 is to determine the optimal ordering quantity in stage 1 to maximize 

its expected profit (3.1). 

Similarly, the expected profit for retailer 3 that has surplus super capacity 

is: 
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                (3.2) 

It should be noted that the expected leftover inventory is added in (3.2). 

The quantity of super capacity is greater than the lost sales in this case 

because retailer 3 has excess super capacity after fulfilling its own backlog 

order. 

Lemma 3.1.  Even if the supplier operates under forced compliance, it can 

manipulate the stage 1 quantity by h , but not the size of the super capacity.  

Proof.  Since the expected profit function (3.1) is concave, the optimal 

quantity 
*

2q  satisfies 
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For the expected profit function (3.2), the optimal quantity 
*

3q  satisfies 
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Therefore, both 
*

2q  and 
*

3q  increase as h  increases and vice versa. 

However, 
*

2q  and 
*

3q  are moving in opposite directions when α  and β  

are moving in the same direction. Since the supplier does not know the size 

of the demand before the selling season, it is hard for it to use super capacity 

to manage stage 1 quantity. The supplier can, therefore, influence the optimal 

quantity in stage 1 by adjusting the unit price of the available super capacity, 

but not the volume of super capacity.             

From Lemma 3.1, we see that retailers will try to keep the physical 

inventory as small as possible if the price of super capacity is small. However, 

if h  increases, retailers may increase the physical inventory in stage 1 and 

reduce the holding of super capacity.  
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3.3.2  Scenario 2 - Super capacity exchange is allowed 

In this scenario, the retailer that has insufficient super capacity is allowed to 

buy super capacity from the other retailer that holds excess super capacity in 

stage 2. We assume that additional orders will be placed with the supplier to 

utilize the full amount of the traded super capacity in stage 2. Since only two 

retailers are involved here, they will have to exchange super capacity with 

each other. For simplicity, it is assumed that the two retailers adopt the same 

unit price as in stage 1 for the trading of super capacity between them and 

that no transaction costs will be incurred. We consider two situations as 

follows. 

 

3.3.2.1  The case where the retailer buys super capacity  

Retailer 2 can only buy the exact quantity of extra super capacity from 

retailer 3 that sells the same quantity in excess. We denote the quantity of 

super capacity bought as α ′  of retailer 2’s lost sales. The quantity of super 

capacity sold is equal to β ′  of retailer 3’s lost sales. Obviously, the 

condition 1≤′+αα  must hold. Hence, the new expected profit function for 

retailer 2 is 
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                (3.5) 

 

3.3.2.2  The case where the retailer sells super capacity 

Retailer 3 that has excess super capacity sells as much as possible of the 

unutilized super capacity that it holds to minimize cost. We denote the super 

capacity units that retailer 3 transfers to retailer 2 as β ′  of its lost sales, 

where ββ ≤′ . Hence, the new expected profit function for retailer 3 is 
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Proposition 3.1.  Regardless of whether super capacity is insufficient or in 

excess, retailers will reduce their optimal inventory quantities in stage 1 if 

they are allowed to trade super capacity in stage 2 between themselves. 

Proof.  From (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain a new optimal 0

2q  that satisfies 
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and a new 0

3q  that satisfies 
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Comparing (3.3) to (3.7), and (3.4) to (3.8), we see that that *

2

0

2 qq <  and 

*

3

0

3 qq < .                  

Proposition 3.1 shows that both retailers will minimize risk by keeping 

less inventory in stage 1 when they are given the option of trading the 

alternative inventory in stage 2. The retailers therefore use short lead-time 

capacity as an alternative inventory instead of the physical product to adjust 

their inventory positions, as well as avoiding losses resulting from 

mismatching between supply and demand. In other words, retailers can 

hedge against inventory risk by trading super capacity with their competitors 

in the season after early sales have been observed. Similarly, from the 

supplier’s viewpoint, the shifting of some order volume from stage 1 to stage 

2 can help ease the peak production pressure before the selling season. In 

addition, the supplier will also increase its income by selling super capacity 

to retailers. 

Lemma 3.2.  Retailers that buy or sell super capacity at spot markets are 

better off than if there is no trading of super capacity in stage 2. 

Proof.  a) Comparing (3.1) and (3.5), we obtain ),,(),,( 2222 hqhq απαπ ′< , 
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b) Comparing (3.2) and (3.6), we obtain ),,(),,( 3333 hqhq βπβπ ′< , where 

the difference is  ∫
∞

−′
3

)()( 33q
dyyfqyhβ .               

A retailer can improve its profit if it has a chance to adjust its inventory 

position during the selling season. If market demand is higher than expected, 

it can use the super capacity it has reserved and can also buy extra super 

capacity from the other retailer in order to generate additional profits by 

selling more products in stage 2. On the other hand, if demand is less than 

anticipated, it can save some costs by selling the surplus super capacity that it 

holds. Obviously, the profit of the retailer that buys super capacity will be 

higher than that of the retailer that sells super capacity if h  is smaller than 

the profit margin. 

 

3.4   The Supplier’s Profit 

We now examine the status of the supplier under different scenarios, in 

particular whether it will be better off under the proposed mechanism. 

Lemma 3.3.  The supplier will reduce the amount of unutilized super 

capacity and will improve its expected profit if super capacity is traded 

among the retailers in stage 2. 

Proof.  If trading of super capacity is not allowed, the supplier has the 

following expected profit function 
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                (3.9) 
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where dyyfqygchh
q

SN ∫
∞

−+−+=
2

)()()(),( 222221 ωααπ  is the supplier’s 

profit in stage 2 from an order of retailer 2, including the super capacity 

income, and ∫
∞

−−+−+=
3

)()(])[(),( 33331 q

N dyyfqyshchh βωβπ  is the 

supplier’s profit in stage 2 from an order of retailer 3, including the net super 

capacity income. However, if trading of super capacity does occur between 

the retailers, then the supplier has the following expected profit function 
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                (3.10) 

where 

 { }∫
∞

−+−′++−+=
2

)()()()(),( 222222221 q

SST dyyfqygcgchh ωαωααπ  

and   { }∫
∞

−′+−+−+=
3

)()()()(),( 33331 q

T dyyfqysshchh ββωβπ . 

From (3.10), since ββ ′≥ , the unutilized super capacity is reduced to 

dyyfqy
q

)()()(
3

33∫
∞

−′− ββ . So, from (3.9) and (3.10), we see that 

),,(),,( 11 hh
NT βαπβαπ > .               

It is evident that the trading of super capacity will increase the utilization 

of super capacity in stage 2. Therefore, the supplier will reduce the costs due 

to unutilized capacity, and crucially, will also reduce the risk of not fully 

utilizing capacity. However, to be sure that the supplier can earn a higher 

profit in this way, we need to compare this scenario with one where there is 

trading of super capacity under the single-period newsvendor ordering 

framework. 

Proposition 3.2.  The supplier will be induced to build super capacity if the 

unit price of super capacity satisfies: 
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   )( 33 sch +−≥ ωγ , where 10 <≤ γ . 

Proof.  See Appendix A.           

Proposition 3.2 shows that the higher the profit margin is, and/or the 

higher the cost of unutilized super capacity is, the higher is the value of h . 

However, the supplier will sell its super capacity if it has some value since 

the discount factor γ  can be close or equal to zero. In fact, γ  is the ratio 

of the unutilized super capacity to the total super capacity that the supplier 

has sold. If the supplier predicts that the utilization of super capacity will be 

low in the season, then it will ask for a higher h  and vice versa. This means 

that the supplier considers two factors in determining h : namely, (i) the 

profit margin and the cost of unutilized super capacity, and (ii) the predicted 

percentage of unutilized super capacity. If the supplier is willing to sell super 

capacity, it will be interesting to test whether this game is Pareto-improving 

with respect to the non-trading policy. 

Proposition 3.3.  If super capacity is allowed to be traded, then 

Pareto-improvement will be attained. 

Proof.  Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 show that both the retailers and the supplier 

will make more profits if super capacity is allowed to be traded between the 

retailers. Therefore, Pareto-improvement will be attained because all the 

players in the game are better off, and none is worse off.     

Whenever retailers are allowed to trade super capacity during the season, 

the utilization of super capacity is improved. Retailer 2 will reduce lost sales 

by selling more products to the market. It will benefit more than retailer 3 if 

its profit margin exceeds h . Retailer 3, however, is only compensated by the 

cost of unutilized super capacity. In this way they can adjust their own 

inventory positions so as to be able to react more effectively and 

expeditiously to market demands. Nevertheless, the supplier’s profit will 

increase from producing more goods. We have proved that all the parties will 

be better off by engaging in super capacity trading. 

From the above analysis, we realize that trading super capacity can pool 

capacity among a group of supply chains to hedge against both inventory and 
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capacity risks. This innovative concept also allows competitors to help one 

another to reduce the mismatch between supply and stochastic demand, thus 

reducing the cost of inventory leftover and lost sales for both the retailer and 

supplier in the sub-industry. 

 

3.5   Numerical Results 

In order to gain better insights into the theoretical results presented in 

Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we numerically studied the effects of a variety of the 

model’s parameters and variables on the supplier and retailers. For each 

numerical example, we calculated the optimal solution and the corresponding 

total expected profit, if necessary. In order to be realistic, we talked to a 

couple of seasonal garment retailers to understand their cost structures. We 

learned that the wholesale price is approximately double the factory cost, and 

retail price is approximately double the wholesale price. This pricing 

configuration along the clothing supply chain is in line with the general 

practice of the clothing industry (Magretta 1998). Therefore, we set the 

values along the supply chain at 2r  = 1, 3r  = 1, 2ω  = 0.5, 3ω  = 0.5, 2c  

= 0.25 and 3c  = 0.25, and let the demand follow a normal distribution with 

mean 10,000 and standard deviation 5,000. Other data were as follows: s  = 

0.02, 2g  = 0.02, 3ν  = 0.05, 2l  = 4,000, and 3l  = 600, where 2l  and 3l   
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Figure 3.1: Order quantity of retailer 2 vs super capacity unit price in scenario 1 
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Figure 3.2: Order quantity of retailer 3 vs super capacity unit price in scenario 1 

 

are the quantities of the lost sales of retailers 2 and 3, respectively. These 

values were close to the market information we gathered from practitioners. 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the impacts of h , the unit price of super capacity, 

on the quantity of pre-season orders in Scenario 1. We tested the model by 

fixing both α  and β  at 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 to have a sufficient range of 

different situations. The numerical results were as predicted by Lemma 3.1, 

that both *

2q  and *

3q  increase as h  increases, and vice versa under 

different values of α  and β . We observed that α  has a stronger impact 

than β . When h  is at a low price level, retailer 2 buys fewer products in 

stage 1 if it predicts that α  will be high. The difference in stage 1 order 

quantity was about 30% in our examples when α  was between 0.1 and 0.7. 

However, when h  was as high as the profit margin, there was no difference 

for different values of α . On the other hand, the impact of β  on retailer 3 

was only minimal, as h  dominates the decisions. Retailer 3 buys less super 

capacity and keeps more inventory if h  is high. 

In Scenario 2, when super capacity exchange is allowed between retailers, 

the behaviour of retailers changes when deciding the pre-season order 

quantities. Figure 3.3 shows that the net order quantities are reduced in stage 

1 if trading of super capacity takes place. We see that an increase in super 

capacity unit price closes the gap in order quantities in the two scenarios for 

different values of α  for retailer 2. When α ′  = 0.1 and h  was as low as 
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5% of the retail price, retailer 2’s reduced order quantities increased from 328 

units to 833 units if α  rose from 0.1 to 0.7, and if super capacity could be 

traded during the season. β  has a stronger impact than the unit price of 

super capacity for retailer 3, even if both retailers reduce their stage 1 order 

quantities by the same amount when super capacity exchange is allowed. 

Figure 3.4 shows that the reduced order quantities are quite stable when h  

ranges between 25% and 45% of the retail price. Both Figures 3.3 and 3.4 

demonstrate the characteristics of Proposition 3.1 presented in Section 

3.3.2.2. These results reflect that h  is a main factor in determining stage 1 

inventory level if hedging against risk by super capacity is available. We can 

see that the capacity trading mechanism provides a reasonable means for 

retailers to choose both inventory and hedge positions before the selling 

season. 

In Lemma 3.2, we prove that retailers that buy or sell super capacity at 

spot markets are better off than when there is no trading of super capacity in 

stage 2. From (3.1) and (3.5), we know that retailer 2 increases its profit by 

  )( 22222 ghrl +−−′=∆ ωαπ ,          (3.11) 

where 2l  is the quantity of the lost sales of retailer 2. Figure 3.5 shows that 

α ′  has a stronger impact than h  on profit improvement when h  is small. 

For example, if 05.0=h , then the net increased profit was $188 when 

1.0=′α , but it jumped to $1,316 when 7.0=′α . However, the amount of 

increased profit becomes increasingly closer among different α ′  when h  

rises. The retailer that exceeds its super capacity also increases its profits.     
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Figure 3.3: Retailer 2 decreases order quantity when super capacity exchanged is allowed 
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Figure 3.4: Retailer 3 decreases order quantity when super capacity exchange is allowed 
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Figure 3.5: Increased profit of retailer 2 under different α ′ values 

 

However, its profit is proportional to both h  and β ′  as shown in Figure 

3.6. The reason is that retailer 3 can only increase its profit by selling its 

excess super capacity, but not its profit margin. If we look at the supplier, its 

profit will mainly increase by producing more products. The supplier also 

slightly reduces its super capacity setup cost. Table 3.1 shows that α ′  has a 

much bigger effect than β ′  on profit improvement when trading of super 

capacity is allowed. However, the effect due to β ′  is very small. For 

example, when β ′  increased from 5% to 65%, profit only decreased by 2% 

when α ′ = 0.35. However, profit increased very significantly—by 

1,377%—when α ′  increased from 5% to 65% at β ′  = 0.25. Obviously, 

retailer 2 may gain more benefit from the profit margin earning in this 

capacity trading, but retailer 3 can only compensate the loss in excess 

capacity.  
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Figure 3.6: Increased profit of retailer 3 under different α ′ values 

    

From the numerical examples, we obtain a better understanding of the 

behaviour of h  under different situations and see that the results agree with 

the theoretical analysis presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. We observe that 

both the retailer and the supplier increase their profits if super capacity 

trading is allowed, attaining Pareto-improvement. Since the retailer is not 

willing to hold any super capacity if its price is equal or more than the profit 

margin, h  has a limited price range. However, it is difficult for retailers to 

know whether they will have insufficient or excess inventory before the 

selling season, so the exchange of super capacity after demand is realized 

offers them an opportunity to adjust their inventory positions under an 

uncertain environment. 

 

Table 3.1: Results of the numerical examples on the increased profit of the supplier under 

various ofα ′ and β ′  

    α ′ = 0.05   0.20      0.35        0.50    0.65 

β ′= 0.05     50   200     350     500    650 

 0.25     47      197   347     497    647 

 0.45     45   195    345     495    645 

 0.65     43   193     343     493    643 
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3.6   Conclusions  

In this chapter we have studied a co-opetition game in which retailers can 

reduce and hedge against uncertainty by buying super capacity as futures as 

an alternative inventory for single-period products. We showed that the 

proposed super capacity trading mechanism can induce retailers to reduce 

their inventories before the selling season, since they can alter their inventory 

positions during the season. We also found that the price of super capacity 

has a strong effect on retailers in modifying their inventory levels in stage 1. 

Retailers will hold less inventory if the price of super capacity is low 

compared with their profit margins. We provided a theoretical framework to 

show that Pareto-improvement can be attained under this mechanism. 

However, we confine our study to a setting with only one pair of supply 

chains in our model. We have not worked out the characteristics of super 

capacity and their impacts if multiple supply chains are involved in trading of 

super capacity. As a natural extension of our work, in the next chapter we 

analyze risk sharing in a sub-industry when there are multiple suppliers and 

retailers. We also study the increases in profit within a sub-industry as a 

result of the trading of super capacity futures and the improvement in 

performance from inventory matching of products with stochastic demand.  
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4  Trading Capacity Futures Among N 
Newsvendors 

In this chapter we consider 2≥n  competitive retailers (newsvendors) who 

sell non-identical products. Similarly to the last chapter, retailers buy physical 

goods and capacity futures as inventory portfolios in the first stage to 

determine their inventory positions in the selling season. After realization of 

demand observed in the second stage, retailers make a replenishment decision 

limited to the capacity futures on hand. However, retailers are allowed to 

form coalitions to transfer the capacity futures residual among themselves. 

Therefore, retailers can make bidirectional adjustments to their inventory 

positions.  

 

4.1   Introduction 

We employ a biform game in this chapter to analyze the risks and payoffs to 

retailers as players in both the non-cooperative (first) and cooperative 

(second) stages. We find the Nash equilibrium in the first stage and a core of 

the players who trade capacity futures residual in the second stage. Our 

findings reveal that retailers can share risk among different supply chains 

involving different products to mitigate inventory risk and improve their 

payoffs. However, the game discriminates against retailers who have lower 

profit margins, inventory costs, and lost sales penalties.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 

describes the set up of our models. We argue that the suppliers are induced to 

offer their super capacity to retailers, and we also identify the characteristics 
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of the retailers who will become players in the game. Section 4.3 uses biform 

analysis to study the Nash equilibrium in the non-cooperative stage and the 

core of players in the cooperative stage. Section 4.4 provides two numerical 

examples to illustrate the analysis. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter. 

 

4.2   The Model for 1≥m  Suppliers and 2≥n  Retailers 

There is a group of n  retailers and m suppliers that form a sub-industry with 

n  supply chains that sell different short life-cycle products to the market. 

Each supply chain is dominated by one retailer that buys goods from one or 

more of the suppliers. The suppliers all have the same facilities and similar 

capabilities to produce goods with a very short lead-time. Each supply chain 

faces a general two-stage and correlated demand that has a probability density 

function )(yf i , nmmi ++= ,...,1 and also a cumulative 

distribution )(yFi nmmi ++= ,...,1 . Similarly to Chapter 3, let 

)(1)( yFyF ii −=  and 0)0( =iF . We assume that all the distribution functions 

are continuous, invertible, and double differentiable. Since the suppliers each 

have their own limited capacity before the start of the selling season (stage 1), 

the retailers have to determine the order quantity, ),...,( 1

p

nm

p

m

p

i qqq ++= , for 

inventory, and must consider buying super capacity ),...,( 1

c

nm

c

m

c

i qqq ++=
 

as 

reserve capacity. During the season (stage 2), after receiving the forecast 

update ζ , the retailers will adjust their super capacity on hand by trading the 

unbalanced volume of capacity in the market to secure a total inventory of 

c
i

p
ii qqq +=  for the whole season. Let 0≥iD , nmmi ++= ,...,1  be the 

initial demand during the selling season and ][ ii DE=µ , where [ ]⋅  is the 

expected value operator. If there is excess demand  ( )+− iii qy ζ  in firm i , a 

customer will visit another firm j  in order to satisfy demand. Thus, the 

actual demand a firm faces is ( ) ( )+−+=′ iiiijjjj qyyD ζδζ , where ]1,0[∈ijδ  

is the substitution rate of the excess demand of firm i  that will be met by the 

inventory of firm j . We assume no second substitution and any unmet 
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demand of jD′  is lost. Hence 1
1

≤∑ +

+=

nm

mj ijδ . We also assume that all the 

suppliers do not keep inventories and will deliver the orders by the retailers 

under forced compliance as the previous set up for two-retailer model. 

The supply chains sell the goods to consumers at unit prices 

),...,( 1 nmmi ppp ++= . The costs of the goods for suppliers are ikc  per unit, 

where nmmi ++= ,...,1  represents the retailer and mk ,...,1=  represents 

the supplier. The wholesale prices are ikω  per unit in both stages. If a 

retailer does not satisfy demand, that retailer will incur a goodwill penalty 

cost ig  
per unit. We assume that ikiki cp >>ω . 

Furthermore, we treat the super capacity of the suppliers in stage 2 as a 

commodity and assume that all the capacity is of the same quality as in 

Chapter 3. Super capacity can be traded independently as futures any time 

before it expires. In stage 1, the suppliers will determine and prepare a 

volume of super capacity for stage 2 and hedge their super capacity by selling 

it in the futures market at a price of h  per unit. We assume that the price of 

the super capacity is transparent at any time in the market. Since a retailer 

may trade super capacity a couple of times in the entire season, we define the 

weighted average of the super capacity price as h  per unit. The cost of 

building super capacity is ),...,( 1 mk sss =
 

per unit. The retailers will also buy 

super capacity futures as hedging to substitute inventory before the selling 

season. After demand realization, the retailers can place replenishment orders, 

provided they have the same volume of super capacity on hand; otherwise, 

they have to buy the inadequate volume of capacity in the market for the 

replenishment orders. Any participant in this futures market that does not 

hedge is defined as a speculator. In this chapter we place a restriction on all 

the players in that they cannot be speculators that merely offset their position 

at some point before the date set for the futures’ delivery. We assume that all 

the participants intend to make or take delivery of the futures market position, 

unless they suffer from inaccurate forecasting in which the residual part of 

the future position will be liquidated at some time prior to expiration. 

Therefore, the retailers do not necessarily build the optimal inventory in stage 
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1, but hold a certain volume of super capacity to mix with the physical goods 

as an inventory portfolio before the season. After early sales have been 

observed, the retailers decide the replenishment order quantities and then 

exchange super capacity in the market within a coalition to adjust their 

inventory positions and reduce the mismatching costs. This design also 

provides a mechanism for the suppliers to pool their capacity, which reduces 

waste in the facilities and increases the utilization of each factory involved in 

super capacity trading.  

 

4.2.1 Supplier’s risk and induction  

The suppliers may not be keen to develop their short lead-time capacity 

unless they can benefit from using quick response (Iyer and Bergen 1997). 

For example, although a retailer may benefit by procuring supplies under 

improved conditions, the supplier may suffer due to a reduction in the 

retailer’s volume of purchases (Wu 2005). Earlier research has found that 

adjusting the inventory level downstream by using updated forecasting causes 

disturbance upstream (Donohue 2000). Hence, suppliers must be provided 

with an incentive that compensates them for the challenges caused by short 

lead-time, and given a mechanism for managing their risks.  

Our analysis in this chapter focuses on the effects and benefits of capacity 

pooling by trading super capacity futures. Trading of super capacity is the 

same as other form of risk pooling for reducing demand variance—such as 

location pooling, product pooling, and lead-time pooling—and can reduce the 

uncertainty faced by supply chains, or hedge against the risks of uncertainty 

in supply chains, particularly when demand is approximated by the normal 

distribution (Berman et al. 2011). In fact, the benefits of capacity pooling 

always increase with increasing variability of individual random demands 

under a mean-preserving transformation (Gerchak and He 2003).1 Thus, 

                                                 
1 In some situations, risk pooling might lead to inventory anomaly, especially 

when right skewness of the demand distribution exists (see, e.g., Gerchak and 

Mossman 1992; Yang and Schrage 2009). 
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capacity pooling allows the utilization of super capacity to increase in stage 2, 

enabling the suppliers in the sub-industry to maintain a more stable and 

continuous production environment. 

The suppliers will be induced to join the system of trading super capacity 

because they can benefit more in this system than when they sell their own 

reserved capacity as an option to only one retailer. This is important to the 

suppliers because the lower the utilization of the reserved capacity, the more 

issues it causes in management, such as labour-related issues caused by 

excess manpower. Moreover, the suppliers’ benefits can be hedged by selling 

their super capacity as commodity futures in order to protect their revenues 

from their capacities. Like other commodities, the price and demand for super 

capacity in stage 2 are uncertain. However, the suppliers can decide on the 

volume of super capacity independently in stage 1 because the futures market 

already offers a market price that guarantees their income from building 

super capacity. It is assumed that supplier k  chooses l  inputs 

),...,( 1 lkkk xxx =  to produce ψ  units of super capacity by paying 

),...,( 1 lkkk τττ = for the inputs .kx  
Hence, { })](:[min),( xfs kxkkk == ψψτψτ

 
 

is the cost function of the supplier in a standard cost minimization problem. If 

supplier k  sells all the super capacity at price h′  in stage 2, the capacity 

profit function is 

     ),( ψτψπ kkk sh −′= .                (4.1) 

The revenue is uncertain before the season because the market price of 

super capacity in stage 2 is unknown. The supplier can keep the same profit 

level if it sells ψ ′  units of super capacity as futures at price h  in stage 1 

and then buys back from the market in stage 2. Therefore, the profit function 

becomes 

           ψψψτψπ ′′−′+−′= hhsh kkk ),(                (4.2) 

In this case the variance of revenue under price uncertainty is: 

    ]),([)( ψψψτψπ ′′−′+−′= hhshVarVar kkk  

        
)()( 2 hVar ′′−= ψψ .                (4.3) 

If ψψ =′  is a fully hedged super capacity in stage 2, then 0)( =kVar π . 
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Therefore, the futures market provides a powerful tool for the supplier to 

manage price uncertainty. On the other hand, considering the first-order 

conditions of (4.2), we have 

     0=−′=
∂
∂

ksh
ψ
π

, hence ksh =′ ;  

and    0=′−=
′∂

∂
hh

ψ
π

, hence  hh ′= . 

The marginal cost of super capacity is equal to the capacity price. 

Therefore, both price uncertainty and demand uncertainty do not affect the 

decision of choosing an output level of super capacity in stage 1. The 

function of a futures contract can therefore protect the supplier from price 

uncertainty in the super capacity in the future as they hedge their risk asset. 

Moreover, the futures price in stage 1 gives the suppliers an important 

indication of how the market foresees the aggregate demand in the season, 

helping them determine the output level of super capacity before the season. 

Obviously, the futures contract cannot help the supplier to make extra profit 

from the super capacity price arising in stage 2. 

 

4.2.2 The game players 

The futures price will be an entry barrier and will determine which retailers 

are players in the game. Under the principle of profit maximization, the 

retailers do not pay for the super capacity futures that are either equal to or 

higher rates than their inventory cost or profit margin; if they do, they will 

gain nothing or lose in the trade. Therefore, super capacity is a good 

substitute for their inventories and will reduce their inventory risks if the 

price is below these limits. However, every retailer would have its own entry 

level, based on the product prices and their costs. As a result, only a limited 

number of retailers are entitled to join the game. We develop two sets to 

define the players in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. Please note that a notation 

},min{ baba =∧ , ℜ∈ba,  is used in the Lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.1. A retailer i  may buy super capacity for hedging in stage 1 if 

Ai∈ , nmmi ++= ,...,1 , where 

  







≥∈∀
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ii
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Proof.  See Appendix A.                                

By the same token, if the price of super capacity in stage 2 is less than the 

penalty cost of lost sales of a retailer, then such a retailer would buy super 

capacity in order to reduce loss in the season. 

Lemma 4.2. A retailer i  may buy super capacity to balance the lost sales in 

stage 2 if Bi∈ , nmmi ++= ,...,1  where 

  








≥′∈∀
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: hH
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h
HBHB i

iii

ii

βββ

ω
, in which ig  

is the penalty cost due to lost sales and h′ is the unit price of super capacity 

in stage 2. 

Proof.  In stage 2, the worst case for the super capacity holder is to 

surrender the excess quantities unconditionally, i.e., β
iH∈0 . However, 

following the same argument in Lemma 4.1, the highest price that the retailer 

will pay for the super capacity will not be more than the lost sales penalty or 

profit margin. Hence, ]1,0[∈β
iH

            
 

In fact, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 define the potential retailers that will 

participate in the game of trading super capacity futures to hedge their 

inventory positions, and the retailers that will balance their sales loss in stage 

2. The interesting point is that all the retailers participating in the 

super-capacity trading are price takers and there is only one market price at 

any particular moment. However, the profit margin, wholesale price, and lost 

sales penalty are more stable, or may even be fixed for the entire season. 

Hence, members in sets A  and B  are mobile according to the prices of 

super capacity. It is clear that the lower the values of α
iH  and β

iH , the 

higher the incentive for a retailer to join the game and gain more profit from 

capacity trading.  
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Proposition 4.1. The retailers joining the trading of super capacity to hedge 

inventory risk or balance their sales lost will not be worse off. 

Proof.  From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, only the retailers that are in feasible sets 

A  and/or B  will join in the trading of super capacity. However, both sets 

guarantee that the players will not suffer because the cost of super capacity is 

always less than their losses. Therefore, the players belonging to sets A  

and/or B  will make more profits from hedging their inventory risks.      

Clearly, trading of super capacity futures is an alternative for the retailer 

and the supplier to reduce their inventory and capacity risks, respectively. 

However, a supplier cannot control the cost of developing super capacity 

under the market price point, or if a retailer does not have a sufficiently high 

profit margin, they will not be involved in the trading of super capacity. 

Proposition 4.2. The game discriminates against the retailers that have 

lower profit margins, inventory costs, and lost sales penalties. 

Proof.  Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 exclude the retailers that have lower profit 

margins, wholesale costs, and lost sales penalties. In fact, a retailer whose 

values of α
iH  and β

iH , are close to zero gain more benefits from trading 

super capacity. The retailer that has a stronger competitive position is the one 

that will gain more from this game. However, the elements in A  and B  

will change according to changes in the prices of super capacity in stages 1 

and 2, respectively.                                           

Proposition 4.2 reveals that the players that have lower costs and/or higher 

value products will benefit from trading super capacity. Thus, this game 

enables the players that have better operational performance to further 

enhance their businesses.  

 

4.3   Biform Analysis 

We apply a biform game that has two stages: the non-cooperative game in the 

first stage and the cooperative game in the second stage as an outcome to 

analyze the model. We consider a set of players },...,1{ nmmN ++= and a 
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finite set iQ  of strategies, nmmi ++= ,...,1 , for each player i . There is 

also a subset S  of N  being a coalition. Let nmm QQQ ++ ××= ...1 , with 

element q , and let v  be a map from Q  to the set of maps from N2 to ℜ  , 

where 0))(( =φqv  for every Qq∈ . Each player i  has confidence index 

]1 ,0[∈iε . Therefore, ),...,;;,...,( 11 nmmnmm vQQ ++++ εε  is a collection of 

N-newsvendor biform game. 

 

4.3.1 The non-cooperative stage  

In this study the suppliers offer super capacity futures in stage 1 at unit price 

h . The price depends on the market-clearing force, and neither the seller nor 

the buyer can dominate it. We assume that the total demand for the futures is 

determined according to an inverse demand function. Therefore, the futures 

market provides an opportunity for the suppliers to establish a price for the 

super capacity in advance of delivery, and they can choose an output level 

according to the conditions in stage 1, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. However, 

the suppliers will not become involved in the cooperative game because they 

do not build any unsold super capacity. Meanwhile, only the retailers that are 

qualified by the discrimination rule in Proposition 4.2 may join the game.  

A non-cooperative game seeks a rational prediction of how individuals 

interact with one another in an effort to achieve their own goals. The Nash 

equilibrium is a common solution concept that recommends a strategy for 

each player whereby no one player can get a better payoff by switching to 

another strategy available in Q . In other words, if the overall net profit 

gained from this super capacity game, as well as its ensuing uncertainties, are 

to be distributed among these players according to a certain rule, then all the 

players will share the risk in an equilibrium condition. 

Proposition 4.3. Each retail player has a best response *

iq  that maximizes 

the player’s payoff. 

Proof.  In our model the retailer’s problem is to choose a physical order 

quantity Pq  in stage 1 and to adjust super capacity quantity Cq  in stage 2 
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by trading the unbalanced volume of capacity in the market after demand 

realization. Hence, the total inventory for the entire season is qqq CP =+ . 

In a two-stage problem, the retailer that receives a forecast update ζ  at the 

start of the selling season also faces a standard newsvendor problem in stage 

2 (Donohue 2000). Let ( )ζπ ,Pqq  be the retailer’s expected payoff, for each 

retailer i , i.e., 

( ) { } +
− −′−++−′= ])([)()(,min,, iiii

p

iiiiiiiiiii

P

iii qDEgqhqhDqEpqqq ζωζζπ . (4.4) 

Given that ( )ii

P

iii qqq ζπ ,, −  is strictly concave in iq  and letting 

( )iii qqS ζ,−  be the expected sales, we have by the first order conditions 
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Rearranging terms gives    ( )
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Player i ’s optimal policy for super capacity quantity is 

    


 ≥−

=
.0

 ****
*

otherwise

qqifqq
q

P

ii

P

iiC

i       (4.6) 

How the quantity is allocated between physical inventory and super 

capacity in stage 1 depends on the confidence index iε , the preference of 

player i  that is influenced by the private market information, the super 

capacity futures price, and other factors. We assume a player’s preferences 

satisfy the four standard axioms as stated in Appendix B of Brandenburger 

and Stuart (2007): order, dominance, continuity, and positive affinity. If the 

player anticipates the sales quantity to be ],[ U

i

L

i qq , where U

i

L

i qq ≤ ,  L

iq  is 

the lower bound quantity, and *

i

U

i qq ≤  is the upper bound quantity of the 

sales forecast in stage 1, then we can treat iε  as a weighting factor, such that 
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player i  will hold the physical inventory L

ii

U

ii

p

i qqq )1(* εε −+=  and will 

buy })1({** L

ii

U

iii

C

i qqqq εε −+−=  according to (4.6). Therefore, the higher 

iε  is, the more physical inventory will be held before the selling season. In 

this case, the player believes it can capture more profit if the market is 

favourable to it because it only pays a minimum amount for the reserved 

super capacity but would consume others’ residual super capacity in the 

cooperative stage in order to earn an extra profit, if the profit margin or 

penalty cost of lost sales is greater than the price of super capacity in stage 2. 

In other words, players in the biform game will change their actions and 

preferences based on the differences in the sales forecast. The confidence 

index is more or less dependent on how much the player believes the sales 

forecast and how the player analyzes the market in order to anticipate results 

in the cooperative game. If the player is optimistic, the confidence index will 

be close to one, while a pessimistic player will have a confidence index close 

to zero and will buy more super capacity in order to play safe (Brandenburger 

and Stuart 2007).  

We know the strategy *q  that maximizes the payoff of player i  is the 

best response for player i  in case player i  has no incentive to select any 

other strategy from *q  when all the other players play *

iq− , i.e., 

    ).,(max arg)(
iq

*

iiiii qqqq −− = π  

Since all the players are rational, it is reasonable to believe that they will 

also follow this best strategy, if this is the only best response for all of them. 

This means if Qqq Nii ∈= ∈)( **  is a dominant strategy for all the players, it 

should have a Nash equilibrium if for all Ni∈  

    .     ),(),( *** Qqqqqq iiiiiii ∈∀≥ −− ππ  

Next we will show the best response mapping will be contracted globally 

to a fixed point on the whole strategy space by using the contraction mapping 

principle to prove the game has a unique Nash equilibrium.  

Proposition 4.4. There exists a unique Nash equilibrium to the N-retailer 

super-capacity game. 
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Proof.  From Proposition 4.3, we have the best response *

iq , 

nmmi ++= ,...,1 , and it is a nn RR →  mapping that maximizes each 

player’s payoff. Then the matrix of derivation of the best response functions 

is defined as: 
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Gabay and Moulin (1980) show the uniqueness by the mapping 

nn RRyf →  ),(  is a contraction if and only if the spectral radius of the 

matrix ∆ , )(∆ρ , is less than one everywhere. However, 

{ } 0 ,:max )( ≠=∆=∆ xxx λλρ  (Horn and Johnson, 1985). This means if 

λ  is an eigenvalue of ∆ , then )(∆≤ ρλ  and at least one λ  of ∆  could 

be )(∆= ρλ . Let ⋅  be an arbitrary matrix norm, since xx λ=∆ , we have 

    xxxx   ∆≤∆== λλ ,  

hence     ∆≤∆= )(ρλ .        (4.7) 

Therefore, we need to show 1<∆  by verifying that no column sum or 

row sum of the matrix ∆  exceeds one. Then the best response mapping has 

a unique fixed point as in Netessine and Rudi (2003).  

In the matrix of derivatives of the best response functions, 

0 , ,/ =∆≠∂∂=∆ iijiij jiqf . Each element in the matrix ∆  represents the 

slope of a best-response function. We define the column sum as 

∑
+

+=+≤≤+
∆=∆

nm

mi
ij

nmjm
1

11
max . 

Since the slope of the best response function is 
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δ

,        (4.8) 
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recalling that jiδ  is the substitution rate of the excess demand of firm j  

that will be substituted by the inventory of firm i , we can tell that the 

function is monotonic and the slope is between 0 and jiδ  in absolute value. 

Hence 1max
1

1
1

1
<≤

∂
∂

≤∆ ∑∑
+

+=≤+

+

+=

nm

mi
ji

jm

nm

mi j

i

q

f
δ , j∀ , so this mapping is contraction 

and it has a unique Nash equilibrium in the game.                     

Therefore, the players can choose their strategies simultaneously in stage 1 

to hedge their inventory positions in the selling season. In fact, the trading 

system also provides a platform for those with different kinds of risk 

preference to participate in the game using different risk behaviours, without 

affecting the other parties. From a risk management point of view, this system 

is much better than a single supply chain coordination strategy, which only 

allows the shifting of risk along a certain supply chain.  

 

4.3.2 The cooperative stage 

In our analysis, we are interested in the outcomes of the cooperation game 

),( vN  in the cooperative stage. Let ),( vN  be a transferable utility (TU) 

cooperative game ℜ→Nzv 2:)( . ),...,( 1 nuuU =  is the utility function and 

is assumed to be concave. A function v , assigning a value )(Sv  for every 

coalition NS ⊆  with 0)( =φv , is called a characteristic function. A 

characteristic function )(Sv  specifies a total (maximum) value, )(Sπ  

created by any subset of players (retailers) in N . The retailers are free to 

form any coalitions that are beneficial to them to obtain their highest 

utilization. We use the core of the game as our solution concept for the 

cooperative game. The core of a TU cooperative game ),( vN  is the set of 

payoff vectors 

  { }  ),()( );()(: )( NSSvSNvNvC N ⊆∀≥=ℜ∈= πππ . 

Therefore, the core is the set of imputations under which no coalition has a 

value greater than the sum of its members’ payoffs. 

Following the approach of Slikker et al. (2005), if, after demand 
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realization, a few retailers can form a coalition to cooperate in trading super 

capacity, then the residual super capacity Sγ  in stage 2 can improve the 

profit of the coalition. Let Hhij ∈  be the price of one transferred unit of 

super capacity from i  to j , Nji ∈, , and let SΓ  be a collection of 

possible residual super capacity vectors of coalition S  retailers, defined by: 

  { }   0,  and  \   ,0:  S

i SiSNiS

i

NSS ∈∀≥∈∀=ℜ∈=Γ γγγ . 

Suppose the coalition S  before capacity transferring has a residual super 

capacity vector SS Γ∈γ  and they face demand vector NSD ℜ∈′  with 

0=′SD  for all SNi \∈ . In stage 2, 
S

ijm  is the volume of super capacity to 

be transferred from retailer i  to retailer j  and no transfer happening is 

represented by 
S

ijm  for ji = . A reallocation matrix of Sγ  is 

{ }∑ ∈

×
+ ∈∀=∉∉=ℜ∈=

Sj

S

iij

S

ij

S

ij

NNSS SihmSjSimMM   ,)(  ,or   if 0 :  γ . 

The additional profit of the coalition S  is then 

( ){ } 0  ),( min)(),( ≥′+−=′Π ∑∑ ∈∈ Si i

S

iij

S

ijSj jjj

SSS DhmgpD ζωγ .  (4.9) 

The cost of super capacity is omitted in (4.9) because it is a zero-sum game 

in S . 0>Π S  since jjp ω>  and 0=Π S  if no transfer of super capacity 

occurs in S . The expected additional profit of the coalition S  depends on 

its super capacity residual Sγ  and the stochastic demand faced by each 

retailer is )],([ SSS DE ′Π γ  or ),( SSS D′Π γ , and the associated game is 

defined by 

    ( ) NSDSv SS

S
⊆∀′Π=

Γ∈
  , ,max)( γ

γ
.           (4.10) 

If S  and T  are two disjoint coalitions, they can accomplish at least as 

much by joining forces as by remaining separate, since the pool of super 

capacity residual and the need to cover the lost sales will be greater in the 

situation where two coalitions join together. Hence, the game has the 

superadditivity property as stated in Lemma 4.3. 

Lemma 4.3. The game ),( vN  has the superadditivity property that 

   )(  )( )( TvSvTSv +≥∪  if φ=∩TS  
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Proof.  See Appendix A.              

Furthermore, we would like to know whether a stable solution can be 

found in such a game to allow a certain imputation that will dominate the 

others. Therefore, the retailers will choose a strategy among themselves to 

maximize their payoffs.  

Proposition 4.5. The game ),( vN  has a non-empty core.  

Proof.  Let { }kmm SS ++ ,...,1  be a balanced collection of coalitions of N  

with balancing weights kmm ++ κκ ,...,1  such that for every Ni∈ , 

∑ ∈
=

jSi j 1κ . In addition, let the balanced condition be ∑
+

+=

≡
km

mj
NSj iIiI

j

1

)()(κ , 

where 


 ∈

=
otherwise

Siif
iI

0

 1
)(  is the indicator function of S . We have  

   ( ) ( ) ( )i
SS

j SDSv jj πγ ≤′Π= ,max , where jSi∈ .       (4.11) 

Multiplying both sides of (4.11) by jκ  and summing from 1 to k, we have 

         ( ) ( )∑∑
+

+=

+

+=

≤
km

mj
ij

km

mj
jj SSv

11

πκκ .                  (4.12) 

However, the right-hand side of (4.12) is equal to )(Nπ  by being 

balanced. Hence  

     ( ) ( ) ( )NvNSv
km

mj
jj =≤∑

+

+=

πκ
1

.      (4.13) 

Since the inequality (4.13) holds, the core of the game ),( vN  is non-empty 

(Shapley 1967).             

Next we discuss the existence of the residual capacity market in stage 2 for 

the coalitions to be activated in the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.6. There exists a reallocation matrix SM *  and a residual 

super capacity vector S*γ  that maximize the expected additional profit of 

coalition S . 

Proof.   A retailer j  should pay Hhij ∈  to retailer i  to obtain one unit 

of the super capacity residual and the unit price is subject to the market force. 
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We can identify Hhij ∈
*

 as the maximum value of the super capacity in S  

by Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.5. Since we have Hhij ∈
*

, we can also find 

the matrix SM * . Similarly, the retailers that have super capacity residual will 

try to sell it all to maximize their incomes due to Hhij ∈
*

. Therefore, S*γ  

exists.                   

The retailers may have an incentive to cooperate in the game and form 

coalitions since a core exists whereby a coalition may achieve higher 

expected profits than the sum of the expected profits of the individual 

retailers. Such a coalition may be stable due to superadditivity, and the core is 

the set of undominated imputations among all the strategies in the game. 

Indeed, there is no group of retailers with a reason to form a coalition and 

replace the core. Therefore, the reallocation of capacity residual will decrease 

both excess inventory and demand among different supply chains, ensuring 

that supply matches demand more effectively in the sub-industry. The trading 

of super-capacity futures provides a new mechanism for different supply 

chains to cooperate and reduce the stochastic demand risk. 

 

4.4   Numerical Examples 

We consider two examples to illustrate the theoretical results in the 

cooperative stage. Let { }GFEDCBAN  ,,,,,,=  and the additional profit per 

unit of each player be ) ,1 ,2 ,3 ,6 ,7 ,10( aN =ϕ . We do not assign a numerical 

value to G  in ϕ  because we assume this retailer has excess super capacity 

that may be transferred to retailers A - F, that have insufficient super capacity 

in stage 2. Since the price of the super capacity residual is determined by 

market-clearing force, the capacity price in stage 2 equals the lowest 

additional profit margin that clears all the capacity residual. We assume that 

in a good year there will be less super capacity residual than in a bad year, so 

the unit capacity price will be higher in the good year. 
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Example 4.1. Let the excess demand of the retailers in a good year be 

)0 ,600 ,120 ,100 ,90 ,80 ,20(=′GD . If the market price of the capacity 

residual is $2, then retailer F  will not participate in the game because it 

will lose in the trading. Therefore the coalition is } , , , , ,{ GEDCBAS = . In 

addition, retailer E  will not make any money because its excess profit 

margin is the same as the price of the capacity residual, but the game allows 

it to offset it penalty cost of lost sales. The total coalition’s additional profit is 

$2,140. If there is less residual capacity, the price of the capacity will rise, 

e.g., if it increases to $6 (which is the profit margin of retailer C ), then the 

additional profit of the coalition will be $1,600 and now the members in 

} , , ,{ GCBAS = . The additional profit in this case is lower because there is 

less capacity residual available. We also find that if the capacity price is low, 

the retailers that buy the capacity will receive a larger share of the profits, but 

if the price is high, the sellers will receive a larger share. In this example, 

retail G  will gain $860 when the capacity market price is $2 and the rest of  

S  will share $1,260. However, when the capacity market price increases to 

$6, G  obtains $1,320, leaving $280 to the capacity residual buyers. 

Example 4.2. Let the excess demand of the retailers in a bad year be 

)0 ,200 ,100 ,80 ,50 ,20 ,0(=′BD . Retailer A  will not join the game because 

it does not have any excess demand. If we assume A  does not hold any 

excess super capacity either, then } , , , , ,{ GFEDCBS = . If the capacity 

price is only $1, the entire coalition has $1,080 additional profit. If the price 

climbs to as high as $6, the coalition’s profit will be reduced to $440. Once 

again, if the capacity price is low, e.g., $1, the retailers that buy the capacity 

will receive $630 in total, a larger share of the profits than the seller that 

gains $450. In contrast, if the price is high, the sellers will receive a larger 

share. Let the capacity price become $6; the seller takes $420 but the buyers 

only have $20 as a whole. 

These two examples demonstrate that the amount of additional profit of the 

coalition depends on the amount of super capacity residual available and the 

excess demand in the market. However, the additional payoff of each player 

is split according to the proportion to its added value to the coalition. But we 
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do not know whether the sellers of capacity residual will cover their costs or 

even make a profit from the game, since the price of the super capacity 

futures in stage 1 is not known. 

 

4.5   Conclusions 

We showed in this chapter that the inventory and capacity risks in 

newsvendor-type supply chains can be mitigated among many different supply 

chains selling different products by trading super capacity futures game. 

Different supply chains can regulate their inventory positions by using a new 

tool that more accurately matches demand with supply. This game is efficient 

in both the non-cooperative and cooperative stages, as all the players will reach 

an equilibrium point. Hence, the sub-industry will increase their aggregate 

payoff as a result of trading super capacity futures, and they will also improve 

their performance in matching inventory with stochastic demand for short 

life-cycle products.  

However, the restriction of not allowing speculators in the game that we 

impose in this chapter is unlikely to occur in real life because it is hard to tell 

whether a retailer is a hedger or a speculator, particularly when one is playing a 

dual role. Therefore, we will study a super capacity futures market that is open 

to both hedgers and speculators in the next chapter.  
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5  Transfer Mismatching Risk to the Public 

In this chapter, we argue that the inventory and supply risks of the 

newsvendors due to demand uncertainty can be pooled and shared among 

different supply chains by means of treating reserved capacity as 

commodities and trading them as futures, and options on futures to hedge the 

risks. The risks will be further shared with, and transferred to the public, if 

speculators are allowed to be involved in the game. 

 

5.1   Introduction 

The previous models are further extended in this chapter to allow both 

hedgers and speculators to participate in the trading of super capacity. In this 

set up suppliers would still pool their capacities in a sub-industry to reduce 

demand variability. Retailers may exchange the super capacity residual after 

realization of the demand is observed in the selling season, similar to the 

situation outlined in Chapter 4. However, one more financial instrument, 

‘options on futures’ has been incorporated into the models of this chapter to 

allow the players to hedge both quantity and price risks of trading super 

capacity. The aims of this chapter are to study whether a unique best response 

strategy exists for the game players, and whether the whole sub-industry is 

better off, even with external speculators engaging in the game. 

We organize the rest of this chapter as follows: in the next section, we 

describe the set up of the extended models. The optimal policies of the game 

are studied in Section 5.3. We move to Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 to 

examine how risks are transferred from hedgers to risk-neutral speculators 

and risk-averse speculators, respectively. The optimal payoff for players in 
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the game is identified in both sections. Pareto-improvement under this 

mechanism is shown as well. Section 5.6 shows that the whole sub-industry 

will gain extra profit even when speculators are in the game. Section 5.7 

presents numerical examples to demonstrate how mismatching risks are 

transferred to the players in the game under different situations. We conclude 

the chapter in Section 5.8. 

 

5.2 The Setup for 1≥m  Suppliers, 2≥n  Retailers and 

1≥η  Speculators 

 
 
The players of the super capacity futures game in this chapter are basically 

formed by three types of investors, namely the supplier i , mi ,...,1= ; the 

retailer i , nmmi ++= ,...,1 ; and the speculator i , η++++= nmnmi ,...,1 . 

We define all retailers and suppliers as hedgers. Hedgers intend to make or 

take delivery of the futures market position, unless they suffer from inaccurate 

forecasting that the residual part of the futures position will be liquidated at 

some time prior to expiration. Speculators are the sellers of option contracts 

and/or they merely offset their positions at some point before the date set for 

the futures delivery. If a retailer or a supplier plays both roles, as hedger and 

speculator simultaneously, it is treated as two players in the game. However, if 

a player changes roles between a hedger and a speculator along the way, in our 

analysis we still treat this investor as only one player at one point in this game. 

This super capacity futures game Iiii ∈Λ=Ζ ),(π  with a finite set of 

players { }η++= nmI ,...,2,1  has a collection of strategy set, +ℜ=Λ i , Ii∈ . 

This game has payoff function ℜ→ℜ×Λ +ii :π  that is the profit due to 

super capacity trading that includes the extra income from merchandise sales 

and the reduction of mismatching costs after exchanging capacity residual 

among supply chains, in the forms ),( CC

i qqπ , where i

C

iq Λ∈ , 

∑ ++= ηnm C

j

C qq
1

. The strategies of the players can be aggregated in an additive 

way and the payoff of each player is a function of the player’s own actions. 

This super capacity futures game is therefore one of the aggregative games. 
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All the supply chains in our study face stochastic demands, 0≥iD , 

nmmi ++= ,...,1  and the aggregate demand is 0>D . We denote 

[ ]ii DE=µ  and [ ]ii DVar=2σ . Each supply chain demand also has a 

probability density function )(yf i , and cumulative distribution )(yFi , 

nmmi ++= ,...,1 . We follow Chapters 3 and 4 to let )(1)( yFyF ii −= , and 

0)0( =iF  and assume that all distribution functions are continuous, 

invertible, and double differentiable. Since demand substitution between 

competitive retailers will not affect the analysis and the results of this set up, 

we therefore, without loss of generality, assume there is no demand 

substitution to simplify the notations. In stage 1, retailers determine order 

quantity, ( )P

nm

P

m

P

i qqq ++= ,...,1  units, to build physical inventory and consider 

buying super capacity ( )C

nm

C

m

C

i qqq ++= ,...,1  units to reserve a certain capacity 

to substitute inventory in order to gain a total inventory of C

i

P

ii qqq +=  

units for the whole season. In stage 2, retailers will adjust their super capacity 

on hand by trading the unbalanced amount of capacity in the market after 

receiving a forecast update,ζ . The unit retail price to the consumer is 

),...,( 1 nmmi ppp ++= . Costs of the goods for suppliers are ikc  per unit, where 

mk ,...,1=  represents the supplier and nmmi ++= ,...,1  represents the 

retailer who places an order with the supplier. ikω  is the wholesale price per 

unit for both periods. If the retailers do not satisfy demands, they will incur a 

goodwill penalty cost ig  per unit, and the leftover inventory will have 

salvage value iv  per unit. We assume 0>>> ikiki cp ω  in order to avoid 

unrealistic and trivial cases. 

Let h  denote the unit price of super capacity futures in stage 1 and h′  in 

stage 2. We assume the price is transparent any time in the market. There is no 

extra cost of building super capacity but the supplier needs to prepare super 

capacity in stage 1. After the demand realization is known, retailers can place 

replenishment orders, provided they have the same amount of super capacity 

on hand; otherwise they have to buy an inadequate amount of capacity in the 

market for the replenishment orders, as described in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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However, we assume that all the available super capacities for trading in stage 

2 come from retailers and speculators, and that suppliers do not hold any 

unsold capacity on hand in stage 2; otherwise we treat them as speculators. 

Meanwhile, retailers and suppliers can also select options on futures as their 

financial instrument in the market. A call (put) option on super capacity futures 

gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy (sell) the super capacity 

futures contract at the strike price at any time prior to a specific date. Hence, 

buyers can also hedge the price risk, because they have an opportunity in stage 

2 to decide whether or not to exercise the right after the capacity futures spot 

price at maturity, h′  has been observed. Therefore, retailers and suppliers 

may depend on their forecast and risk preferences for put or call options on the 

futures simultaneously to hedge both quantity and price risks of the super 

capacity.  

The basic results from financial economics provide the underlying analytical 

framework for derivative instruments in the commodity markets. The finance 

literature shows that in the presence of commodity price and yield uncertainty, 

firms use options as well as futures to moderate price and quantity risks 

(Sakong et al. 1993). In fact, the pricing of futures and futures options 

correlate highly with the underlying commodity, and they have the same 

behaviour in the market if interest rate is ignored (Black 1976). Therefore, we 

denote ih  as the net weighted average super capacity price for the capacity 

committed in stage 1 of an individual investor. Since ih  is a combination of 

different financial instruments and its value will be revealed in stage 2 after the 

options exercise is determined, it is not exactly the same for all investors who 

hold the same amount of super capacity even if a market price has occurred. 

 

5.3   The Optimal Policies of the Game 

Our study is different from the traditional capacity reservation in two-stage 

newsvendor models. We assume that a super capacity futures market exists 

and that anyone, including a speculator, can participate in it. The role of a 
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speculator is to not only take up some of the risk, but also to eliminate the 

need for a perfect match of the retailers and the suppliers of a risk. We will 

analyze the transferring and sharing of the risk of stochastic demand among 

the players in the following sections. 

In a two-stage problem, a retailer’s problem is to choose a physical order 

quantity, P

iq , and to hold a super capacity quantity, C

iq , in terms of futures 

or options to build an inventory position as i

C

i

P

i qqq =+  in stage 1. 

Recalling )0,max()( zz =+ , we denote ( )ζπ ,Pqq  to be the retailer’s 

random payoff, and then the expected profit for each retailer i  can be 

written as 

  ( ) { }
.])([                              

)]([)()(,min,,

+

+
−

−−

−+++−=

iiii

ii

P

ii

p

iiiiiiiiiii

p

iii

qDg

DqvqhqhDqpqqq

ζ

ζωζζπ  (5.1) 

where nmmi ++= ,...,1 . The first term is the revenue, the second and third 

terms are the costs of goods sold. The forth term is the income from leftover 

inventory, and the last term is the cost of lost sales. Given that 

( )ii

p

iii qqq ζπ ,, −  is strictly concave in iq , and the expected utility function is 

denoted by )(⋅u . The retailer is assumed to be weakly risk averse and u is a 

concave function and can be double differentiable. The objective for the 

retailer is as follows: 

  ( ){ }),,()(max
0

ii

P

iiiii
q

qqquEq ζππ −
≥

= , nmmi ++= ,...,1    (5.2) 

where E denotes the expectation operator. If the retailer is risk neutral of 

0=′′u , then (5.2) yields the classical solution 

( )
iii

iiii
iii

vgp

hgp
qqF

−+
−−+

=−

ω
ζ,*  or ( ) 









−+
−−+

= −
−

iii

iiii
iii

vgp

hgp
Fqq

ω
ζ 1* ,   (5.3) 

The player’s i  optimal policy for super capacity quantity is 

   


 ≥−

=
otherwise

qqifqq
q

p

ii

p

iiC

i
0

 ****
* , nmmi ++= ,...,1  

Again, we can use the principle in Section 4.3.1 to allocate the total 

quantity between physical inventory and super capacity in stage 1 in this 

model, the same as a biform game analysis. 
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A risk-neutral manager would have a linear utility function such that only 

expected outcomes matter. In contrast, risk-averse managers have concave 

utility functions, which reflect their higher sensitivity to a downside than to 

an upside. Therefore, if 0<′′u , then 
vgp

hgp
qqF

−+
−−+

<−

ω
ζ ),( 1

* . Thus, the 

risk-averse retailer, who dislikes volatility, orders fewer inventories in 

general2. 

However, the main purpose for a player to join the super capacity game is 

to gain extra income )( C

ii qπ  from capacity trading and the corresponding 

profit from selling inventory. The payoff for a retailer i , nmmi ++= ,...,1  

from the investment of super capacity is 

( ){ }
{ } { } .])([ ,])([min)(               

])([,min)()(

+++

++

−−′+−′−+−+

−−−−=
P

iii

C

i

C

iiiiiii

P

iii

C

i

C

iiii

C

ii

qDqhqqDhgp

qDqqhvq

ζζω

ζωπ
  

                (5.4) 

In (5.4), the first term is the saving of leftover inventory, the second term is 

extra payoff from buying capacity in the season, and the last term is the 

payoff from selling excess capacity. C

iq  is the amount of capacity residual 

available in the market for retailer i  in stage 2.  

For the supplier, the income of super capacity is revenue of selling super 

capacity and the profit from the replenishment order: 

    C

iiii

C

ii qchq )()( −+= ωπ , mi ,...,1=      (5.5) 

We assume the super capacity of any supplier in (5.5) would be fully 

utilized in stage 2 due to the fact that capacity residual will be cleared by 

market forces. 

If there is no speculator involved in the game, the extra payoff for the 

whole sub-industry from the super capacity game is the sum of the expected 

savings of leftover inventory and the extra revenue of retailer and suppliers 

                                                 
2 As mentioned in Section 2.3, Wu et al. (2009) show that a risk-averse 

newsvendor may order more than a risk-neutral newsvendor if the lost sales 

cost is considered with mean-variance trade-off.  
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from the residual capacity exchange in stage 2, as in the following: 

 
( ){ }

( ){ }. ])([,])([min)(              

])([,min)()(

1 1

1

∑ ∑

∑
+

+=

+

+=

+++

+++

+=

−−−+−+

−−−=Π
nm
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nm
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P

iii

C

iiii

P

iii

C

i

C

i

nm

mi ii

CH

qDqqDgcp

qDqqvq

ζζ

ζω
  

                (5.6) 

Notation with an upper bar means the value is a weighted average in the 

sub-industry. The first term is the thrift from reducing leftover inventory, and 

the second term is the sum of extra revenue and the decreasing of lost sales 

from capacity residual. The cost of super capacity has not occurred in (5.6) 

because it is a zero sum game between retailers and suppliers. 

However, the payoff for speculators that participate in the trading of super 

capacity is C

ii

C

ii qhhq )()( ′−=π , η++++= nmnmi ,...,1        (5.7) 

and the total payoff for speculators is ∑ ++

++=
=Π

η
π

nm

nmi

C

ii

CS qq
1

)()( .  

Therefore, the total payoff of the whole super capacity game is then 

     ∑ ++

=
=Π ηπnm

i

C

ii

CT qq
1

)()( .       (5.8) 

Hence we can determine (5.8) by adding (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7) together. 

 

5.4   Risk Transfer to Risk-neutral Speculators 

In order to reduce quantity and price risks of super capacity, the risk-averse 

hedgers need to give up some of their payoffs in terms of risk premium. 

Speculators, on the other hand, should earn a risk premium for bearing the 

commodity demand and price volatilities. The trade-off is between risk and 

expected return. The individual players’ attitudes towards risk will affect the 

sharing of risk among themselves. Here we study two different risk attitudes 

of speculators, i.e., risk neutrality and risk aversion, in order to understand 

how hedgers’ risks can be transferred and shared by other parties.  

Proposition 5.1.  The capacity risk of retailers and suppliers can be 

transferred totally to others if risk-neutral speculators are involved in the 

game. 

Proof.  Assume that we have one risk-neutral speculator together with n  
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risk-averse supply chains who join the game. Under the expected utility 

model, the objective function of the thi  player is shown by ( ))( C

iiii quE π . 

Therefore, the certainty equivalent of )(⋅iiuE is ( ) i

C

iii RqE −)(π , Ii∈ , 

where iR  is the Arrow-Pratt risk premium for the thi  player. Following 

Chavas (2004), we adopt an auxiliary function, benefit function 

( )iC

iii uqb ),(π  that is derived from a utility function to measure how much 

benefit that an individual player would be willing to abandon in order to 

reach the utility level iU  (Luenberger 1992). Let the thi  player satisfy 

( ) ii

C

iiii UbquE =−)(π . Therefore, the benefit of the thi  player is 

    ( ) ( ) ( )UuRqEqb ii

C

iii

C

iii

1)()( −−−= ππ , Ii∈ .    (5.10) 

Hence the problem of the whole market is to maximize 

   ( ) ( ){ }∑ ++ −−−=Ω η πnm

iii

C

iii UuRqEMaxU
1

1 )}()({ .   (5.11) 

If 0)( =Ω U , the maximum aggregate benefit ( ))( C

iii
qb π  will be 

redistributed among all the players efficiently. From (5.11), the aggregate 

benefit will reach the maximum point if 0=∀ iR . However, if the risk-averse 

suppliers and retailers shift their risks to the speculator, then they will face no 

risk and have a risk premium equal to zero; hence 0=∀ iR because the 

speculator is risk-neutral with 0=ηR . Therefore the effective transfer for the 

speculator is: 

∑ +−Π= nm

i

CHC

i Kqq
1

* )()(ηπ , where iK  is a non-random number. (5.12) 

In other words, the risk-neutral speculator pays each hedger iK  to buy the 

whole sub-industry risky payoff. Hence, iK , nmi += ,...,1  is the monetary 

term of risk premium. If we assume the profit of the speculator equal to or 

greater than zero is a fair deal for both sides, since 0)( =Ω U  and 0=∀ iR , 

we gain ( ))()(1 C

iiiii qEUu π=−  from (5.11), then for the individual hedger its 

optimal return is ( ))()( * C

iiii

C

ii qEKq ππ ≤= , nmi += ,...,1 .       

Therefore, the hedgers can sell and transfer their private risks totally to the 

speculator by receiving iK  which is equal to or less than the expected value 
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of their own payoffs. The transactions appear to mean either that the hedger 

and speculator of it have different expectations about the futures, or that they 

have different preferences in relation to the likely return and risk involved in 

holding the super capacity futures. In fact, the risk-neutral speculator plays 

the role of an insurance agent to bear all the risks in this case, but can enjoy a 

positive expected value in the long run. Hence, the game engages speculators. 

 

5.5   Risk Sharing with Risk-averse Speculators 

If all speculators as well as the hedgers are risk-averse, then we have to 

scrutinize how the commodity market provides a mechanism for them to 

share the hedging risk among themselves. Assume that each of the players 

wishes to invest i

C

iq Λ∈  in the commodity market either to hedge their 

capacity risk or to make a profit from the futures trade. We wish to identify 

an optimal strategy and payoff rule for each player in Ζ . 

Proposition 5.2.  Each player has a best response i

C

iq Λ∈* , Ii∈  to 

invest in the super capacity futures game that an optimal risk-sharing rule 

exists to maximize the player’s payoff from the investment. 

Proof.  Denote )( C

ii

d

i qππ =
 

as the decision rule giving the net profit made 

to the thi  player from the commodity market. In section 5.4 we define the 

certainty equivalent of )(⋅iiuE  from the objective function of the thi  player 

as ( ) i

C

iii RqE −)(π , Ii∈ . If the entire super capacity futures market generates 

an extra net profit )( CT qΠ , then )()(
1

CTCnm

i i qq Π≤∑ ++

=

ηπ . Let the thi  

player have an ex-ante utility function of )(
d

iiu π
 

and the benefit function of 

( )iC

iii uqb ),(π , which satisfies ii

d

ii Ubu =− )(π , Ii∈  and iU
 

is the 

individual player utility function representing individual risk preference. 

Hence, the whole market net profit from the capacity futures trading is to 

maximize 

 
),()(

1 i

d

i

nm

i i UbU πη∑ ++

=
=Ω , where ),...,,,...,( 11 η+++++= nmnmnm UUUUU , (5.13) 
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subject to )()(
1

CTCnm

i i qq Π≤∑ ++

=

ηπ . 

Assume a linear distribution rule )()( CT

ii

C

ii qq Π+= δγπ  to be adopted 

among the players, then )()]([)( CT

ii

C

iii qqEE Π+== δγππ
, 

and      ( ) )]([)]([ 2 CT

i

C

iii qVarqVarVar Π== δππ .
 

Define 
i

i
i

U

U
r

′

′′−
≡

 

as the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of the thi  player, thus an 

individual risk premium is )(
2

i
i

i Var
r

R π= , 0>ir . 

Assume that the thi  player has a mean variance preference function   

     )()()(
2
1

iii

d

ii VarrEu πππ −= . 

Therefore,  i
CT

ii
CT

iii UqVarrqEb −Π−Π+= )]([)( 2

2
1 δδγ .  (5.14) 

Hence, the problem of the players is to maximize 

   [ ] ))()((),( 2

2
1

1 i

CT

ii

CT

ii

nm

i
UqVarrqErU −Π−Π+=Ω ∑ ++

=
δδγη

,  (5.15) 

subject to   )())((
1

CTCT

i

nm

i i qqE Π≤Π+∑ ++

=
δγη

. 

Using the Lagrangian for the maximization problem, the first-order 

conditions for the constraint become  

    { } 01)(
11

=−Π+ ∑∑ ++

=

++

=

ηη δγ nm

i i

CTnm

i i q .    (5.16) 

This can hold for all Cq  only if 0
1

=∑ ++

=

η γnm

i i  and 1
1

=∑ ++

=

ηδnm

i i . 

From (5.14) we have [ ] 0)()( =Π−Π=
∂

∂ CT
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.   (5.17) 

Hence we obtain  [ ])(

)(
CT

i

CT

i
qVarr

qE

Π
Π

=δ , for  0>ir .    (5.18)
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Based upon the result of (5.19), then (5.18) becomes  
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      (5.20) 

Furthermore, we substitute (5.20) into (5.17) giving the sum of the players’ 
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payoffs equal to 
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Therefore, to maximize the total payoff will give an optimal action 
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and the optimal payoff to the thi  player from the capacity futures game is 

    )()( *** cT

ii

C

i qq Π+= δγπ , where 0=∑i iγ ;            

or     
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)()(

1
1

1
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nm

i r
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∑ ++
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ηγπ
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   (5.22) 

Therefore, each player has a best response strategy and an optimal payoff 

in the super capacity game to allow risk sharing of demand uncertainty 

occurring among the sub-industry and the public under this capacity pooling 

system. Moreover, the involvement of capacity trading from the public and 

speculators does not impinge upon any part of the original benefit of each 

supply chain. From a risk management point of view, this system is much 

better than supply chain coordination strategy that only allows the shifting of 

risk along a certain supply chain. We can apply comparative statics analysis 

on the optimal sharing rule to further understand the characteristic of the risk 

sharing in corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 below. 

Corollary 5.1. Higher degree of risk aversion of any individual player will 

produce a negative impact on the total extra payoff of the whole sub-industry 

from the super capacity game. 

Proof.  See Appendix A.              

Corollary 5.2.  Given the optimal payoff *)( C

i qπ  in Proposition 5.2, then 

a higher degree of risk aversion by the thi  player decreases the profit share 

to this investor, but the share to other investors in the group is unaffected. 

Proof.  See Appendix A.                 

From Proposition 5.2, Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, we know that the trading of 

capacity is an efficient allocation of risk since the constraint is always 
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binding. The trading system provides a platform for those with different 

kinds of risk preferences to participate in the game using different risk 

behaviour without affecting other parties. Therefore the capacity market plays 

a role in allowing for risk spreading to the public from any supply chain. The 

inventory risk and capacity risk are therefore shared by the public. Hence we 

obtain again Pareto-improvement under this mechanism. However, the next 

question is whether the equilibrium is unique.  

Proposition 5.3.  There exists a unique Nash equilibrium to the super 

capacity futures game. 

Proof.  See Appendix A.           

Therefore, we gain the solution concept of the game for both hedgers and 

speculators that are risk-averse. 

 

5.6   The Gain of Sub-industry 

One of our concerns is whether the net payoff of speculators will take all the 

profits in Ζ  from the sub-industry. If so, there is no point to involve 

outsiders or even to allow a capacity futures market to exist. We analyze a 

general result of sub-industry players in the following proposition.  

Proposition 5.4.  The extra gain of sub-industry from the super capacity 

game is greater than zero. 

Proof.  Assume that all players are rational and will try to maximize their 

own profit at any time. For the supplier, both price uncertainty and demand 

uncertainty of super capacity in stage 2 will not make them worse off because 

the price of super capacity futures in stage 1 guarantees they will gain some 

extra profits by selling super capacity; otherwise they will not become 

involved in the capacity trading as discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

On the other hand, a retailer i  may buy super capacity futures and 

options in stage 1 if hp iii >∧− ωω )(  to ensure no loss in the deal. 

Similarly, in stage 2, retailer i  will buy capacity residual from the market to 
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balance lost sales if hgp iii
′≥∧− )( ω . However, a retailer will sell all the 

capacity residual on hand to increase his payoff. Therefore, the sub-industry 

payoff according to the optimal sharing rule, 
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Obviously, h  plays a role in allocating the aggregate payoff that will 

reflect the degree of risk premium of players in Ζ . However, h  also 

impacts the payoff sharing between suppliers and retailers in each supply 

chain. 

 

5.7   Numerical Examples 

Some of the behaviour and results of transfer mismatching risk to the public 

by the super capacity trading game would be easier to observe from 

numerical examples. We assume there are sufficient spectators to participate 

in the trading of super capacity in any stage to buy or sell futures and to sell 

option contracts as option writers. Since the set up includes any traders and 

uses two financial instruments, it is too complicated to consider all situations 

simultaneously. Therefore, we follow the main theme of this thesis to focus 

on how the risks are to be transferred from aggregate supplier hedger, and 

from aggregate retailer hedger separately to the sub-industry and the public 

as follows.  

 

5.7.1 The performance of aggregated supplier 

Suppliers who want to hedge the risk of super capacity would sell their super 

capacity futures to any players in stage 1. If they want to further insure the 

price risk of the futures, they may buy put options on futures to own the right 

to sell the super capacity at a specific price in stage 2 to share some of the 

benefit from the price rising. Therefore, they would mix these two 

instruments to match their risk preferences. However, if a certain supplier 
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does not want to hedge super capacity in stage 1 but holds them until stage 2 

for any reason, that supplier is in fact playing two roles. This is equivalent to 

a situation in which a supplier sells all the super capacity as futures to itself 

in stage 1, and then plays a speculator role to hold the futures and sell them in 

stage 2. Actually all suppliers hedge their super capacity in stage 1 with this 

viewpoint. We assume all the super capacity will be utilized by retailers in 

stage 2 due to the fact that capacity residual can be transferred among 

retailers and speculators. Two situations are considered in this section: the 

super capacity futures price is lower in stage 1 than the spot price in stage 2 

and vice versa to demonstrate the benefit of the hedgers. 

 

5.7.1.1  Super capacity price is lower in stage 1 than stage 2  

If the price of futures of super capacity is $1.20/unit in stage 1. The supplier 

would pay an option cost or premium to the option seller of $0.2/unit to 

obtain a put option that would allow it to own a right, but not the obligation 

to sell super capacity in stage 2 at strike price of $1.80/unit. If the spot price 

in stage 2 is $2.2/unit, then the supplier who owns the put options will 

surrender exercising the option contract and will sell its super capacity to the 

spot market.  

Assuming the aggregate super capacity that will be offered by all suppliers 

in the sub-industry is 100 units, we look at two combinations of the trading: 

70% futures mixed with 30% options, and 30% futures mixed with 70% 

options as shown in Table 5.1. 

Since the price of super capacity is higher in stage 2, no supplier will 

proceed with the put option contracts to sell any super capacity to the option 

seller. We notice that in both mixtures of the instruments, suppliers will make 

higher income than using only futures as a single tool. Obviously, a supplier 

can share more benefit in case the actual demand in the season is higher than 

expected. Moreover, on top of the super capacity income, a supplier can 

further make extra profit from the replenishment orders that have come from 

the capacity residual in stage 2. 
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Table 5.1: Income of suppliers from trading supplier capacity with two mixtures of financial 
instruments in case the capacity price is higher in stage 2 

High Futures Proportion Low Futures Proportion 
 

Futures Options  Spot  Futures Options Spot 

Quantity 
engaged in 
stage 1 

70 30 0 30 70 0 

Potential 
amount selling 
in stage 2 

0 0 30 0 0 70 

Unit price $1.20 $1.80 $2.20 $1.20 $1.80 $2.20 

Premium - $0.2 - - $0.2 - 

Quantity settled 
in stage 2 

70 30 0 30 70 0 

Income $84 -$6 66 

 

$36 -$14 $154 

 

Total gain from 
super capacity 

 $144 
 

$176 

 

 

5.7.1.2  Super capacity price is higher in stage 1 than stage 2 

We use the same set up in Section 5.7.1.1, but the price of super capacity 

futures is at a higher level in stage 1. We assume the actual demand is lower 

than the forecast, and retailers who have wider profit margin or higher lost 

sales do not need all the reserved capacity in stage 2. Thus, the capacity spot 

price should be lowered to coincide with those lower profit margin retailers. 

It can be seen from Table 5.2 that the options on the futures do provide some 

protection to hedge the price risk, and the supplier can keep a high portion of 

the income from super capacity. We would observe that the aggregated 

income of the supplier is higher than purely selling capacity by futures.  

The results of these two scenarios reveal that futures and options on futures 

can offer sufficient protection of both quantity and price for the suppliers. 

Under this mechanism, suppliers can share profit according to the value and 

contribution of their short lead-time capacities to reduce mismatching. 

However, their actual payoffs will be affected by the combination of the 

instruments that are influenced by the risk preference of the individual 

supplier. 
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Table 5.2: Income of suppliers from trading supplier capacity with two mixtures of financial 
instruments in case the capacity price is higher in stage 1 

High Futures Proportion Low Futures Proportion 
 

Futures Options Spot Futures Options Spot 

Quantity 
engaged in 
stage 1 

70 30 0 30 70 0 

Potential 
amount selling 
in stage 2 

0 0 30 0 0 70 

Unit price $2.20 $2.50 $1.2 $2.20 $2.50 $1.20 

Premium - $0.5 - - $0.5 - 

Quantity 
settled in stage 
2 

70 30 0 30 70 0 

Income $154 $60 0 

 

$66 $140 0 

 

Total gain 
from super 
capacity trade 

 $214 
 

$206 

 

5.7.2 The results of aggregated retailer 

The situation of retailers is much more complicated than suppliers, because 

speculators will take the same actions as retailers in exchanging of capacity 

in both stages. Retailers who participate in the game to buy super capacity 

just for their retail business in stage 1 are hedgers. If any retailer holds super 

capacity in stage 1 for selling at any point along the horizon in order to make 

a profit from the price movement, we treat it as a speculator. 

We also consider two statuses for the retailers as in Section 5.7.1; the first 

is that super capacity price is lower in stage 1, but has ended up higher in 

stage 2, while the second is the reverse. 

 

5.7.2.1  Super capacity price is lower in stage 1 than stage 2 

We assume there are 100 units of super capacity in the market, of which 

speculators hold 20 units. Let the price of capacity futures be $1.20 per unit 

in stage 1. The strike price is $1.30/unit for a call option that gives the holder 

the right, but not the obligation, to buy the super capacity at the strike price in 

stage 2. The premium costs $0.10/unit. Retailers who hold a call option     
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Table 5.3: Total payment of retailers in trading supplier capacity with two mixtures of 
financial instruments in case the capacity price is higher in stage 2 

High Futures Proportion Low Futures Proportion 
 

Futures Options Spot Futures Options Spot 

Quantity 
engaged by 
hedgers in  
stage 1 

55 25 0 25 55 0 

Unit price $1.20 $1.30 $2.20 $1.20 $1.30 $2.20 

Premium - $0.1 - - $0.1 - 

Quantity 
settled in stage 
2 

50 20 30 25 45 30 

Cost of super 
capacity 

$66 $28.5 $66 $30 $64 $66 

Income of 
selling 
capacity 
residual 

$11 0 0 

 

0 0 0 

 

Total paid for 
super capacity 

 $149.5 
 

$160 

 

contract because of a belief that the price may drop in stage 2 do not want to 

explore any risk to only buy capacity from market in stage 2. We examine the 

situation in which the retail business turns out to have a good year, and then 

the price of super capacity rises to $2.20/unit. Some retailers may still have 

some capacity residual for the market because they might own too many 

futures, or their business is not as good as others even in a good year. 

According to Table 5.3, retailers as a whole pay more than the cost of futures 

because they have paid a premium for price risk and some of the reserved 

capacity was not hedged. Hence retailers who buy super capacity in stage 2 

share some of their profit from the saving of mismatching cost and the extra 

profit to suppliers with speculators and those retailers who have capacity 

residual. However, the sub-industry does not need to pay the market price in 

stage 2 due to protection from financial instruments. 

 

5.7.2.2  Super capacity price is higher in stage 1 than stage 2 

Assume the macro environment is favourable for business before the selling 

season and the retailer is willing to pay a higher super capacity price. Let the 
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price of futures be $2.20/unit, and the options premium be $0.3/unit with a 

strike price of $1.60/unit in stage 1. We assume again the whole market has 

100 units of super capacity and speculators hold 20 units of them. If a natural 

disaster or any serious crisis that occurs in the beginning of stage 2 creates 

enough negative impact to shrink the aggregated demand, then the spot 

capacity price drops accordingly. We assume the capacity has the value of 

$1.20/unit only in stage 2. Under this design, it can be seen from Table 5.4 

that the whole sub-industry pays less than the futures, because the options 

take the risk of pricing that all call option contracts holders do not exercise 

the right to buy any capacity at a higher price point. Therefore, if the retailer 

as a whole owns a higher portion of call option contract than futures, the net 

total amount pay for the super capacity market is lower than the high futures 

portion. In contrast, the retailer will pay more if the price is moved from a 

lower end to a higher end. 

From the above examples, we have found that the new mechanism offers 

an efficient protection for both retailers and suppliers as hedgers. The extra 

payoff of the whole sub-industry from the super capacity game in Eq. (5.6) is 

the main source to attract investors to join the game. The different 

combinations of futures and options on futures provide any degree of risk   

   

Table 5.4: Total payment of retailers in trading supplier capacity with two mixtures of 
financial instruments in case the capacity price is higher in stage 1 

High Futures Proportion Low Futures Proportion 
 

Futures Options Spot Futures Options Spot 

Quantity 
engaged by 
hedgers in 
stage 1 

55 25 0 25 55 0 

Unit price $2.20 $1.60 $1.20 $2.20 $1.60 $1.20 

Premium - $0.3 - - $0.3 - 

Quantity 
settled in stage 
2 

45 0 55 25 0 75 

Cost of super 
capacity 

$121 $7.5 $66 $55 $16.5 $90 

Income of 
selling 
capacity 
residual 

$12 0 0 

 

0 0 0 

 

Total paid for 
super capacity 

 $182.5 
 

$161.5 
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exposure for any individual player in the game. Therefore, both supplier and 

retailer can protect themselves by transferring all or part of the mismatching 

risk to others by the financial instruments. We should note that the capacity 

futures market depends not only on the existence of uncertainty about the 

future, but on the existence of different utility functions as to what will 

happen, and individual preferences regarding risk and return. Hence there is 

an opportunity for speculators in the game to make a profit. 

However, we are only concerned with whether speculators as a whole will 

gain more than the whole sub-industry in our study, but not with their payoffs 

in any particular situations. Therefore, we will not provide any numerical 

example to observe and explain their results. 

 

5.8   Conclusions 

The existence of the unique Nash equilibrium demonstrates that this new 

mechanism is an efficient means to let single supply chain risks be shared 

with, or be transferred to, the other supply chains and even to the public who 

are in the game. Each investor will share the payoff according to their own 

degree of risk aversion, which does not affect profit share of other investors. 

Our results in this chapter indicate that this new market-based risk transfer 

mechanism combines operational and financial hedging strategies which 

provide industry with a new way of meeting demand more efficiently to 

achieve a Pareto-improvement.  

However, trading of super capacity is difficult to process if there is a lack 

of a common capacity unit for different products. We therefore develop a new 

measurement unit for super capacity of different products among different 

facilitators in the next chapter. 
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6  Capacity Unit for Trading 

In order to allow the super capacity trading among different supply chains to 

be processed, a capacity unit that is common to the mix of products 

encountered should be created. We develop in this chapter a time-based, 

value-added capacity measurement model that is an output orientated input 

measure to satisfy the need. The capacity unit rates not only the overall 

production process, but also each product produced by the process. Our 

model measures process capacity based on our new concept that a process 

contains only value-added and non-value-added work, but no waste. We 

verify that value-added capacity is fully efficient. Therefore, its output level 

depends on the value-added process time that is required by each product. 

 

6.1   Introduction 

One predominant challenge in trading super capacities of different suppliers 

in the market is that there should be a common trading unit through which 

different outputs can be inferred, otherwise a market price is hard to be 

determined for such a commodity. Assuming the suppliers in a sub-industry 

adopt a prevailing technology, the same amount of capacity will produce 

various output quantities by different suppliers due to the inconsistent, 

manifold efficiencies that appear in different production lines. Our problem is 

whether there is a metric to measure super capacity such that retailers can 

convert it into their own physical product quantities without disturbance of 

capacity effectiveness. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to develop 

and define a capacity unit that is common to different products in a 

sub-industry. The capacity unit selected also allows super capacity trading 
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between different supply chains to share the same market price.  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, capacity is the maximum quantity of output 

per unit in a given amount of time that a stock of plant and equipment is 

capable of completing, provided that the availability of variable factors is not 

restricted (De Leeuw 1962). Van Mieghem (2003) defines capacity as a 

measure of processing abilities and limitations that stem from the scarcity of 

various processing resources, which are represented as a vector of stocks of 

various processing resources.  

Capacity measurement has been studied since the early days of the last 

century, and has evolved into three streams of studies in the literature. The 

first stream is from an engineering point of view to measure capacity; the 

second direction is to consider the capacity measurement in cost accounting; 

and the third stream applies capacity measurement in economic terms. 

 

6.1.1 Engineering approach 

Measurement of industrial production can be constructed by output measures 

in physical units and input measures to the production process, from where 

output is inferred. Input factors include machine, people, and factory that are 

able to produce or do what the customer requires. In general, capacity is a 

measurement of time as an input measure (Church 1917). Output measures of 

capacity are better adapted to different processes, or the supplier provides a 

relatively small number of standard products. However, once the variety in 

the product mix increases, output-based capacity measures become less 

useful (Krajewski and Ritzman 2007).  

Cachon & Terwiesch (2009) define capacity as the maximum flow rate that 

can be supported by a resource. The flow rate is the minimum of available 

input, demand and process capacity. Blackstone (1989) uses Wight’s funnel 

to describe the capacity as the rate at which work is withdrawn from the 

system. He suggests capacity is equal to the result of production time 

available, efficiency and utilization. Management has to control the amount 

of work in a system by both input and output rates to maximize the output of 
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capacity. 

Obviously, output based capacity measures become less useful in our study 

because different products represent various amounts of capacity in 

production. It is inconvenient to convert output units among different 

products during the capacity trading process. Therefore, we will only focus 

on the input measures to develop a capacity unit on an equivalent basis that 

will be suitable for capacity trading.  

 

6.1.2 Cost accounting approach 

In the early of the twentieth century, papers and debates addressed capacity 

cost management. The key arguments took place between A. H. Church and 

H. L. Gantt on how to allocate the cost of idle capacity (McNair and 

Vangermeersch 1998). In fact, different allocation methods of the idle 

capacity cost come from different capacity measurements, whether ‘normal’ 

or ‘practical’ capacity is used (Watts et al. 2009). Normal capacity is the 

average of utilization of machinery over a 3-5 years period. But a practical 

capacity is the maximum amount of capacity reduced for unavoidable 

downtime. The problem of absorption of idle capacity cost, however, is still a 

problem that remains until today. The current attentions resemble the early 

twentieth century debates about the proper treatment of capacity, particularly 

the management of excess capacity (Hertenstein et al. 2006). 

The Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing – International (CAM-I) 

based on the concept of H. L. Gantt to build a CAM-I Capacity Model in the 

1980s’ (Klammer 1996). This model classifies the ‘Rated Capacity’ in terms 

of ‘Idle’, ‘Non-productive’ and ‘Productive’. Rated capacity is the maximum 

theoretical capacity, and it uses a time measure. Idle capacity includes 

marketable capacity that is usable, not marketable capacity that is excess, and 

off-limits capacity. Non-productive capacity is capacity not in a productive 

state such as standby, yield loss, setup and maintenance. Productivity 

capacity is capacity used to produce output or provide service. The advantage 

of CAM-I is to make the costs of non-productive capacity transparent to 
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allow managers to take action in reducing these costs. In fact, the efficient 

use of capacity means the organization is positioned to reduce cost by 

managing capacity (Yu-Lee 2003). 

We will make use of CAM-I model to further define a capacity deployment 

in Section 6.4 to develop our super capacity trading unit. 

 

6.1.3 Economic approach 

At a macroeconomic level, capacity measurement and rate of capacity 

utilization were discussed significantly between the 1950’s and 1970’s. Zabel 

(1955) summarized the measurements of capacity into two major categories, 

maximum output and optimum stock levels. In maximum output method the 

capacity is determined only if the conditions under which the output is 

produced are completely specified. The optimum stock levels method is 

useful for studies of investment behaviour. Zabel further studied the measures 

of industry capacity and defined three types of technological measures; 

namely, rated capacity, theoretical capacity and practical capacity (Zabel 

1956). Rated capacity is output potential of machinery during a full period of 

24 hours running time, without interrupted flow of labour and raw materials, 

and no machine downtime. Theoretical capacity refers to maximum output of 

working days in a given period, with the existing equipment and 

uninterrupted operation. Practical capacity adjusts the theoretical capacity by 

deducting the maintenance and repair time and considers the usual number of 

shifts worked in the industry.  

Indeed, economic aspects of capacity measurement involve the production 

function and cost considerations. In a perfect competition market, with a full 

equilibrium position with zero profit, at the level of operation equating 

marginal cost with the marginal revenue, the output is equal to the full 

capacity because the point of minimum average cost may represent full 

capacity. Chamberlin (1948) implies that imperfect competition causes 

inefficiency in a firm, and hence incurs excess capacity. In fact, Chamberlin 

greatly furthers the study of capacity by linking the economic considerations 
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of cost to the determining of capacity (Klein 1960).  

However, definitions and measurement of capacity continued to be argued 

over in the middle of the last century, and some discrepancies existed in the 

major measures used by different organizations. In that period, four major 

sources of data were used to estimate capacity in the United States. Wharton 

School measured trend lines drawn between cyclical output peaks. It was 

hard to identify that output at each cyclical peak had the same degree of 

capacity utilization. McGraw-Hill gathered questionnaire data for two 

measures that were criticized for being too subjective and not being a random 

sampling. The National Industrial Conference Board used deflated capital 

stock as a measure of capacity that was based on an assumption that capacity 

bore a constant ratio to capital stock. (De Leeuw 1962; Phillips 1963).  

Furthermore, Klein and Preston (1967) developed a measure of capacity 

and capacity utilization at the industry level from production functions to 

adjust the component of Wharton Index to reduce its bias. In their model, the 

full capacity real output was a function of man-hours employed and capital 

utilized together with a technical change factor. They added a disturbance 

factor to the full capacity function to work out an actual output.  

In the next section, we examine components of a process that consist of 

only value-added and non-value-added work. We also provide a new concept 

of waste in the production process. Section 6.3 discusses fully efficient 

value-added input. Section 6.4 defines a capacity deployment according to 

the results in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. We therefore create a new super capacity 

trading unit in Section 6.5. Lastly, Section 6.6 is the chapter conclusion. 

 

6.2   Capacity Management and Waste 

One of the main focuses on capacity management in cost accounting is to 

identify and eliminate wasted resources in a system. Waste-based capacity 

cost management approach focuses on diagnosing capacity utilization, then 

changing polices to improve the capacity utilization (McNair and 

Vangermeersch 1998). They determine five sources of waste in capacity 
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utilization, and point out hidden costs of capacity in unbalanced production, 

and obsolescence fixed assets on top of the non-used capacity. CAM-I 

capacity model takes a similar approach to deploy rated capacity, the 

theoretical maximum rate of non-stop production of a system in a given 

period. As we have mentioned in Section 6.1.2, rated capacity is divided into 

three components: idle capacity, non-productive capacity and productive 

capacity. Konopka (1995) has developed CUBES, the Capacity Utilization 

Bottleneck Efficiency System to deploy capacity into six categories, similar 

to CAM-I. However, CUBES emphasizes tool efficiency and identifies speed 

losses in tools and batch size in production by comparing the theoretical/plan 

and actual output data. CUBES determines that waste in productive capacity 

is the key distinction from CAM-I. Its concept is close to Toyota Production 

System (TPS) in searching for wastes in production.  

TPS has revealed that the basic rule for improving productivity is to 

eliminate waste, which increases the proportion of value-added work in any 

operation process (Ohno 1998). The implementation of this simple rule 

usually involves the application of the famous “Seven Wastes” identified by 

TPS. We, however, propose that waste may not exist in a process and the 

concept of waste existing in a process is a blind spot in Just-in-time (JIT) and 

TPS. We provide the background and a new look at waste and value-added 

work that supports our argument in Appendix B of this dissertation. We will 

explain our concept in the following. 

Discussion about the existence of waste in production processes can be 

studied in terms of the relationship between processing time and the value 

created by production, particularly if cycle time and/or lead-time reduction 

are taken into account. A production line comprises a sequence of processes. 

Each process has its own cycle time. The cycle time is the period required to 

complete one cycle of an operation or process. The value of a product is 

generated and accumulated along the production process until the required 

end point within a lead-time. The lead-time is defined as the horizon between 

when an order is placed and when the output arrives at an assigned point. 

Time as the unit of measurement, however, is arbitrary. When an order is 

placed, it is assumed that both the customer and the supplier know the 
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requested value of the product itself, but the supplier may not be aware of 

how short the shortest lead-time is. In other words, the technical efficiency 

that would lead to the shortest lead-time is unknown to them. We will discuss 

the components of production function and waste in the next sub-section. 

 

6.2.1 Work classification and waste 

Considering the production process as a function of time, we assume that a 

series of production processes ip  forms a meaningful value-adding 

production function P. Let ℜ→+ ],[: 1iii ttp  be a piece of straight line 

segment, ,)( iii dtctp += 1+≤≤ ii ttt , on which exist the points 

{ }miti ,...,1,0 : =  that satisfy 

a = t0 < t1 < …< ti <… < tm = b, 

where 
it  are knots in P, and P is piecewise linear on ],[ ba  of degree 1. We 

define )(tP  as a continuous function, so ),()(1 iiii tptp =−  or 

,11 iiiiii dtcdtc +=+ −−  for mi ,...,2,1=  and P(t) is entirely determined by its 

nodal values, )( itp  and each knot mit i ,...,1,0 , =  is the end point of the 

corresponding process. 

We follow Gockenbach (2010) in that the standard basis for the space of all 

the continuous piecewise linear functions is { },,...,, 110 −mφφφ  where 

      




≠

=
=

.,0

,,1
)(

ji

ji
tijφ           (6.1) 

Therefore, the production function satisfies 

       ).()()( 1
1

1 ttptP i

m

i
ii −

=
−∑= φ       (6.2) 

Hence it is a continuous piecewise linear function in terms of the nodal 

basis that comprises m processes in a production line, and the output is its 

production value. During the production process, the value of the output 

starts from zero and increases until the value is equal to .)(1 ztp mm =−  

If a process, which is part of the production line, has its cycle time reduced, 
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it can produce the same value in a shorter period. The cycle time of the 

output will then be reduced by the same length of time. Therefore, attention 

should be paid to a certain process rather than studying all the production 

processes for that output.  

Lemma 6.1. The step size iii ttl −= +1 , 1,...,1,0 −= mi , in )(tpi  can be 

reduced by applying an appropriate new operator in il , subject to the value 

of )( 1+ii tp  not being decreased. 

Proof.  See Appendix A.                

The new operator is a function in )(tpi  and can be a new method, new 

equipment, or new setup. The introduction of this new operator results from 

fulfilling or removing the hindrance in the original process, especially when 

the process is a non-value-added process as in case (ii) in the proof of Lemma 

6.1. A hindrance is defined as any cause that prevents the elimination of a 

process or activity that is non-value-added. From Lemma 6.1, it can be said 

that the length of time cannot be shortened if there is no change in this 

process.  

Moreover, every process may be decomposed into a sequence of activities. 

In fact, the decomposed process has the same characteristics as Lemma 6.1, 

too. The following lemma explains this point. 

Lemma 6.2. There exists a piecewise polynomial between knots it  and 1+it , 

1,...,1,0 −= mi , that has the same characteristics as Lemma 6.1. 

Proof.  See Appendix A.               

Many performance improvement opportunities exist throughout the whole 

process, from receiving an order to the delivery of the manufactured goods or 

services. Lemma 6.2 states that lead-time reduction can come from both the 

processes in production and the sub-processes within a process. The 

improvement in the non-value-added movement of an operator on the work 

floor mentioned by Ohno (1988, p.57) is due to a reduction in the cycle time 

in a sub-process. The suggestions Shingo (1989) make about eliminating 

waste in transportation, delay, and inspection are indeed either process or 
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sub-process improvements that depend on various situations. If the 

components of the production function are examined, only positive/negative 

value-added processes and non-value-added processes can be identified, as 

stated in Proposition 6.1. 

Proposition 6.1. A piecewise polynomial value-added production function P 

contains only positive/negative value-added processes and non-value-added 

processes, not waste. 

Proof. Since )()()( 1
1

1 ttptP i

m

i
ii −

=
−∑= φ , bta ≤≤  and 0)( 00 =tp , 

.)(1 ztp mm =−  Consider ic  in each line segment iii dtctp +=)( , 

1+≤≤ ii ttt , 1,...,1,0 −= mi , and note that ic  has only three different types 

of behaviour: 

(i) If 0>ic , then )()( 1+< iiii tptp . Thus, )(tpi  is a positive value-added 

process. 

(ii) If 0=ic , then )()( 1+= iiii tptp . Thus, )(tpi  is a non-value-added 

process. 

(iii) If 0<ic , then )()( 1+> iiii tptp . Thus, )(tpi  is a negative value-added 

process. 

Now let )(te  be the value of the waste and assume that )(tP′  contains 

both )(tP  and )(te . Then  

      )()()( tetPtP +=′  or    

      )()()( tPtPte −′= .       (6.3) 

However, (6.3) is equal to zero because )(te  does not produce any value 

to the process. Therefore, ).()( tPtP ′=  Hence, waste is in between two 

processes. )(tP  only comprises the three different processes.     

Therefore, waste is not part of the process and waste elimination is the 

result of improvement in the process. In fact, waste occurs after a new 

process or a new sub-process is put in place within an operating process. In 

order to reduce cycle time and lead-time, the hindrance or unfavourable 

issues in any area along the process or sub-process must be identified. If the 

hindrance can be removed, then the lead-time of an output will be 
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correspondingly reduced. The results of cycle time and lead-time reductions 

can be obtained piece by piece along the horizon in a manner of continuous 

improvement.  

Proposition 6.2. The production lead-time/cycle time of a production 

function P  with a piecewise polynomial can be reduced by continuous 

improvement in some segments and sub-segments by defining new operators 

for those segments and sub-segments. 

Proof.  This proposition follows Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2.    

Proposition 6.2 states that change is a must in any improvement effort. 

Such an improvement is indeed to reduce technical inefficiency in production. 

The change will be even more worthwhile if it also increases productivity.  

The results of the analysis in this chapter, therefore, allow different work 

within a process to be defined as follows: 

1 Value-added work  

1.1 Positive – work that creates value as perceived by the 

customer; 

1.2 Negative – work that decreases the accumulated value of the 

process. 

2 Non-value-added work – work that is necessarily carried out 

to cope with the hindrance and maintains the accumulated 

value of the process. Each piece of non-value-added work is 

associated with one or more hindrances. 

3 Waste – work that has been eliminated following the 

introduction of a change in the process.  

According to these definitions, there is no waste but only value-added and 

non-value-added work in any running process. Each piece of 

non-value-added work is associated with one or more hindrances.  

 

6.3   Value-added Input and Efficiency  

According to the analysis in Section 6.2, capacity efficiency can be expressed 
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as the ratio of value-added time to the productive time since non-value-added 

time is inefficient. Therefore, positive value-added time can be treated as full 

efficient work. We study value-added work in the following to develop the 

super capacity trading unit. 

Let a production function ++ ℜ→ℜnP :  to produce output +ℜ∈q . We 

denote the variable input which includes value-added and non-value-added 

work by the vector n

nxxx +ℜ∈= ),...,(x 21 . The input requirement set is 

{ }QqRqV n   ),x(: x )( ∈∈= + , where Q is the production possibility set of a 

supply chain. The input requirement set is the set of all input bundles that 

produce at least q units of output. 

Lemma 6.3. )(qV is a convex set.  

Proof.  Let 1x , )(2 qVx ∈ and 10 <<α for α∀ , since 

n

nxxx +ℜ∈= ),...,(x 21  is the positive input, so the point 

).()1( 21 qVxx ∈−+ αα             

In the case that x* contains only value-added input to produce 10 =q  unit 

of output, we can define a value-added input set as 

   { }.x xand )(x:Rx)( *

0

*n*

0

* >∈∈= + qVqV      (6.4) 

Therefore, the non-value-added input set is the difference between )( 0qV  

and )( 0
* qV . 

Lemma 6.4. )( 0
* qV  is an efficient set and there exists a unique )(x 0

* q  

that represents the minimum input for the output. 

Proof.  Suppose the value-added input set has two elements, 

nxx +ℜ∈= ),(x
*

2

*

1

*  to produce an output .0q  There exists the minimum 

point )(x 0
* q by Lemma 6.3. We follow the expression of productive 

efficiency in Farrell (1957) to construct an input-orientated measure in Figure 

6.1. The unit input isoquant is represented by the curve VV ′ . A supplier uses 

quantities of inputs, defined by the point B, to produce a unit of output, the 

value-added input )(x 0
* q is represented by the distance OA and the       
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Figure 6.1: Input-orientated measures by distance function 

 

non-value-added input is the length of AB. Since )( 0
* qV is the value-added 

input and we could not reduce the distance OA by definition, VV ′ is the fully 

efficient isoquant and )( 0
* qV is an efficient set. Therefore, the supplier 

could only improve its production efficiency by reducing the length of AB.  

We therefore could consider a time-based value-added input to construct a 

value-added capacity for super capacity trading as shown in section 6.5. 

 

6.4   Capacity Deployment 

Before we develop the value-added capacity, we need to study the 

components of capacity. Since we have a production function ++ ℜ→ℜnP :  

with n

nxxx +ℜ∈= ),...,(x 21  to produce output +ℜ∈q . Denote the capital 

input by the vector ),...,( 1 mnn KKK ++= . Hence  

   ),x( ttt KPq =       KK t ≤     Tt ,...1= .    

Such that if a firm employs tx  variable inputs and utilizes tK  capital 

inputs in period t, the firm will have a level of tq output. K is the size of 
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plant and is associated with a capacity )(Kh , which cannot be exceeded, 

regardless of the amount of variable inputs employed (Panzar 1976). 

Therefore, the rated capacity of a plant is defined as 

),x(max)( KPKh t

x
t

= and )(Kh  can be deployed into available and 

unavailable capacities. Unavailable capacity includes non-saleable capacity, 

scheduled holidays and maintenance, unscheduled material or labour 

shortage. 

Then the available capacity would be deployed into operative and 

inoperative capacities. Inoperative capacity exists because a production line 

needs to be set up and developed, or there is short idle time caused by 

training, absenteeism or breakdown. However, the operative capacity 

includes effective and damaged capacities. Effective capacity has both 

value-added and non-value-added capacities. Damaged capacity is the 

production losses. Figure 6.2 depicts the deployment of the capacity.  

We define the available, operative, effective and value-added capacity in 

the following subsections. 

 

Unavailable

Available

Inoperative

Operative

Non-value-

added

Value-added

Negative      

value-added 

(if any)

Rated 

capacity

 

Figure 6.2: Capacity deployment 
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6.4.1  Available capacity 

Available capacity is the expected maximum rate of production of a system 

except for unscheduled downtime, and is defined as  

),(max)( tt

x

t KxPKh
t

= , and )()( KhKh t ≤ , if only tK capital inputs are 

available for production. 

 

6.4.2  Operative and effective capacity 

Operative Capacity is the maximum rate of production of a process or a 

system without idle and on-line preparation time. In a given period t that 

produces p different products, operative capacity is 
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where tx  and tK  are inputs under operation in period t, q denotes the 

output quantity, v is the value-added work and n is the non-value-added work; 

tp
η is the rate of damaged capacity and )()()( KhKhKh tt ≤≤ . We define 

Capacity Operative

Capacity Effective -Capacity  Operative
=

tp
η , where effective capacity is the 

sum of positive value-added and non-value-added capacity: 

Effective Capacity= ∑ ∑∑ ∑ = +== =
+

P

p

s

rj

pp

j

P

p

r

i

pp

i
tttt qnqv

1 11 1
    (6.6) 

Damaged capacity refers to the negative value-added work in Section 6.3 

due to output failure.  

 

6.4.3  Value-added capacity 

Value-added capacity is the minimum capacity required to produce output 

under the constraint of value-added input set. We define the value-added 

capacity as 
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),(max)(
*** tt

x

t KxPKh
t

= , where )(** qVxt ∈  contains only value-added 

input. 

 

6.5   Capacity Trading Unit   

In Section 6.3, we know that the value-added input is the minimum input 

required by a production function for an output, and it is independent from 

production lines or facilities under the same technology level. Therefore, in a 

sub-industry the request of value-added input of a product is independent of 

any supplier. We can extend this concept to the value-added capacity, in a 

given unit of time as measurement, in the following propositions. 

Proposition 6.3. The value-added capacity ),(max)(
*** tt

x

t KxPKh
t

= is an 

efficiency capacity.  

Proof. The value-added input )(** qVxt ∈ is an efficient set by Lemma 

6.4. Therefore, )(
*tKh  follows the lemma to be the minimum input.   

Proposition 6.4. Value-added capacity is an effective trading unit for super 

capacity. 

Proof.  From Lemma 6.4, we know that there exists a minimum input in a 

value-added input set for an output that is common to all supply chains in the 

sub-industry. Moreover, value-added capacity is efficient by Proposition 6.3. 

Hence each retailer can calculate the needed amount of value-added capacity 

for his order. Moreover, the supplier’s value-added capacity is clearly defined 

in Section 6.4.                  

Hence the value-added capacity is a full efficiency capacity and will not be 

affected by different production functions. It is an output orientated input 

measure unit. Therefore, it can be a trading unit in the super capacity market. 

Furthermore, the supplier can estimate saleable value-added capacity from 

capacity planning and an available value-added capacity ratio. We define the 

available value-added capacity ratio as the following: 
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Available value-added capacity ratio=
)(

)(

capacity Available

capacity added-Value *

t

t

Kh

Kh
=  (6.7) 

This ratio is worked out from historic data and is therefore only an 

approximate figure. However, we do not need a precise quantity in the 

capacity requirement planning stage because super capacity is reserved for 

the coming season, and the supplier can eliminate or reduce the discrepancies 

between the actual capacity required by the retailer and the available capacity 

by adjusting capacity from overtime production or subcontracting.  

 

6.6   Conclusions 

We develop in this chapter a time-based, value-added capacity measurement 

model for super capacity trading. The model measures process capacity based 

on our new concept that a process contains only value-added and 

non-value-added work, but no waste. Since the value-added capacity is fully 

efficient, there is no difference between different production lines. Therefore, 

it can be easily inferred to the output quantity of a retailer’s order if the 

requested value-added input of the product is known. 

A supplier’s available capacity and the correspondingly available 

value-added capacity ratio of a production line can be converted into the 

supplier’s value-added capacity for selling in the market. Then the 

value-added capacity unit also allows super capacity trading between 

different supply chains to share the same market price. 
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7 Conclusions 

This study sought to investigate mitigating mismatching risk of 

newsvendor-type retailers due to demand uncertainty by pooling and sharing 

the risk among different supply chains in a sub-industry, and transferring it to 

external speculators via financial instruments. We used super capacity as the 

means for risk pooling to reduce demand variability and share inventory and 

supply risks among players to build a theoretical framework for our study. 

The following chapter offers discussion and conclusions of our study. We 

summarize our major findings in Section 7.1. From there we discuss how our 

postulation fits the operational hedging strategies in Section 7.2. In Section 

7.3 we talk about the concern of short lead-time capacity. Section 7.4 

provides an example of capacity trading in history. In Section 7.5, we have 

discussed thoroughly about the managerial insights and potential applications 

of our theoretical results. We then inspect the limitations of our study and 

suggest future research possibilities in Sections 7.6 and 7.7. Section 7.8 

forms concluding remarks. 

 

 

7.1   Summary of Major Findings 

We propose in this dissertation a co-opetition game in which we treat super 

capacity as an independent product. Retailers can then reduce and hedge 

against demand uncertainty by buying super capacity as futures as an 

alternative inventory for single-period goods. Hence retailers can estimate 

the amount of the available super capacity they wish to convert into 

inventory later, when more updated market information is available during 
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the season. Moreover, retailers can improve flexibility by exchanging their 

super capacity holdings as a commodity with their competitors in a 

sub-industry. From the supplier’s viewpoint, other than income from selling 

capacity futures, super capacity trading can increase capacity utilization and 

help create a more stable production environment during the selling season. 

The supplier will also benefit by shifting the volume of production from the 

pre-selling season to the selling season. In so doing, peak production period 

can be prolonged to give a smoother production schedule throughout the year. 

In this way the supplier and retailers can hedge against capacity and 

inventory risks, respectively, by trading super capacity at any time before the 

super capacity expires.  

Furthermore, we allow speculators to become involved in the game and 

the financial instruments that include futures and options on futures for 

hedgers to protect the player’s quantity and price risks in the trade. In the 

next subsections we present the major findings that answer our research 

questions in Section 2.5. 

 

7.1.1 Trading super capacity between two supply chains 

We began our study by examining two supply chains to compare two 

scenarios in which capacity residual is allowed and is not allowed to be 

traded between the retailers in stage 2. We have shown that the pooling 

mechanism of trading super capacity futures drives Pareto-improvement 

since both retailers and suppliers improve their profit from this mechanism. 

We also found that the price of super capacity has a strong effect on retailers 

in modifying their inventory levels in period 1. Retailers will hold less 

inventory if the price of super capacity is low compared with their profit 

margins. Nevertheless, if retailers are allowed to exchange the capacity 

residual in stage 2, they will reduce their optimal physical inventory levels in 

stage 1. 

On the other hand, we realize that the supplier would consider profit 

margin and cost of unutilized super capacity, and the predicted percentage of 
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unutilized super capacity in stage 2 to determine the amount of super 

capacity to be reserved.  

 

7.1.2 Trading capacity futures among n-newsvendor 

We then extended our setup to a group of players that contained m suppliers 

and n competitive retailers. We employed a biform game to analyze the risks 

and payoffs to retailers in both stages. We showed that the game is efficient 

in both the non-cooperative and cooperative stages, as all the players will 

reach a unique equilibrium point. Hence, the sub-industry will increase their 

aggregate payoff as a result of trading super capacity futures and will also 

improve performance in matching inventory with stochastic demand for short 

life-cycle products. The coalitions that are formed by retailers to transfer the 

residual capacity futures among themselves in stage 2 allow the retailers to 

maximize their expected additional profit from the game. Therefore, the 

game is a Pareto-improvement too. 

Moreover, we have identified the entry barrier for retailers: the game 

discriminates against retailers who have lower profit margins, inventory costs, 

and lost sales penalties. Nevertheless, the retailers joining the trading of 

super capacity to hedge inventory risk or balance their sale loss will not be 

worse off. We also observed that the price of super capacity helps the 

balancing of demand and supply of capacity to distribute the additional 

payoff to all the players in the game. 

 

7.1.3 Transfer mismatching risk to the public 

We have further released our setup to include any speculators wishing to join 

the game to act together with retailers and suppliers. We have proven the 

existence of the unique Nash equilibrium to demonstrate that this new 

mechanism is an efficient means to let a single supply chain risk be shared 

with or transferred to the other supply chains, and even to the public who are 

in the game. The game also engages speculators to share the risk premium of 
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hedgers. The different preferences in payoff and risk between hedgers and 

speculators stimulate the transactions of super capacity futures. Our work on 

risk transfer to risk-neutral and risk-averse speculators allows us to 

understand that the performance of the game would provide a fair hedge for 

retailers and suppliers. An optimal payoff for risk-averse players has also 

been identified. The results indicate that this new market-based risk transfer 

mechanism combines operational and financial hedging strategies which 

offer industry a new way of meeting demand more efficiently to achieve 

Pareto-improvement, even with the occurrence of speculation. 

The trading of super capacity as futures creates a multiple order 

replenishment environment for retailers during both the early and post-early 

seasons. Under this new strategy, the profit improvement for individual 

traders as well as for the aggregate sub-industry mainly comes from better 

matching between supply and demand, because leftover inventories and lost 

sales are decreased by both risk pooling and order postponement.  

As a whole, our findings showed that there are some inherent advantages 

in using super capacity futures as a substitution for inventory. First, the 

trading of super capacity futures makes it worthwhile for suppliers to 

develop shorter lead-time capacities, because the value of their scarce ability 

and extra risk can be reflected and therefore compensated under the market 

mechanism. Second, the trading of super capacity as a commodity in the 

futures market can provide an efficient mechanism to reduce demand 

variability for the supplier and shift both capacity and inventory risks from a 

certain supply chain to a sub-industry. Third, the futures market increases the 

liquidity of super capacity between players with different risk and time 

preferences. Fourth, the trade also provides an opportunity for retailers to 

adjust their inventory positions during the selling season, not only upwardly 

but also in a bidirectional way. 

 

7.1.4 Capacity unit for trading 

We also developed in this dissertation a time-based, value-added capacity 
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measurement unit that is common to a mix of products in different supply 

chains. Therefore, this new capacity unit allows super capacity trading 

among different supply chains involving various products being processed. 

 

7.2   Operational Hedging Strategies 

From the major findings in the last section, we recognize that our super 

capacity trading game is, in fact, highly compatible with the operational 

hedging strategies that are proposed by Van Mieghem (2008). Van Mieghem 

borrows the risk mitigation means from the insurance industry and adds one 

operations management technique to formulate four generic operational 

hedging strategies for mitigating operations risk. In the insurance industry, 

the belief is that risks over many clients can be pooled and used to build 

reserves to meet claims from policy holders. The industry further protects 

itself by using contracts to transfer remaining risk to reinsurers. For 

operational risks, Van Mieghem suggests reducing or even eliminating the 

root causes by postponement with OR, supplier collaboration and 

improvement, robust product and process design, as well as quality 

improvement.  

Obviously, super capacity pools both different demands and different 

supplies together into a single source. This pooling effect can reduce the 

variances of demand and supply to mitigate expected mismatch cost while 

improving service. The financial instruments that we suggest for trading 

super capacity can further share and transfer the risk among a sub-industry 

and outside speculators too. We have used expected utility model to 

demonstrate that the differences in utilities is the main generator for super 

capacity trading to be actuated. Nevertheless, super capacity, as an alternative 

inventory that is decoupled from the physical goods, has its own market price, 

and can be transacted independently, which would induce suppliers to build 

short lead-time capacity that can become reserved capacity for the whole 

sub-industry. Moreover, the capacity management concept we assert in 

Chapter 6 is a fundamental strategy to reduce and eliminate the root causes 
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of long cycle time/lead-time that allows postponement strategy to be 

implemented. Therefore, our mechanism adopts all four operational hedging 

strategies. However, there may be some concerns in implementing the 

hypothesis of the availability of short lead-time capacity in this study. 

 

7.3   Short Lead-time Capacity 

Nevertheless, people may query whether short lead-time capacity of this 

game can be realized in industry, since this novel mechanism has never been 

executed in the real world. 

We know retailers would like to have a very short or even close to zero 

lead-time to give maximum flexibility so as to be able to respond to varying 

demand. Dell and Zara, for example, make their products in five days 

(Handfield and Nichols 2002) and fifteen days (Ferdows et al. 2004), 

respectively. Wainwright Industries, a manufacturer in the U.S.A., and the 

1994 Baldrige Award recipient who supplies parts for the automotive and 

aerospace industries, reduced its lead-time from 8.75 days to 15 minutes 

(Verespej 1996). However, as we have argued in Chapter 1, short lead-time 

might spoil the supplier’s benefit because part of the mismatching risk is 

shifted along a single supply chain from retailer to supplier. Therefore, 

efforts to achieve shorter lead-time, such as those made by Dell and Zara, are 

not common practice in industries that provide services to retailers.  

Suppliers prefer a longer lead-time as a buffer against business risks such 

as the late shipment of raw materials, quality problems in the production line, 

or varying productivity. Meanwhile, a longer lead-time would permit the 

supplier to accumulate enough orders to justify an “optimum” production 

schedule, or at least a fuller utilization of the production capacity. But 

lead-times might be very short if the managers of a supply company are 

willing and able to make them so. Proposition 6.2 in Chapter 6 explains why 

a lead-time or cycle time of a production function can be reduced. 

Furthermore, we demonstrate how lead-time of a supplier could be shortened 

in Appendix B with a couple of real world examples. 
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The main concept of Section 6.2 and Appendix B is that any process has 

no waste but only value-added and non-value-added work. If we want to 

shorten cycle time/lead-time, we have to solve any hindrances in 

non-value-added work. The case in Section B.3 of Appendix B that depicts a 

trading firm in reducing lead-time of finished product delivery demonstrates 

how a 7 days lead-time can be shortened to a few hours by using this concept. 

The example in Section B.5 shows how a cycle time was saved by as much 

as 57% in a supplier in Thailand by applying Proposition 6.2. In both cases, 

different hindrances were identified in the processes and the managers took 

actions to eliminate and settle them. Manifestly, the performance of 

shortened lead-time depends on the ability and the effort of managers to 

solve the hindrances in their processes. Therefore, suppliers must be given an 

incentive that would compensate them for their additional endeavour, and a 

mechanism for managing their risks. Subsections 3.5.1 and 4.2.1 of this 

thesis have proved that a super capacity futures game is an appropriate 

induction for suppliers to offer short lead-time to retailers. In our analysis, if 

the super capacity market has been formed, then a good opportunity might 

exist for short lead-time capacity to be provided. 

 

7.4   An Example of Capacity Co-opetition Game 

Even though the proposed super capacity trading game has never appeared in 

any part of the world, we can refer to a close example to perceive the 

performance of the game. The typical example of a capacity market is quota 

trading in textile and clothing, used by some countries between the 1960s 

and 2004. During that period, many undeveloped and developing countries in 

Asia faced quantity restrictions on their export of textiles and apparel articles 

to the U.S.A., Canada, and the European Union under the Long-term 

Agreement on International Trade in Cotton Textiles, and later the 

Multi-Fibre Agreement (Hinkelman 2002). The quantity restriction was on a 

categorical base. A garment or textile was classified into different categories 

according to its style and the contents of material. Therefore, a quota list, for 

example for importing into the U.S.A., would be about 100 articles. Some 
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exporting countries, such as Hong Kong, Korea, and Indonesia, allowed 

firms that held allocated quotas to transfer their quota usage to other firms. 

Thus, the quota had a value at any time before the right of holding it expired. 

Different quota markets were subsequently formed in the exporting countries 

during that period. The price of quota fluctuated according to the aggregate 

supply and demand of such category. Garment exporters quoted the selling 

price to importers with a two-part tariff: the price of the goods and the price 

of the quota. The quota utilization rates in the previously mentioned 

countries were consistently more than 90%, while in other countries where 

quota transfer was not allowed, such as India and Pakistan, quota utilization 

was relatively low3 (Krishna and Tan 1998).  

The main reason for supporting the high quota utilization is that the 

importer did not need to search for any exporters who had such quota 

quantity for their orders. The importers only concerned themselves with the 

right suppliers for their orders, and the prices were affordable. The quota 

market provided a function to match the right quota with the right supplier. 

However, in India and Pakistan, they might not have been able to get a 

certain order only because they were not allocated for such a quantity of 

appropriate quota. The inflexible quota allocation system, therefore, erected a 

barrier to sourcing activity.  

This example of quota trading provides a good reference for the trading of 

super capacity, illustrating that traders are willing to shift spare capacities to 

competitors to generate additional benefits.  

 

7.5   Managerial Implications 

The analytical results in this dissertation may underline the usefulness to 

managers at different levels for decisions making on coping with demand 

                                                 
3 It is difficult to trace the actual quota utilization levels for such poor 

performing countries because the quotas of certain categories would have 

been suspended before the end of the period due to low utilization rates. 
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volatility. We have emphasised the super capacity should be decoupled from 

physical inventory to become an independent product and has its own market 

price. Managers need to notice that the increase of unit cost of inventory paid 

for super capacity in fact will increase the overall payoff since mismatching 

cost will be mitigated. The super capacity price therefore becomes a tool to 

allocate saving of mismatching cost among different players. Basically 

managers could have potential applications of our theoretical results of this 

study in the following two levels.  

 

7.5.1 The strategic level 

Our propositions show that retailers should not solely use postponement 

strategy but also blend it well with risk pooling and sharing strategies to 

alleviate mismatching risk due to demand uncertainty. At the strategic level, 

we advocate that retailers might co-operate with their competitors to pool 

their reserved capacity together. However, Proposition 4.2 tells us that the 

game has an entry barrier. Therefore, managers should select those supply 

chains with similar profit margins, inventory costs and lost sales penalties to 

involve in the game. Otherwise they will be discriminated. 

Our research results also suggest that an individual retailer will benefit 

from the super capacity game if it suffers from poor sales revenue in a good 

business year of the sub-industry because it can sell the capacity residual in a 

better price. Therefore, managers might consider holding certain amount of 

super capacity futures to insure their payoffs, no matter how confident their 

forecast to hedge demand risk on. 

Additionally, managers do not need to avoid or exclude any speculator to 

involve in the game because we confirm that the demand uncertainty risk can 

be transferred to outsiders. In our study, the trading system allows different 

kinds of risk preferences to join in the game. Individual benefit will not be 

affected by the behaviour of other participants. However, managers should be 

aware that they will play a dual role, both as hedgers and speculators, in case 

they intend to make extra profit from trading super capacity itself. 

Apart from the above, this study proves that Pareto-improvement would be 
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attained in the super capacity game. Therefore, suppliers are highly suggested 

to develop shortening production lead-time and sell their super capacity to 

futures market. Obviously, a supplier would sell all or part of its super 

capacity in stage 1 according to its risk preference to maximize its payoff. 

 

7.5.2 The tactical level 

At the tactical level, our research finds out that the acceptable price of super 

capacity futures for a supplier will not be higher than the sum of supplier’s 

profit margin and the cost of super capacity. Supplier will ask for a higher 

price of super capacity futures if it predicts the utilization of reserved 

capacity will be low in the season and vice verse. Therefore, managers of 

retailers would ask for a lower price in their first move. 

Nevertheless, we also understand that supplier can manipulate stage 1 

inventory order quantity by super capacity futures price, no matter how large 

the super capacity is. Hence, supplier would influence retailer to place an 

order that the quantity is favoured to it by adjusting the capacity futures price. 

But retailer could use market force to dilute the influencing effect of supplier 

since capacity is a commodity and its price is determined by demand and 

supply of the market. From retailer’s point of view, therefore, capacity 

trading will be better to involve more than one supplier. 

In contrast, supplier could develop short lead-time capacity by the policy 

we introduce in Proposition 6.2 to solve and eliminate any hindrances in 

non-value-added work along process. Managers of suppliers are advised to 

select their lead-time and productivity improvement project by the criterion 

that investment should be less than saving of one period divided by rate of 

return, otherwise they will make a loss in that project. 

 

7.6   Limitation of the Study 

This study has focused on the trading of super capacity in different market 

structures only. Unfortunately, we have not analyzed an optimum size of 
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coalition for the cooperative game. We have not considered the optimal super 

capacity investment plans of supplier neither. The assumption of fixed 

product wholesale and retail prices could destroy the set up due to the 

correlation between prices of super capacity, and product retail prices have 

not been considered. Moreover, the assumption that transaction costs are 

negligible in this dissertation might ignore different actions in the players’ 

responses to the mechanism in reality (Coase 1937). 

Despite much effort, it remains that speculator behaviour has not been 

studied in this dissertation. Indeed, we do not know if much negative impact 

would be brought by speculators to the super capacity market in actual 

operation. 

 

7.7   Recommendations for Future Research  

Future research could make several extensions of the current study. We 

suggest that additional work could be done on the minimum size of 

sub-industry that has an effective market price for super capacity, such that a 

failure of super capacity exchanging mechanism in the starting period due to 

insufficient players in the game might be prevented. Moreover, the optimum 

size of coalition for trading capacity residual in stage 2 could be investigated 

to maximize the profit of hedgers. 

Further more, it might also be worth studying the payoffs of hedgers under 

different actions of a speculator in trading super capacity. We have yet 

studied the behaviour of speculators in our thesis; nevertheless, we would 

avail from understanding whether circumstances in which capacity price is 

manipulated by speculators will damage the benefit of hedgers in the market. 

Besides, future studies can also contribute to the literature by exploring 

how demand volatility and degree of competition among supply chains affect 

the results of super capacity futures trading. Even we know that sub-industry 

will gain from the super capacity game, we may want to know how attractive 

the game would be to retailer that is facing different amounts of demand 

fluctuating and/or different levels of product substitution in the market. It 
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will help managers to select appropriate sub-industries that have the right 

applicable nature characters to adopt the super capacity trade.  

Furthermore, investigation of suppliers’ investment strategies for super 

capacity might also broaden the scope of this study. Future research may 

examine supplier’s capacity optimal investment which depends on demand 

uncertainty, and the conditions that suppliers can improve their incomes by 

super capacity trading. Extensions of current study to include negative super 

capacity spot price in stage 2 would be interesting. Under this situation, 

suppliers can make use of super capacity price as a discount tool to attract 

buyer’s order in a tough business environment. However, we might also want 

to know how the inventory pricing system would be affected by the negative 

capacity price. 

 

7.8   Concluding Remarks 

Our work contributes to the literature by showing that short lead-time 

capacity can become a commodity that alleviates mismatching risk of 

newsvendor-type supply chains by blending four operational hedging 

strategies. These risk mitigation strategies are to pool, reduce, avoid and 

hedge against demand uncertainty. The price of super capacity as an efficient 

capacity allocation and risk redistribution means in the co-opetition game is 

also a new idea in the literature. 

Moreover, our study also provides new academic context by extending a 

single-period mismatching risk problem from one supply chain or one supply 

network to a group of heterogeneous supply chains in a sub-industry. 

Furthermore, we create a new value-added capacity unit measure that can 

contribute to the literature and help examine mixed products or mixed supply 

chain capacity planning and scheduling. The concept behind the value-added 

capacity unit that waste does not exist in any process could be a 

breakthrough concept in both academia and industry.  

We believe our work can benefit industry in a rational way by improving 
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the performance of operations in a supply chain. It could be very exciting if 

in the future any practitioners in the industry are able to establish a super 

capacity market to realize the results of this dissertation. 
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Mathematical proof in Chapter 3  

Proof of Proposition 3.2.:  

Let +−= ][)( 222 qDqL  and +−= ][)( 333 qDqL . Comparing Scenario 2 with 

the one-stage problem, we see that the supplier’s income will increase by 

selling super capacity and obtaining profit from the traded super capacity in 

stage 2. Let iI  be the increased profit. We have 
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Meanwhile, the supplier’s profit will decrease by the amount of super 

capacity that replaces the leftover inventory and the cost of unutilized super 

capacity. Let dI  be the decreased profit. We have  
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Since the supplier will be motivated if di II > , which implies 
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Mathematical proofs in Chapter 4  

Proof of Lemma 4.1.: 

Let the expected profit )(ygi of retailer i  be 

 { }yyDpEyg iiii ω−= ),min()( +−−−= )( yDpEyp iii ωµ .      (A4.1) 

If retailer i  substitutes k  units of super capacity with the price h  per 

unit, then the expected profit becomes  

   { }ykyDpEkyg iiii ω−+=+ )](,min[)(      

     ++−−+−= )]([()( kyDpEkyp iii ωµ .      (A4.2) 

The retailer is willing to buy super capacity under the condition that 

)()( ygkyg ii >+ . 

We have  )()( ySyDi −=− + µ , where ∫−=
y

dxxFyyS
0

)()( . 

From (A4.1) and (A4.2),  )()( ypShkkpkypS >−−+ ω  

or        ω−< ph .               (A4.3) 

Another condition for the retailer to hold super capacity is ω<h . So the 

retailer is willing to hold super capacity if 
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<
∧− ωωp

h
, where 
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pif
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p   (A4.4) 

 In stage 1, if 0=h , the suppliers will not trade the super capacity futures, 

so iα∉0 .  

Therefore, 1
)(

<
∧− iiip

h

ωω
 and so )1,0(∈α

iH .      

 

 

Proof of Lemma 4.:  

By the definition of the characteristic function )(Sv  that the total additional 

payoff to the retailers in S  is as least )(Sv  and may have a maximum 

value as in (4.10) when a joint strategy for S  is adopted. Similarly, T  also 

holds the same statement. Therefore, the union of S  and T  will have a 
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total additional payoff of at least )(  )( TvSv + . However, the maximum value 

for the union might be even larger, which is the reason to induce the players 

to enhance the size of the coalition.  
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Mathematical proofs in Chapter 5 

Proof of Corollary 5.1.:  

From (5.17), we have  [ ] [ ])(
1
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Proof of Corollary 5.2.:   

We can work out the derivatives of the choice function directly to obtain the 

result from (5.22) since we have )()( *** cT
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Proof of Proposition 5.3.: 

If the Nash equilibrium is unique, the payoff function of each player should 

be twice continuously differentiable, and the marginal payoff of each player 

is strictly decreasing on Cq  and on C

iq , Ii∈∀ (Corchon 2001). We denote 

),( CC

ii qqMPMP =  as the marginal extra profit of player i , then we define: 
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If payoffs are maximized, marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost, that 

means the optimal marginal profit is equal to zero. Hence we will get  
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Therefore, 0),( <= CC

ii qqMPMP , the marginal extra profit of player i  is 

strictly decreasing on C

iq  and on Cq , Ii∈ . 

Moreover, the payoff function ( ))( C

ii qE π  is a twice continuously 

differentiable function; therefore, the Nash equilibrium in Proposition 5.2 is 

unique.               
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Mathematical proofs in Chapter 6 

Proof of Lemma 6.1.: 

Let iii dtctp +=)( , where , 1+≤≤ ii ttt .1,...,1,0 −= mi         (A6.1) 

 

Case (i): 0≠ic  

The length Li of )(tpi  between it  and 1+it  is given by 

         iiiiii lclclL )1()( 222 +=+= , where iii ttl −= +1 .    (A6.2)  

When ic  increases, as the contribution value )( iilc  is kept unchanged, so 

iL  will decrease and 
)1( 2

i

i
i

c

L
l

+
=  decreases.         (A6.3) 

Thus, il  will decrease if there is an appropriate new operator 1g  to 

increase ic  by rotation or transformation and the value of )( 1+itp  will not 

decrease, whereby 

     gigii dtctpg +=))((1          (A6.4) 

and igi cc > . If 0=il , it means miiii ttttttt <<<=<<<< ++− ...... 21110 . 

 

Case (ii): 0=ic  

Let       iiii ddtctp =+=)(  .     (A6.5) 

Then      iiii llcL =+= )1(( 2 .     (A6.6) 

Hence, if there is a new operator 2g  to rotate or transform, then it will have 

a certain amount of contribution as in Case (i).         

 

 

Proof of Lemma 2.: 

Let )()( tPtpi ∈  be a line segment in the interval ],[ 1+ii tt . Insert n-1 knots 

between it  and 1+it such that 1,1,0, ... +=<<<= iniiii ttttt . Let 

ℜ→+ ],[: 1,,, jijiji ttP  be a straight line, jijiji ttp ,,, )( δγ += , and the standard 
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basis is { },,...,, 1,1,0, −niii φφφ  where 

     




≠

=
=

.,0

,,1
)( ,,

kj

kj
t jikiφ       (A6.7) 

So )()()( 1,
1

,1, ttptP ji

n

j
jijii −

=
−∑= φ , where 1+<≤ ii ttt .     (A6.8) 

Thus, )(tpi  is a piecewise polynomial, which satisfies Lemma 1, too.   
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Appendix B             

A New Look at Waste and Value-added 

Work in the Toyota Production System 

This appendix is a supplementary study of Section 6.2. It investigates the 

components of the production function and explores the reasons why 

non-physical waste in processes is hard to be identified. Analyzing more than 

50 process improvement cases, we find that a process contains only 

value-added and non-value-added work, not waste. Value-added work can be 

either positive or negative. Negative value-added work is work that decreases 

the accumulated value of the process. Non-value-added work is unavoidable 

when there is hindrance in the process. Waste will only be revealed after 

changes are made to the process to eliminate the corresponding hindrance. 

We argue that the concept that waste exists in any process is a blind spot in 

the Toyota Production System because waste only manifests when hindrance 

is removed. To improve production efficiency, firms should take steps to 

identify and eliminate the hindrance behind their non-value-added work. 

 

B.1  Introduction 

The Toyota Production System (TPS) has been around since the 1970s. 

Application of the TPS’ fundamental concept of “absolute elimination of 

waste” to reduce costs and obtain better efficiency is well known both in 

academia and industry. Shingo (1989) describes this concept as being so 

powerful that it could squeeze water even from a dry towel. Since the 1990s, 

Lean Manufacturing has promoted this concept beyond manufacturing to 

service industries and its implementation from the production floor to the 
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whole enterprise.  

Despite the length of time that TPS has been around, it seems that 

academics and industrialists are not yet able to fully grasp its philosophy. In 

the late 1990s, researchers focused on studying the spirit of TPS (Spear and 

Bowen 1999). In 2004, Liker (2004) presented a model to explain the 

concepts of TPS and its corporate culture, which provided a deeper analysis 

of TPS than had previously been offered. A few observers comment that 

Toyota just could not tell people in words what they were doing, not even in 

Japanese (Holweg 2006). Nevertheless, some TPS advocates emphasise that 

although the concept of waste can be easily understood, it is hard to be 

identified or sought out in reality (Ohno 1988; Shingo 1989; Imai 1997; 

Liker 2004; Liker and Meier 2006). In fact, Katsuaki Watannabe, Toyota’s 

former president, admitted in an interview in 2007 that two or three months 

were not long enough for anyone to understand the “Toyota Way” (Stewart 

and Raman 2007). It is this apparent difficulty that people have in explaining 

and understanding TPS that motivates us to conduct this study that takes a 

new look at the fundamental concept of TPS. We set out to investigate the 

components of the production function and explore the reason why 

non-physical waste in processes is hard to identify.  

In Section B.2 we review the dissemination of the concept and practice of 

TPS in the Western world and discuss the notion of waste estimation. In 

Section B.3 we argue that waste does not exist in any process. In Section B.4 

we explain that waste results from the relationship between process timing 

and the value created by a process. We derive the conditions under which 

productivity will improve from shortening lead time and cycle time. We 

present a real-life example that illustrates how a Thai manufacturer adopts 

the ideas in Section B.5 to achieve efficiency improvement in its production 

process. In Section B.6 we conclude the appendix and suggest topics for 

future research. 

 

B.2  TPS and Waste Elimination 

Toyota has been developing TPS since the 1940s. In the 1950s, Toyota began 
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to teach TPS to its suppliers, but the method was not formally documented 

until 1965 when Kanban systems were rolled out to suppliers. However, the 

West did not know about TPS until the late 1970s (Schonberger 2007). In this 

section we review the history of the introduction of TPS to the West in the 

1970s and discuss the concept of waste elimination. 

 

B.2.1  Dissemination of TPS 

In 1977, two articles on TPS appeared in English (Ashburn 1977; Sugimori et 

al. 1977), one of which was written by Toyota’s managers. In 1978, Taiichi 

Ohno, the father of TPS, published Toyota Production System in Japanese, 

which was translated into English in the late 1980s (Ohno 1988). Shigeo 

Shingo published an English version of A Study of the Toyota Production 

System from an Industrial Engineering Viewpoint in 1989 (Shingo 1989). 

Both Ohno and Shingo tried to explain in their books the background of TPS 

and developed a theory to explain the Just-in-Time (JIT) concept, which is 

central to TPS. In the early 1980s, Monden published a series of three articles 

on TPS in the Industrial Engineer (Monden 1981a, b, c) and later published a 

book entitled Toyota Production System (Monden 1983). In this book, he 

devotes a considerable portion to explain the Kanban system and other 

production methods and tools that are used in Toyota. During the same period, 

Schonberger (1982) and Hall (1983) published books based on their own 

observations of JIT. These books were accompanied by several key articles in 

academic journals and played a major part in disseminating the JIT message 

to the Western world (Holweg 2006). However, the views expressed in these 

books are different from those expressed by Ohno and Shingo. Schonberger 

(1982), Hall (1983), and Monden (1983) focus on the descriptions of the 

methods used in production lines and the tools that are applied in Toyota, 

although they take a similar approach to that of Ohno and Shingo in 

emphasizing the advantages of TPS over the traditional American production 

method. For example, they use JIT purchasing, Kanban, zero inventory, 

pulling system, setup time reduction, and employee involvement to describe 

the Japanese production system. 
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Americans who adopted the new production concept found that the 

implementation of TPS and JIT did not always produce the desired results. 

Some researchers propose that a lack of the Japanese culture is the key 

barrier to TPS’ effectiveness in non-Japanese organizations and suggest that 

American companies should not just copy Japanese factories (Bolwijn and 

Brinkman 1987; Heiko 1989). However, upon examining their arguments 

closely, it is clear that they treat TPS and JIT merely as tools rather than a 

philosophy. For example, Ansari and Modarress (1986) identify that the 

major problems of JIT sourcing are low product quality, and lack of support 

from suppliers, top management, employees, and carrier companies, 

problems that would not have existed if the practitioners had truly understood 

the philosophy of JIT. In fact, the problems identified by Ansari and 

Modarress are issues that JIT could help to solve. A key concept of JIT is 

producing only what is needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed 

(Ohno 1988, p.4). A crucial strategy of JIT is to continuously identify the root 

causes of problems, which in practical terms involves asking “why” five 

times. This is known as the “5 Whys”. This approach is designed to 

effectively discover the root cause of a problem. The 5 Whys can be applied 

to all the problems identified in Ansari and Modarress (1986). In fact, in TPS, 

the 5 Whys is a means by which the hidden but real cause of a problem is 

revealed (Ohno 1988, p.17). 

The cultural concern has been underlined in the book The Machine that 

Changed the World (Womack et al. 1990). They argue that national culture is 

not a barrier to implementing JIT. They use a new label – “Lean” – to 

promote TPS and JIT, a term that became popular in different industries in 

the 1990s. The value stream technique demonstrated in the book caused 

manufacturers to pay attention to TPS again. Womack and Jones (1996) 

summarize the theory of Lean as follows: “Precisely specify value by specific 

product, identify the value stream for each product, make value flow without 

interruptions, let the customer pull value from the producer, and pursue 

perfection.” This summary suggests that Lean focuses on the concept of flow 

to eliminate waste in operating processes. This approach is easier for both 

manufacturers and service providers to understand and accept. Lean, however, 
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only emphasizes the value stream and does not take the human factor into 

consideration.  

In 2004, The Toyota Way (Liker 2004) introduced to industries another new 

tide of production concepts. He presents the 4P (philosophy, process, 

people/partners, and problem-solving) model and provides a more 

comprehensive explanation of how Toyota, as distinct from Lean, which 

considers only process improvement, succeeded. He develops 14 

management principles from this 4P model to describe TPS and the Toyota 

culture. He emphasizes that if companies adopt only process improvement, 

this will do little more than tinkering with problems, because such 

improvements do not engage the heart and the intellect. Therefore, the 

performance of such companies would continue to lag behind that of 

companies that adopted the values of continuous improvement (Liker 2004). 

 

B.2.2  Waste elimination 

The Toyota Way, in Toyota’s own words, is built on two pillars, namely 

Continuous Improvement and Respect for People (Liker 2004; Stewart and 

Raman 2007). Kaizen, the main purpose of which in TPS is to reduce waste, 

is the vital element in Continuous Improvement and defines Toyota’s basic 

approach. Ohno (1988) explains that TPS is fundamentally based on the tenet 

of absolute elimination of waste and classifies the movement of workers as 

being either waste or work. Waste, by his definition, is needless, repetitious 

movement that must be eliminated immediately, while work includes both 

non-value-added work and value-added work. Non-value-added work is work 

that does not add value but must be done under existing work conditions, 

while value-added work is work that contributes to a product and therefore 

generates added value. Ohno emphasizes that work efficiency will increase if 

waste is eliminated. 

In addition to the seven wastes that Ohno suggests, namely 

over-production, waiting, transportation, over-processing, inventory, 

movement, and defects, Shingo (1989) observes that an operation process 
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should consist of four components, namely processing, inspection, transport, 

and delay operations, and indicates that only the processing adds value while 

the other three components are wastes. In Lean Thinking, Womack and Jones 

(1996) use the Japanese word “muda” to replace the English word “waste”. 

They also indicate that the value in a process can be extended beyond the 

work or movement of a worker. These authors apply Ohno’s value and waste 

concepts to the whole production process and create a new tool, which they 

call the Value Stream. In the Value Stream, the actions include design and 

order, and the making of a specific product is sorted into three categories: (a) 

action that creates value that is perceived by the customer; (b) type one 

muda – action that creates no value but is currently required by the system 

and so cannot yet be eliminated; and (c) type two muda – action that does not 

create value as perceived by the customer and can be eliminated immediately 

(Womack and Jones 1996).  

Liker (2004) declares the elimination of waste to be the heart of the TPS. 

However, his definition of waste is confused with non-value-added work. He 

renames Ohno’s seven wastes as seven non-value-adding wastes (Liker 2004, 

p.28). Furthermore, Liker adopts Fujimoto’s (1999) approach by classifying 

the processing time into value-added time and non-value-added time (i.e., 

waste) in order to integrate them with the Value Stream tool. Unfortunately, 

he fails to define what types of non-value-added steps are nevertheless 

necessary.  

Some researchers define waste in a broader sense. For example, Russell 

and Taylor (1999) provide a definition of waste as “anything other than the 

minimum amount of equipment, materials, parts, space, and time that are 

essential to add value to the product.” Liker and Morgan (2006) define waste 

as “what costs time and money and resources but does not add value from the 

customer’s perspective”. Hicks et al. (2004) provide a similar holistic view of 

waste, stating that anything that adds cost but not value is waste. Nicholas 

(1998) includes space, energy, material, and time in the waste list. Obviously, 

these definitions make it difficult to distinguish clearly between waste and 

non-value added work. However, in this study we focus on the non-physical 

waste that is emphasized by TPS in order to analyze the fundamental 
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concept.  

Nevertheless, all these researchers claim that waste does exist in any 

process and can be eliminated immediately. They also admit that it is not easy 

for people to identify waste in their own processes. The practitioner’s view, 

however, echoes an analogous conception that JIT is not appropriate for 

indirect operations that are “not-easy-to-visualize” activities (Adachi et al. 

1995). As a result, as many as 31 JIT waste elimination techniques have been 

developed to help companies to eliminate waste (Hallihan et al. 1997). In this 

study, however, we argue that Ohno, Shingo, Womack et al., and Liker all 

share a common blind spot. The so-called “wastes” in their books and papers 

cannot be eliminated without applying corrective actions to solve one or 

more issues within processes. In their proposition, they postulate that a 

certain change will happen to make an improvement occur. One example is 

that Shingo suggests using poka-yoke, a mistake-proofing mechanism, to 

replace inspection stations, which would render as waste the work done at 

inspection stations. This means that waste cannot be eliminated unless a 

change is made to the process. But Hyundai Motor Company adopts the 

poka-yoke concept stressing the prevention of faulty operations among 

workers instead of using Shingo’s approach that seeks to make improvement 

through changes too (Lee and Jo 2007). Similarly, the design rules for TPS 

implementation advocated by Black (2007) to eliminate sources of variation 

in the system to remove waste also emphasize change is the key, not waste. 

In fact, a manager cannot avoid his or her workers having to move the 

work-in-process (WIP) if the layout of the production line has is not changed, 

since otherwise production cannot continue. The moving of WIP is not a 

waste, but is necessary work unless a change takes place. If people cannot 

think of a viable alternative to their ways of working, it is hard for them to 

recognize “the moving of WIP” as waste. Therefore, waste is not blindly 

eliminated (Towill 2007). 

Liker (2004, p.30) describes an astonishing example where engineers and 

managers could not identify wastes in the manufacturing of steel nuts until he 

pointed them out. Shingo (1989, p.80) also came across people who just did 

not agree that waste existed, and asserted that “It has to be done this way”. 
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Shingo suggests that the focus needs to be on those wastes that people take 

for granted or do not consider as problems. Moreover, the method used by 

Ohno to train new members to identify waste by “standing in the circle” for 

eight hours or more in a production floor environment illustrates how hard it 

is to detect waste (Liker and Meier 2006, p.60). The question we ask in this 

study is: “why is waste so hard to be seen?” We propose taking the approach 

of examining the process from the viewpoints of continuous improvement 

and cycle time reduction to find out where the waste is. 

 

B.3  A New Look at Waste and Value-Added Work 

In the mid-2000s, the author of this dissertation ran dozens of workshops to 

help different companies in a number of Asian countries to improve the 

efficiency of their processes. The participants involved in the processes were 

asked to classify the value-added work, the non-value-added work, and the 

waste in their processes. Then, for each non-value-added work, they were 

asked to identify the circumstances (hindrance) that prevented the elimination 

of that work. As expected, the participants found it hard to identify waste in 

the first place, but when the corresponding hindrance was removed, waste 

was more easily seen. In this way more than 50 examples of waste 

elimination were collected.  

The next stage was to analyze the process that had been discussed with the 

process stakeholders, e.g., the people involved in the process or those in the 

preceding or succeeding processes. It was discovered that all of the cases had 

the common character that the waste was a necessity for the corresponding 

process. If it were simply removed, then all of the processes would be 

suspended and production could not continue. In fact, all successful waste 

elimination cases involved process improvement exercises. For example, it 

was common for the manufacturers to take a couple of days to process orders. 

This may be due to the need for manufacturers to have frequent 

communication with their customers first to clarify the details of an order 

before the computer ordering system can accept it. Order administrators were 

usually very surprised to find out that their value-added work amounted to 
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less than 1 - 2% of the whole ordering process time. But all of them readily 

admitted that the rest, 98 - 99% of their time, was non-value-added. They 

pointed out that most non-value-added work resulted from customers not 

understanding their needs or making careless mistakes, or from 

administrators who did not have sufficient product knowledge or lacked the 

necessary information to process orders. These are the main reasons why 

people take non-value-added work for granted or do not consider it as a 

problem. However, once guidelines were provided to customers on how to 

place orders, or when order administrators had sufficient product knowledge 

or could get the necessary information in a timely fashion, some of the 

non-value-added work would become waste. In other words, waste could 

only be recognized after the hindrance in the non-value-added work is 

removed. In those workshops a new approach was taken whereby work was 

only classified as being either value-added or non-value-added and the 

participants found it much easier to “construe up” some of the waste during 

the discussion. Nobody further insisted that “it has to be done this way”. 

However, if a mistake is made during the order process, the accumulated 

value of the product will be destroyed or decreased. This work is treated as a 

piece of negative value-added work. Of the seven wastes in the TPS, all, 

except for defects, are non-value-added work or processes. The production of 

defective products is negative value-added work because it reduces the value 

of an output, despite the fact that it could be repaired, rejected, or sold as 

seconds. In the worst-case scenario, a defective product will give rise to 

claims or requests for indemnification from the customer that will incur a 

cost higher than the selling price. Hence, producing defective products is not 

non-value-added work. 

Therefore, all the above cases support the analysis in Section 6.2, and the 

following definitions of the different work of a process in Chapter 6 might 

accommodate them perfectly:  

1  Value-added work – 

1.1 Positive – work that creates value as perceived by the 

customer; 
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1.2 Negative – work that decreases the accumulated value of 

the process. 

2  Non-value-added work – work that is necessarily carried out 

to cope with the hindrance and maintains the accumulated 

value of the process. Each piece of non-value-added work is 

associated with one or more hindrance. 

3  Waste – work that has been eliminated following the 

introduction of a change in the process.  

According to these definitions, there is no waste but only value-added and 

non-value-added work in any running process. Each piece of 

non-value-added work is associated with one or more hindrance. A hindrance 

is defined as any cause that prevents the elimination of a process or activity 

that is non-value-added. Hindrance can be divided into several categories, 

such as resource hindrance, market hindrance, and culture and policy 

hindrance. When hindrance is identified and removed in a revamped process, 

the related non-value-added work will immediately become waste. The 5 

Whys and some other QC tools, such as affinity diagrams and relation 

diagrams, can help managers to identify the root cause of hindrance. Once 

the root cause is revealed, corresponding actions to eliminate the hindrance 

can be implemented. Improvement is therefore obtained by eliminating 

hindrance, not by eliminating waste. The concept of “waste elimination” can 

therefore be re-cast as “hindrance elimination”. Obviously, in some cases, the 

hindrance can be easily found and eradicated. But for some non-value-added 

work hindrance is very hard to eliminate and has to be accommodated in the 

process. Waste will be exposed and eliminated only after a new and improved 

process is established. The following is a real-life case that demonstrates this 

concept.  

This case concerns a trading firm that wishes to reduce the time to deliver 

a finished product, i.e., the time that the product reaches the end of the 

production line to when it arrives at an assigned port. The process starts with 

the manufacturer informing the trading firm when the goods for a certain 

order are ready. On the same day or the next day, the trading firm provides 

instructions to the manufacturer about the packing requirements for the goods 
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according to the output quantity. It takes one to three days for the 

manufacturer to arrange the packing of any order. The trading firm then sends 

a truck to pick up the goods one day after being informed that the packing 

has been done. According to records, therefore, it generally takes five to 

seven days to complete this simple process. After analyzing this work flow, 

the trading firm identifies that the hindrance lies mainly in its own 

employees’ mindsets because they assume that the manufacturer could not 

understand their complex packing instructions correctly, which also points to 

a lack of trust on their part. It therefore provides a brief period of training to 

the workers of the manufacturer. The result is that the finished goods are 

packed immediately at the end of the production line with no need for further 

instructions from the trading firm and the goods are sent to the port by the 

manufacturer the following day. As a result the need for the communication 

that previously existed in relation to packing and trucking arrangements 

between the trading firm and the manufacturer is eliminated. The elimination 

of this communication is not because the communication is a waste in itself 

but because the manufacturer fully grasps the requirements of the customer. 

The investment needed to realize this change only involves one half-day 

training session - a negligible cost in comparison with the saving in the 

non-value-added process for managing the finished goods for every order and 

in terms of the reduced lead time. The trading firm identifies the hindrance 

easily from the non-value-added work and does not insist that the packing 

instructions have to be done in that way. If the trading firm had been asked to 

identify any waste in the process, it might have been very hard for it to 

imagine that the waste in fact lies in the unnecessary communication and that 

it could be eliminated if the manufacturer is provided with training on 

understanding the packing instructions. They might only have thought that it 

was wasteful of the manufacturer to take three days instead of a couple of 

hours for the packing. Therefore, the case also manifests that the problem is 

not a pure technical issue. The solution is a result of interactions between the 

technical and social systems (Lander and Liker 2007). 
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B.4  Productivity Improvement 

Any elimination of non-value-added work that shortens cycle time or lead 

time is not equivalent to improving productivity because additional resources 

might be needed to reduce times. It is known that productivity is the ratio of 

output to input and total factor productivity is the ratio of the total quantity of 

outputs to total quantity of different inputs. It is a factor that contributes to 

the profitability of a firm (Van Loggerenberg and Cucchiaro 1981). In the last 

section we argued that any improvement involves a change in the production 

process. However, some of the changes may not guarantee that productivity 

improvement will happen because the additional input that may be needed to 

bring about a change may not be counterbalanced by the extra output. For 

example, the dwindling of WIP inventory levels by the JIT manufacturing 

method seldom improves productivity (Lieberman et al. 1990). However, we 

do find that cost reduction is a condition for productivity enhancement in 

process improvement.  

Lemma B.1. Process improvement resulting from a reduction in 

non-value-added work will contribute to productivity improvement on 

condition that the new process leads to cost reduction.  

Proof.  Suppose a firm has taken a process improvement effort to eliminate 

some non-value-added work in the original process. Let 1y  be the input 

vector of the original process producing output q  and 2y  be the input 

vector of the improved process producing the same output q . The 

corresponding input price vectors are ),( 21 ww . Before the process change, 

the process cost is given by 111 ywc
T=  and after the change, the process 

cost becomes 222 ywc
T= . Assume 2121 ,,, wwyy , and q  are all greater 

than zero. Then the cost ratio of the two processes is given by 
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Multiplying both the numerator and denominator of (B1) by q  yields 
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We assume W  is a constant and will not affect the process change, so 

12 y
q

y
q >  if only 12 cc < .              

Lemma B.1 is conditional on cost being reduced in order to gain any 

productivity improvement. In practice, the cost reduction resulting from a 

process improvement may be verified by comparing the saving from the 

changes in the operation and the investment associated with those changes.  

Since the saving obtained by reducing lead time/cycle time represents a 

continuous income, it is useful to consider the present value of the continuous 

cash flow. Let )(xF  denote an instantaneous rate of cash flow expressed in 

dollars per year, where x  is continuous time. The interest rate, r, is selected 

by the investors/management as the one that gives the minimum attractive 

rate of return. When )(xF is discounted at a continuous rate r, its 

contribution to present worth is ,)( rxexF −  and the sum of the contributions 

over a period takes the form 

    ∫ −=
u rxdxexFPV
0

)( , ux ≤≤0 ,       (B3) 

where PV stands for the present value. Net present value is a traditional 

project valuation methodology and it is easily applied to internal 

improvement projects. If the present value of the saving is greater than the 

investment, I, i.e., IPV > , it reflects that productivity improvement is 

secured by shortening cycle time or lead time because the input is less than 

the output. 

Proposition B.1. The lead time/cycle time and the productivity of the 

production process can be improved simultaneously, if 

1.there exists at least a change in a running process or sub-process in the 

production line to eliminate its hindrance; and 

2.the new process or sub-process is incorporated into the production line 

without decreasing the total value of the sequence of processes, subject to the 

present value of the net saving from the change being positive, i.e., 

    IdxexF
u rx ≥∫ −

0
)( , ux ≤≤0 , 

where  I = investment in improvement; 
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)(xF  = an instantaneous rate of cash flow due to saving resulting from a 

new process or sub-process; 

r  = the minimal attractive rate of return. 

Proof.  Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 cover the components of value-added and 

non-value-added processes in the production function, and lead time/cycle 

time reduction. The present proposition emphasizes that any new process or 

sub-process should not create new issues such that the total value of the 

sequence of processes is decreased. It should be noted that the production 

system should not reject the change, otherwise performance improvement 

will not be guaranteed. Moreover, we consider saving comes from the input 

of labour, )(xL , and capital, )(xK , where capital includes everything 

except labour, e.g., equipment, overheads and materials. 

Let )()()( xKxLxF βα += , where α  is the rate of wages and β  is the 

average input unit price. After applying the new operation and when the 

situation becomes steady, we may assume that the amount saved from labour 

and capital is also stable, i.e., )()( xKxLA βα += . 

Case (i): The values of α  and β  will not change. 

Thus [ ] ∫∫∫ −−− =+==
u rxrxuu rx dxeAdxexkxLdxexFPV
000

)()()( βα    (B4) 

and since the improvement is permanent, it is assumed that ∞→u , then 

     
r

A
dxeAPV

u rx

u
== ∫ −

∞→ 0
lim .      (B5) 

Hence investment in improvement is viable if I
r

A
≥ . This means that the 

investment should be less than the saving of one period divided by the rate of 

return. 

Case (ii): The values of α  and β  are exponentially increasing at rates 

Lg  and Kg , respectively. Thus 

  [ ] [ ] dxeKedxeLedxexFPV rxu xgrxu xgu rx KL −−− ∫∫∫ +==
000

)( .   (B6) 

Assuming Lgr >  and Kgr > , both Lg  and Kg  are growth rates and 

determined by the investor/management. These growth rates might take into 
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account the future inflation rate. If ∞→u , then using (B5) gives 

    
KL

u rx

u gr

K

gr

L
dxexFPV

−
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−
== ∫ −

∞→ 0
)(lim .    (B7) 

Thus a similar result to case (i) is obtained, namely that I
gr

K

gr

L

KL

≥
−

+
−

 

is the condition for process improvement.  

If Lg  = Kg  = g , then I
gr

A
≥

−
.         

The above results demonstrate that if the investment in improvement is the 

same, then 

1. The benefit to a company in higher labour cost countries is larger; 

2. A low profit margin company will be more eager to improve its 

productivity; 

3. In countries where the inflation rate is expected to be higher, there 

will be greater motivation to pursue improvement. 

These results also easily explain why Ohno and Shingo emphasize the 

importance of non-physical waste elimination because the investment made 

in eliminating wasteful and meaningless jobs is much less than the cost of 

continuing with those wasteful practices. What they suggest is to pay 

attention to the non-value-added work in a process and to try and identify the 

hindrance in them. Any latent waste would be revealed once the hindrance is 

removed in the course of setting up a new process. In fact, most of the 

hindrance is related to mindsets and culture issues (Suri 1998), which require 

no capital outlay when it comes to the implementation of the JIT concept 

(Cheng 1988). This is the reason why Shingo remarks that waste elimination 

could squeeze water from a dry towel. Obviously, this does not mean that all 

the hindrance can be eliminated quickly because some hindrance may have 

existed in a production line due to external restrictions. 

Performance improvements do not only come from non-value-added work. 

They can also be gained from accelerating the value-added work by 

technology growth, although the investment would be much larger for this 

type of improvement. The high-tech approach to cope with labour shortage at 

Toyota’s Tahara plant in the early 1990’s is an example of value-added work 
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improvement. Unfortunately, Toyota was forced to abandon this strategy due 

to poor cost efficiency and worker resistance (Benders and Morita 2004). 

However, discussion of this aspect is beyond the scope of this study. 

 

B.5  An Example 

Tana Netting Co., Ltd４ is a leading manufacturer and distributor of mosquito 

netting and other products for public health, travel and personal protection, as 

well as for home and garden applications. Its clients include malaria control 

projects, UN agencies, international NGOs, businesses, the military, 

travellers, leading hotels and resorts, and homeowners around the world. 

Their production facility is located in Chonburi, Thailand. This factory 

learned about the key concept of Section 6.2 and this appendix in January 

2009 and has applied it to its production line with a view to improving 

productivity. 

The production flow is quite simple in the netting business in comparison 

with other sewing industries. First of all, the fabric is sent to the cutting room 

after inspection of the incoming material, and then the sewing room makes 

the product. If the product does not require any further treatment, then it will 

be sent directly to the packing room. If it needs further treatment, e.g., 

addition of a specific chemical, the product will go through a further process 

before being sent for packing (Figure B.1). 

Incoming 

material 

inspection

Cutting Sewing

Is 

chemical 

treatment 

required

?

Chemical

treatment

Packing
No

Yes

 

Figure B.1: Production Process in Tana  

                                                 
４ The website of Tana Netting Co., Ltd. is http://www.tananetting.com 
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The management team analyzed the cost structure of their production line 

and identified that the labour cost of the Packing Department was as high as 

40.48% of the total direct labour cost. The second highest labour cost was in 

the Sewing Department. These two departments were therefore selected as 

the first ones to be dealt with in the process improvement exercise at the 

beginning of 2009. After a couple of months of operation of the new concept, 

both departments achieved substantial improvement. For commercial reason, 

Tana is not willing to share the entire experience, and does not want the 

results of more than one department be quoted after the introduction of an 

improved process, so only the results of the Packing Department are shown 

to illustrate the nature and extent of its achievement. All the figures in this 

example, therefore, are the results concerning just one production line, not 

the total output of Tana. It is also assumed for the purpose of this exercise 

that the production line deals only with one kind of product at all the times. 

However, the whole Packing Department indeed benefited from the process 

improvement exercise that resulted in considerable resources saving. 

The labour productivity growth process in the Packing Department of Tana 

can be divided into two periods. The first period was from January to August 

2009. It can be seen from Table B.1 that Tana obtained a significant result by 

reducing the cycle time for each net from 7.56 seconds down to 3.5 seconds 

in the packing process during this period. The second period was from 

September 2009 to August 2010 during which the cycle time was reduced 

even further, down to 3.25 seconds. The daily capacity of the production line 

therefore increased from 3,333 pieces to 7,200 pieces of net in the first period, 

and then rose to 7,759 pieces in the second period. Hence the labour 

productivity increased by 132.79% overall. Even though these figures reflect 

the results over the whole 20-month period, it should be noted that Tana       

  

Table B.1: Performance of the labour productivity growth in Packing Department 

Items Before 

Improvement 

August 2009 August 2010 

Capacity per day 3,333 nets 7,200 nets 7,759 nets 

Cycle time per net 7.56 seconds 3.5 seconds 3.25 seconds 

Labour productivity change – +116.02% +132.79% 
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achieved a substantial proportion of the benefit of the process improvement 

directly after the new packing method was first introduced. The reason for 

adopting a longer period for this study is to show that the results were 

maintained over time and the process of improvement continued. The main 

improvement resulted from a change in the sitting position of the packing 

workers. Before the change, the workers adopted the traditional practice of 

sitting on the floor to process the packing (Exhibition B.1). Tana classified 

the packing procedure into value-added and non-value-added work. In 

reviewing some of the non-value-added work, they identified that the root    

  

 

   Exhibition B.1.  Workers sat on the floor during packing before process improvement 
 

 

   Exhibition B.2. Workers are packing nets on the table after improvement implemented 
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Table B.2: Saving of the direct labour cost in Packing Department 

Items Before 

Improvement 

August 

2009 

August 

2010 

Packing labour cost per net 2.077 baht 0.958 baht 0.889 baht 

Total labour cost per net 5.131 baht 4.012 baht 3.943 baht 

Portion of packing labour cost 40.48% 23.88% 22.55% 

Saving of packing labour cost per 
net 

– 1.119 baht 1.188 baht 

Percentage of packing labour cost 
saving 

_ 53.88% 57.20% 

 

cause of the hindrance was the operating position of the workers. As a result 

of their study, they found that packing on a table would shorten the cycle 

time by more than half (Exhibition B.2), since the new process eliminated 

some of the movements that were needed in the former position. After a few 

months’ practice, the cycle time became quite stable. In the second period of 

improvement, they focused on raising the workers’ skills by adding a 

“trainer” to the line and using the continuous-flow process concept. However, 

they were facing a lot of labour turnover during this period and this required 

some effort to train up the new comers and for this reason it took a bit longer 

for the cycle time to become stable. 

From the cost point of view, the percentage of saving in the direct labour 

cost was a little bit better than the saving in cycle time and the increase in 

daily capacity due to the pay for each worker was not the same. Table B.2 

shows that the direct labour cost for packing was 2.077 Thai baht per net 

before the improvement. In the first period, the cost fell to 0.958 baht, a 

saving of 53.88%. In the second period, the direct labour cost for packing fell 

further, down to 0.889 baht per net, i.e., the saving rose to as high as 57.20%. 

The packing labour cost, therefore, dropped from 40.48% to 22.55% of the 

total direct labour cost, assuming that all the other departments had 

maintained their original labour costs５. Obviously, the saving in the labour 

cost illustrates how the new packing process had removed a high proportion 

of the non-value-added work of the original process. This approach to 

                                                 
５ The assumption is required for discussion in this thesis since Tana does not 

disclose the labour cost changes in other departments. 
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efficiency improvement does not require the participants to search for any 

waste in the process. Nevertheless, the factory obtained outstanding results in 

waste elimination simply by changing the physical position of the workers. 

The daily output of the Packing Department of Tana is now 7,759 pieces of 

net and each net represents a saving of 1.188 baht, hence the labour cost 

saving in the Packing Department is as high as 9,218 baht per day.  

Assuming the production capacity is kept constant and that the minimal 

attractive rate of return is 0.05, according to Eq. (B5) in the proof of 

Proposition B.1, the present value of the packing labour saving is 55,308,000 

baht if the factory runs 50 6-day weeks annually. However, if we assume that 

there will have to be a certain percentage increase in wages, e.g., a growth 

rate of 1%, then the present value of the packing labour saving will rise to 

69,135,000 baht. 

If the amounts saved from labour and capital are combined, it is possible to 

decide on the validity of the change in the process by comparing the total 

saving with the investment needed to bring about the improvement. In this 

case the decision is easy even if the capital saving data are not available 

because the investment was only for a few working tables and some chairs 

costing a mere 67,700 baht. This is equivalent to the saving of only a few 

days of labour cost.  

This example shows that people need not follow the recommendation of 

Ohno to shorten cycle time by searching out and eliminating waste. Tana did 

not spend a single minute on searching for waste on the production floor but 

a hidden waste could nevertheless be identified in the Packing Department 

that could save more than half of the wage costs in the packing process. The 

concept in Section 6.2 and this appendix is distinct from the traditional TPS 

since it does not ask practitioners to find waste from the surface phenomena 

in their processes but to look for hidden issues that could lead to 

improvement. Obviously, this method is not bound by the argument for the 

need for waste identification, and makes it easier, therefore, for people to 

obtain positive results.  
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B.6  Conclusions 

The proposition in this study that waste does not exist in any process explains 

why waste is so hard to observe. It might also be the reason why so many 

people do not agree with Shingo (1989, p.80) that waste exists because they 

could not imagine that any improvement could occur in their systems. A good 

example that demonstrates this point is a story in Imai’s book (1997, p.81) 

about a press line foreman in a German automotive factory who reacted with 

disbelief and anger to his consultant setting a 50% reduction target in the 

setup time without any accompanying technological changes. After the 

improvement was made, the foreman admitted he had not seen all the “muda” 

before. In fact, the consultant did not see “muda” either; he only imagined 

how the process could be changed to allow improvement to happen. The 

concept that waste exists in any process is a blind spot in JIT and the Toyota 

Way. This study recommends that what is more important is to find the 

hindrance behind each piece of non-value-added work and try to eliminate all 

the hindrance to improve production efficiency. 

Changes in any process would probably result in reduced cycle time/lead 

time. Consequently, the cost of the process might be reduced and productivity 

improvement would be obtained. Hence, this study explains why “waste 

elimination” is considered to be the heart of TPS as it enhances Toyota’s 

productivity.  

This study may be of benefit to TPS and the Toyota Way because it 

provides an appropriate explanation for the concept of waste elimination. 

People who want to learn the main concepts of TPS and the Toyota Way will 

find them much easier to understand if they use the concept in this study 

rather than concentrate purely on waste elimination. The propositions we put 

forward in this study overcome the difficulty of finding waste as lamented by 

Ohno and Shingo, while still keeping the spirit of the “absolute elimination 

of waste”. Moreover, practitioners can focus on identifying and removing the 

hindrance in their non-value-added work, which has great potential for 

process efficiency improvement. Future research may explore the nature and 

role of hindrance in inhabiting production efficiency improvement. 
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